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Preface

This is theTenth Edition of the IBM Jargon and GeneralComputingDictionary, dated May1990.
This edition follows themarkup andformat of the last (Ninth)edition, and has morethan one
hundred andseventy new entries (bringing thetotal to over fourteenhundredentries).

This is not only thetenth edition of the dictionary, but is also itstenth year; the firstedition was
compiled and distributed in1980. At that time the use of jargon was on the increase, but I now
observe that the quantity and use ofjargon appears to bedecreasing− perhaps as computing
becomesless of aspecialist discipline. Notonly does this make my task aseditor of the dictionary a
little easier, but itmight also implythat the computing industry is at lastgetting better atcommuni-
catingwith its customers!

As usual, I am indebted to thecontent and managementreviewers for thisedition: Geoff Bartlett, Ian
Brackenbury, Peter Capek, PhilipCohen, Bertrand Denoix, TrulyDonovan, Forrest Garnett, and
Ray Mansell. Any errorsthat remain are, ofcourse, entirely my responsibility.

I should alsolike to thank thehundreds of people whohave contributed words ordefinitions to this
dictionary. I have beenespeciallyencouraged by thediversity of the contributors, who come from
more thanforty countries andfrom all divisions of IBM. Newcomers to IBM have proved to be the
most sensitive tojargon, and the old-timers (some from veryhigh levels in theCorporation)have
provided most of the history and anecdotes. Without the encouragement fromreaders,and, of
course, theVNET communications network, thisdocument wouldnever havebeencreated.

The Content of the Dictionary

The items in this dictionary havebeenselectedfrom the huge vocabulary of computer-related terms
used in IBM. To be included here, a word or phrase musteither have originated in IBM, or(more
commonly) itsmeaning orusage in IBM must be differentfrom the usual. Acronyms and abbrevi-
ations arenot included except where they arenecessary for cross-references, or are used as truewords
in their own right (for example, “APAR”).

The origin of a usage isoften obscure, so a few words may have slipped inunder false colours. Do
please send me anycorrections orbackgroundmaterial which will improve the accuracy of this
collection. You are also encouraged to send possible additions to this dictionary− words and
phrases, new or old, English ornot. All contributions are mostwelcome. If possible, please include
the source and date of anyusage youquote.

This dictionary is intendedboth to inform and to entertain. Each entry has adefinition, which is
usually supplemented by an explanation and an example ofusage. Formal etymologies are not
included, since in most cases theetymology is eitherunknown ordisputed. Inmany cases, ameaning
or usage is sosubtle or bizarrethat a light treatment is more appropriate (andconveys the sense
better) than an attempt todefine the term formally. As aresult, thiscompilation is not just asource
of information but is also a window on the IBMculture, asreflected in its language.
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This dictionary isperhaps mostuseful to people new to the vocabulary of IBM. For this reason, the
document inprinted form isunclassified. Itcontains no material proprietary to IBM. The material
is, however, substantially novel and is thereforeprotected by copyright. Producing printedcopies of
this documentwithin IBM, or copying in printed form for private use is allowed, providedthat
reproduction is done withoutalteration. Permission for anyother form of publication must be
obtained from theeditor, together withappropriate management andlegal approvals.

The Format of the Items

The structure of the dictionary isformalised by the use of agenericmarkup language,which conforms
(except for commentary) to the reference syntax of the StandardGeneralizedMarkup Language
(SGML, ISO standard8879).

Each item in the dictionary starts with aheadword, which can be asingle word or a phrase.
Headwords are shown inlower case,exceptwhen they arealways used in aparticularupper ormixed
case. Theheadword isfollowed by a pronunciation where not obvious (or where different from
normal English).

Every headword isfollowed by one or moresenses. A sensestarts with apart of speech, whereappro-
priate, which isfollowed by a definition − normally a single sentence. The definition is usually
followed by an explanation, which may includequotations illustrating the use of theheadword.
These quotations are ofactualusage(with occasionalminor editorial elucidations) unlessintroduced
by the word “usage”, in which case thequotation isillustrative.

Within a definition or explanation, cross-references towords or phrasesdefined elsewhere in the
dictionary areshown in an obliquesansserif font, thus (or are identified by someother typographic
convention, depending on theSCRIPT processor and printer used). Subsidiary headwords,defined
within an item, areshown in the same font as theheadwords at the start of items.

A number ofabbreviations are used.Parts ofspeech may beshown as one ofn., v., adj., and adv.,
which refer to noun, verb, adjective, andadverb respectively(these are often not the usual part of
speech for the word or phrase!). Elsewhere,cf. stands forconfer, comparewith; e.g. for exempli
gratia, for example;etc. for et cetera, and so on;i.e. for id est, that is; andq.v. for quod vide, which
see.

The itemsthat are new in thecurrent (Tenth) edition are marked with a bar in the left margin, and
the itemsthat were new in the last (Ninth)edition are marked by dots in the left margin. Editorial
asides arebracketed, [thus]. In general, British spelling and punctuation areused, though for
headwords,quotations, and the expansion ofabbreviations theoriginal form (often from the USA)
will be found.

Mike Cowlishaw (MFC atVENTA)
IBM UK Laboratories,
Hursley Park,
Winchester, UK
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ABEND all hands meeting

ABEND (ab-end) 1. n. The undesirable termination
of a program (or system). From “ABnormal
ENDing”. Invariably due tohuman error at some
point that thesystem wasunable to overcome or
ignore. Typically results in catch-allerror messages
(e.g., “syntax error”) thatrarely help determine the
cause.2. v. To end abnormally. See alsocrash.

. A-Box n. A primary storageunit: the one closest to

. the controller. Most 370 storage peripherals come

. in two flavours. TheA-Box (also calledhead of

. string, or Model A) either houses the controller (e.g.,

. 3422), is thecontroller (e.g., 3480), or connects to

. the controller. The B-Box(Model B) is used for

. extending the string.Somestrings can beconnected

. to the controller atboth ends, in which case the unit

. at the end of the string is usually aModel D.

. accept n. A purchased and(usually) installedprod-

. uct, most often used in theplural. As in: “The

. demand number is themarketing estimate of

. customeraccepts...”.
account situation n. Circumstances at a customer

installation which could lead to IBMlosing revenue
or reputation. A “red alert”state for a branch
office. See alsocritical situation.

. acronym n. A word formed from the (or some)

. initial letters of other words andoften printed in

. uppercase. Strictly speaking, if it can only be

. pronounced letter-by-letter then it is merely an

. abbreviation. An example of an acronym:“Acro-

. nyms: A ConvenientReduction Of Nomenclature

. Yielding Mnemonic Syllables”. acronym is, in itself,

. not an IBM word, but acronyms are a way oflife in

. the computer business;there are somany acronyms

. and abbreviations in use in IBM, and somany are

. coined each day, thatthis dictionary cannot attempt

. to list them. It mustsuffice to record thediscovery

. of one of a number ofthree-levelacronyms:GOCB.

. In this acronym, theO stands forOSD, in which

. the O stands forOSI. The G stands forGTMOSI

. (a mere two levels), and so the fullexpansion of

. GOCB is: “General TeleprocessingMonitor for

. Open SystemsInterconnectionOpen SystemsInter-

. connectionSessionDriver Control Block”. See also

. TLA.
action 1. v. To do something, or(more commonly)

to delegate tosomeone something that needs to be
done. “We must actionfinishing off the documenta-
tion.” 2. n. An action, agreed at ameeting, that a
particular person isexpected to take. “Ihave an
action to organizethis year’s familydinner.”

| action item n. An action (q.v.) recorded in the
| minutes of a meeting, orbrought forward to the
| agenda of thenext meeting.

action plan n. A plan. Projectmanagement isnever
satisfied by just aplan. Theonly acceptable plans
are action plans. Also used tomean an ad hoc
short-term scheme forresolving a specific and well
definedproblem.

. added value 1. n. The features or bells and whistles

. that distinguish oneproduct from another. As in:

. “This mission is strategic to ourdivision. If we are

. to keep it, our proposals must havevisible added
| value.” 2. n. The additional peripherals,software,
| support,installation,etc., provided by a dealer, such
| as an IBM VAR (ValueAdded Reseller) or VAD
| (Value Added Dealer).

adder n. An increment. “These costs won’t look so
attractive with the burden and inflation adders.”
Nominated formost obnoxiousneologism of 1980.
The word uplift is now a common and equally
obnoxiousalternative.

address v. To talk about. Usedwhen a speaker
cannot answer a question, as in: “Ishall address
that subject another time” (this implies that, of
course, thespeaker has considered thesubject in
great depth, butsadly has notenough time now to
give it the treatment itdeserves). Seeoffline.

adjective v. To use a word as anadjective modifying
some other wordwhich in fact modifies theadjec-
tived word. This avoids thenormal use ofprep-
ositions anddependentclauses, as in“user effects”
(instead of“effects on users” or “effects caused by
users”). Anotherexample is“That is a documenta-
tion hit” (rather than “That is a hit on the
documentation”). Seealso verb.

administrivia n. Any kind of bureaucratic red tape
or paperwork, IBM ornot, that hindersaccomplish-
ment of one’s objectives or goals. Often,anything
with a routing slip attached.

adtech n. AdvancedTechnology. Time putaside for
a risky project, not necessarily directlyrelated to a
product. May mean:a) Play time (whensomeone
else is doing it), orb) Exciting, innovative system
design with noproduct deadlines (whenspeaker is
doing it).

aeroplane rule, airplane rule 1. n. “When you are
lost, climb and confess”. 2. n. Complexity
increases the possibility of failure; a twin-engine
aeroplane is moreexpensive and hastwice asmany
engine problems as a single engine aeroplane.
When applied to largecomputingsystems, theanal-
ogy is that two powersupplies (eventhough running
at overrated current output)driving two boards of
logic are much more reliable than four power
supplies ofcorrect valuewith each pairdriving each
of two logic boards. Whenreliability is the stronger
consideration adifferent designwill result than when
availability (with concurrent maintenance) is the
major criterion. Seefence out.

aggressive 1. adj. Optimistic, vigorous, very active.
In IBM, implies an element ofrisk: “We aremoving
into the new technology on avery aggressivesched-

| ule.” 2. adj. Over-ambitious. As used on afoil:
| “1988 plan was very aggressive”, whichactually
| meant “we did not maketarget” and “theforecas-
| ters got itwrong again”.

air movement device n. A mechanical rotating
componentwith angled blades, used in the IBM PC

| family and in the 4341 processor for cooling
| purposes. When used in the (nowdefunct) IBM
| Copiers, it wasknown as anair cooling device .

[Even earlier, it wasknown as a “fan”; the term has
been abbreviated forconvenience.]

| alarm v. To fit with an alarm device. Observed on
| doors in SanJose andelsewhere:“This door is
| alarmed”. [Soothe, soothe...]
. all-blue adj. Of a customer: havingpurchased all
. major computing equipment from IBM. “An all-
. blue account.” See alsotrue blue.
| all cycles to list expression.Nothing new. Old-
| timer’s response to“How are you”? This was the
| standard“just list” invocation, wired on anaccount-
| ing machine panel. See alsoCI to C.
. all-elbows adj. Of a resident PC program:
. unsociable. Used todescribe aprogramthat bluntly
. steals theresources that itneeds withoutregard to
. others.

all hands meeting n. A meeting, called byupper
management,which everyone working on agiven
project is required to attend. Probably from the
nautical “All hands ondeck!” Since most of these
meetings are called toannounce changes in the
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alphameric ASCII bit

managementtree, there is some evidence that the
intended reference is toshuffling thedeck.

alphameric n. Alpha-Numeric. Used todescribe
thosecharacters that areeither alphabetic or numer-
ic. The alphamerics areoften restricted to asingle
case of alphabetic, and rarely include anynon-
English alphabetics.

Amber n. The master disk of apublic conferencing
facility. This refers toRogerZelazny’sNine Princes
In Amber fantasy series.Amber is (sort of) the real
universe;other apparentrealities are (insomesense)
incomplete copies ofAmber (they are called“shad-
ows” of Amber). Seemaster.

American tourist n. A VIP (Visiting (sic) Important
Person) from the USA. A breed of corporate
manager orstaff assistantthat suffers from an urge
to visit European locations (usually within driving
distance of theMediterranean) during themonths of
July or August, thus preventing employeesfrom
taking their vacations whenthey would like to.
1986 (the year of the Libyanaffair and theParis
bombings) was anice quietyear for Europeans.

angel dust n. Another name forgreen lightning (q.v.).
Refers to the slangname for adrug [phencyclidine]
that is said to result in hallucinations and
psychotropic effects similar to the flashingstreaks
known as GreenLightning.

announce n. The time at which a newproduct is
described to customers.Before this time aproduct
is known by a code name, and specifications are
strictly confidential. At announce, the product is
assigned anumber instead of a name, with the
result that not even the developersknow what it is
any more. See alsoESP, FCS, GA.

APAR (ay-parr) 1. n. Authorized ProgramAnalysis
Report. This is an official report to IBM of an
error in a program. The acronym is used sooften
that most people don’t know what it standsfor.
This is one of themany acronymswhose expansion
and meaning has changedwith time. The group in
Poughkeepsie thatwrote the early System/360
systemsprograms(compilers, sorts,etc.) were called
“Applied Programming” or“Application Program-
ming”, hence a request for a fix wascalled an

. “Applied ProgrammingAssistanceRequest”. In the

. period between the demise of the AppliedProgram-

. ming organisation and the determinationthat “AP”

. could mean “Authorized Program” the acronym

. was interpreted as “Always Process AsRush”.

. [This actually gotprinted on someforms.] 2. v. To
make such areport. Note thatonly programs (and

. not microcode) can be APARed.3. n. A specific fix

. for a reported problem [anincorrect usage]. “I’ve
| applied all the APARs, but it still crashes.” Also
| APAR avalanche , the result of innocently requesting
| a singleAPAR to fix a simple problem,only to find
| that it requires a number of other fixes to be
| installed first, and that these inturn require others,
| and these...

APARable situation n. A reportable bug. See also
critical situation, known restriction.

APL bigot n. One who considers APL to be the
finest programming language available. APL (A
Programming Language) is a popular, mathemat-
ically oriented, unreadable, interactive language.
Usage: “An APL bigotdoes not knowthere are any
other programminglanguages”, or:“It’s an APL
bigot − cannot speakEnglish”. Alon Caplin
(known for his love of APL and for his sense of
humour) was heard tosay: “You can always tell an
APL bigot, but notmuch”. See alsobigot.

append n. A piece of text (ranging from one line to
several hundred) that is appended to afile on a
conference disk. The text may be discussions, bug
reports,suggestions, questions, or anyother topic of
conversation. The value of anappend isvery often
inversely proportional to itslength. See alsoconfer-
encing facility, forum.

. application tower n. A series ofprograms thathave

. been groupedtogether toform a packagewhich can

. be used conveniently for aparticular application.

. The package isbuilt on a common basethat is

. shared byseveralapplication towers. Seetower.
architect 1. v. To design how something should

work. Usage: “We will have that architected by
. year end”. 2. v. To document,ex post facto, the
. way a particularpiece of hardware[and sometimes
. software]works.

architectural awareness n. An improvement to a
building. Site Facilities’ version of Feature. A
popular variety is a column placeddirectly in front
of a door, claimed to be deliberate. Warning: At
the Glendale Laboratory(Endicott), and at the
Greenford Distribution Centre (London), youwill
be offered attractive betsthat this has never
happened.Do not accept!

architecture 1. n. The way something works.
Usage: “They are developing a new disk architec-
ture”. 2. adj. Documentation. Usually in the form
“architecturegroup” that denotes agroup of people
who go aroundfinding out how the most highly
esteemed IBMproducts or planned products work
and then document them. These documents then
become the IBM“standardarchitecture” or “strate-
gic architecture”which the rest of the(IBM) world
then has tofollow. Note: You cannotspell “Archi-
tecture” without“hit”.

. archive v. To savedata (usually electronic) in long-

. term storage(such as magnetictape oroptical disk).

. This differs from backup (q.v.) in that it is intended

. that thedata bekept for a long time, perhapsindefi-

. nitely. Data are archived when no longer in

. constantuse, and thespacetaken up by thedata is

. needed for other purposes.
arm waving n. A technique used to conveyexcited

dedication to an idea,eventhough not supported by
arguments or facts. “The pitch had much arm
waving but little content”. The technique may be
attempting to emulate theeffect of waving one’s
arms (as iftrying to fly) near a flock of seagulls [or
wild ducks?] who will then all take offtogether.

artificial intelligence 1. n. The opposite ofnatural
silliness. 2. n. A research topic in Computer
Science. Some in the computer industry seem to
think that nothinguseful cancome out ofartificial
intelligence (but theydon’t trust the natural kind,
either).

ASCII bit (ass-key) n. A bit set to selectASCII
(American NationalStandard Code for Information
Interchange) coded information. In theSystem/360
computerarchitecture (nowobsolete), bit 12 of the
ProgramStatus Word was designated theASCII bit.
When the bit was off(0), the system ran using the
EBCDIC (Extended BinaryCoded DecimalInter-
change Code) coded characterset. When on (1),
the system ran using theASCII coded characterset.
However, this ASCII operation wasnever used by
any of the IBM operatingsystems and so thearchi-
tects redefined the bit for BasicControl Mode (0)
and Extended ControlMode (1). In hindsight, it
seems that the ASCII setting might have been
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assembler badge

convenient for communication between modern
mainframes and personal computers.

Programmers at onetime could turn on the
ASCII bit in the Program Check New PSW of a
3195 Processor; this (if loaded) would drive the
processor into a continuousloop of ProgramInter-
ruption (bad PSW)which would fetch that same
PSW (still bad).

assembler 1. n. A program that takes thesymbolic
language used forwriting machine level (binary)
instructions and convertsthat languageinto the
machine level instructions. 2. n. A symbolic
language for writing machine level (binary)
instructions. Also assembly language . Usage:
“You mean the whole interpreter is written in
assembler?” The original assembler language for the
System/360 series wasknown asBAL (Basic Assem-
bler Language), as in thetitle for GC26-3602-7
(October 1972) IBM System/360Model 20, Card
Programming Support, Basic Assembler Language.
See alsocode, microcode.

. assemblerize v. To rewrite in assembler for better

. performance. Curiously, verbs such as“Cobolize”

. have not appeared, perhapsbecause they would

. seldom be used.
assist n. A modification to the microcode of a

processor (or to asystem control program) to
improve the performance of an operatingsystem
running under thatmicrocode or controlprogram.
Usage:“YMS runs nearly twice asfast with the EM
assist enabled”. There is aside-effect inusing an
assist: the number of MIPS (q.v.) measured as
instruction decodes oftendrops substantially, even
though theeffectivework accomplished goes up.

. at this moment in time adv. Now. Also at this

. point in time , and the more pointed:at your

. convenience (now, whenpronounced by a manag-

. er).

. attrit (a-trit) v. To remove personnel from a depart-

. ment, usually by finding new positions for the

. people, and usually because the department’s

. mission has ended. As in: “I had to attrit myentire

. departmentwhen they canceled the project.” See

. also attrition.
attrition n. The loss ofpersonnel throughresignation

from the company. Usage: “Attrition this year is
1.7%”. This word is normally used tomean loss
through friction or wearing down; one wonders
what (or which) agency is causing thefriction. The
term is also used inthis way by Experimental
Psychologists. See alsoattrit.

. autoline n. An automatic manufacturingline for

. building components of a computersystem, often

. well-endowed withrobots.
| automagically adv. Automatically, and socleverly [or
| obscurely] that it seemslike some magicmust have
| been involved. As in: “I have an Exec that does
| that automagically”.

auto-pixelization n. A method of automatically
deriving a dot (raster)image from the vector outline
of a shape(often a character from afont).

award n. A monetary bonusgiven in recognition of a
special achievement. InResearch, a cashprize
often given to signify the end of aproject. Else-
where, a cash prizeplaced sometimes forpolitical
effect, but often associatedwith (though notpropor-
tional to) merit. See alsodinner for two.

backbone n. The central nodes of anelectronic
communication network. Thebackbone ofIBM’s

VNET network is manageddirectly by a corporate
organisation, and in the mid1980s ran amuch-
enhancedversion of theRSCS product, known as

| IPORSCS. Thenodes of the backbone, for exam-
| ple HURBB, are identified by three characters of
| the locationname, followed by BB (for BackBone).
| At a time of a major software upgrade numerous
| problems occurred,which led to the suggestionthat
| in fact the BBstands forbit-bucket (q.v.).

back-burner v. To move something to alower priori-
ty in the hope that itwill go away or be solved by
someoneelse. “Let’s back-burner thisitem.” [Not
originally an IBM term.]

back-level adj. Not current. Describes aprogram or
system that has not been modified with the latest
changes and enhancements.“Your system isback-
level, sothere is no way you can runthis newsuper-
program!” See alsodown-level.

back-page v. To communicate a comment on a
manual using theReader’sCommentForm (which
is on the back orlast page of the book). A way to
get a change to amanual when direct approach to
the author ordeveloperfails. “I think we’ll have to
back-page thatitem”.

backslash n. A backwards sloping slash (i.e., a
solidus that slopes from top left down to bottom
right). This character hassuddenly becomeover-
loaded, as it hasappearedrelatively recently on
most IBM keyboards but used to beunavailable;
every new application therefore uses it as an
“escape” character.

back-to-back remote n. A method for connecting
two computerswhich have been set up sothey can
communicate with each other only over a long-
distanceline, using3705s,modems, adapters,etc. If
in fact the two machines aresitting in the same
room, then the line terminals of the two machines
can simply be connected by short wires. Often
useful in initial testing.

. backup 1. v. To make acopy of data in aseparate

. place in case of inadvertentloss of the primary

. (working) copy. Often a tedious andtime-

. consuming process, and socommonly done less

. frequently and thoroughly than would be ideal.

. 2. adj. Secondary, reserve. As in: “What’s the

. backupplan?” See alsoarchive, Iron Mountain.

. BAD adj. Of a program: Broken AsDesigned. Used

. to describe aprogram whose design, rather than

. implementation, is flawed. This term originated

. (and is mostly used) outside IBM, often inreaction

. to an IBM “Working as Designed” APAR

. response.
badge 1. n. A small rectangular piece of plastic

(showing the holder’sname andphotograph) that
purports toprove the identity of the bearer. Iden-
tification badges are almostalways required to gain
access to IBM buildings. Inaddition, at mostlarge
locations theymust be worn at alltimes. This wear-
ing of badges is of doubtfulvalue, however, as at
least one study hasshown thatnormal suspicion of
a stranger isinhibited if a person sees an official-
looking badge prominentlydisplayed. 2. v. To use
a badge to unlock a door. A taskmade harder
than it need be, since most badge-holders are
designed for displayrather than foruse. Usage:
“Each employee must badge in and badge out”.

. 3. v. To mark with a badge. The main IBM

. computer center in Palo Alto has (or had) a large

. sign at themain entrance reading“Badged Employ-

. ees Only”.
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badge run belly up

| badge run n. A walk among all of the areas(such as
| machine test laboratories) whereone’s badge has
| been authorised toallow entry, inserting thebadge,
| opening thedoor (andmaybepeekingin), and then
| leaving to go to thenext area. The purpose ofthis
| is to leave ausage trail tostop automatic systems
| removing your badge from the authorisedentry list
| simply because youhaven’t usedyour access privi-
| legesenough.

bad information 1. n. Lies. 2. n. The truth,
expressed euphemistically.There is astory (abbre-
viated here)that well illustrates this: Programmer
to manager, “This ismanure”. Manager tosecond-
level, “This is fertiliser”. Second-level to third-level,
“This makesthings grow”. Third-level to Director,
“Must be good stuff”. After an external audit, the
misinformed protect themselves by saying: “My
people gave me badinformation”. See alsoCYA.

bad response n. A delay in the responsetime to a
trivial request of acomputer that islonger than two
tenths of one second. In the1970s, IBM 3277
display terminalsattached toquite small System/360
machines couldservice up to 19interruptionsevery
second from a user [Imeasured itmyself]. Today,
this kind of response time is considered
“impossible” or “unachievable”,even though work
by Doherty, Thadhani, andothers has shown that
humanproductivity and satisfaction arealmost line-
arly inversely proportional to computerresponse
time. It is hoped (but notexpected)that the defi-
nition of “Bad Response”will drop below one tenth
of a second by1990.

. ballpark v. To make arough estimate. Derived from

. a baseball term. Usage: “If youdon’t have the

. number, can you ballpark it forme?”
banana 1. n. A parenthesis. Aterm usedespecially

when dictating computer language, as in: “list fred
splat splat left-banana label” for“LIST FRED * *
(LABEL”. 2. n. One unit of skill in repairing
equipment. IBM’s avowed goal is todesign
machines whosemaintenance is sosimple that the
repair engineers can bereplaced by trained
monkeys. Hence, thelowest three levels of field
repairs are sometimesjokingly called One-, Two-,
or Three-Bananatasks. This concept was used by
the RAS group for the3850 Mass StorageSystem
at Boulder in the mid1970s. At this timethere
were onlyone-and two-bananatasks. The idea was
developed in the 308X RAS and SPR shops, and
was extended tothree-bananatasks. [Such is the
march ofinflation.]

| banana curve, planning banana 1. n. The basis of a
| forecasting techniquepopular in the 1970s. The
| method: using as much historical data as can be
| found, estimated, orinvented, calculate foreach
| month the best-ever year-to-date attainment as a
| percentage of the year-end total forthat year. Simi-
| larly, compute theworst-ever result (whichprobably
| happened in adifferent year). Plotting the results by
| month produces twocurves whichboth start at 0%
| and end at 100% butusually diverge in between.
| Because attainmenttends to acceleratetowards
| yearend, the region between the curves resembles a
| banana. Inuse, then, thecurrent year’s attainment
| was plotted, and if the plotbegan to falloutside the
| banana, [anearly example of “pushing the outside
| of the envelope”] it would be assumed that some
| person, product, orevent was notperforming as he,
| she, or it should. 2. n. A plan-by-time graph that
| shows exponential growth, because of theend-of-
| year panic bysales people with unfulfilled quotas.

| “Well folks, we just made it last year, butthis time
| we muststraighten thebananacurve.” [This usage
| probably derives from misunderstanding theearlier
| usage.]

banana label n. The curved label stuck to magnetic
tape reels andintended toidentify the contents. It
usually contains only a large number and some
arbitrary audit information.

banana problem n. Not knowing when to stop. This
derives from the story about thechild who said “I
know how tospell ‘banana’, but I don’tknow when
to stop”. Used, for example, whentrying to decide
how far to refine a design.

banner n. Several lines of boiler plate at the begin-
ning of a file (such as aforum) indicating its security
classification. Usually sufficiently large that it
obscures theuseful information normally placed at
the start of afile − especially irritatingwhen trying
to browse such afile when connected via a slow
communicationline. On PC software, thebanner
takes the form of thedisplay of a giant logo and
copyright notice, which usuallycannot bebypassed.

. bathtub curve n. A curve, very much the shape of a

. Victorian bathtub, thatcharacterises thefailure rates

. of componentswith time: initially high, dropping to

. a very low level, then rising again at the end of the

. component’slife. See alsoburn-in.

. baud n. The speed of a communicationsline,

. expressed in“raw” state changes per second (not

. necessarily binary). [Not an IBM term, but

. included here as it isoften thought, byIBMers and

. others, to describe theactualdatarate achievable−

. which can bewildly optimistic (as it includes any

. protocol bits, error checkingbits, etc.) or pessimistic

. (as someschemes can encodemore than one bit in

. a state change).]
Beamer, Beemer 1. n. An obvious IBM employee.

A person who works for IBM and wears his badge
in public, outside of any IBM building− or even
further afield. May also wear white socks. This is
the “outside” definition for a stereotyped IBM
person; a local radio show in the Hudson Valley
features a spotcalled “The Beemertons”, a kind of
IBM soap opera.2. n. In the USA: a brand of
motor car, from theBayerischeMotoren Werke.

bean cou nter 1. n. A person whose job is tofind
flaws in reports dealing with financial matters.
According to popular lore, if no mistakes are
detected thenthis person has the job of changing
accounting procedures inorder to generate some
mistakes.2. n. An individual who refuses toaccept
any proposal to improve a product (or the work
environment)unless it can be quantitatively equated
to a monetaryreduction incorporateexpenditures,
or a short-term increase incorporate revenues.
3. n. A person whoinsists that an employee be at
his desk by 08:30 precisely. (Even though this
means that he mustrise an hour earlier in order to
catch an earliertrain than the onethat would get
him to his desk at 08:33.)

bed Seeget in bed with.
bells and whistles n. Frills added to a program or

product tomake it moreexciting without making it
much better.

belly up adj. Broken, not functioning (as fordead
fish). Used torefer to a piece ofhardwarethat was
functioning, but has ceased to do so. (This adjective
is most commonlyheard at themost critical point of
the final testcycle.) Often used in theform “To go
belly up”. Seealso casters up mode, down.
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best-of-breed bit-bucket

. best-of-breed adj. Comparable to recently

. announcedcompetitiveproducts. This term is used

. by planners andenthusiasts, when aproduct isfirst

. proposed, todescribe the relationship of aproduct

. to its competition. Not used in later phases because

. (by then) the competition hasimproved and at the

. same time many of the nicer features of the new

. product have been removed due toschedule pres-

. sures.

. beta test v. To test a pre-release[potentially unreli-

. able] version of a piece of software bymaking it

. available toselectedcustomers and users. Thisterm

. derives from the early (1960s) IBM product cycle

. checkpoints, now replaced byinspections and explic-

. it test phases. “Alpha Test” corresponds to today’s

. Unit or Component Tests;“Beta Test” was theShip
| Test (system test). These “greekletter” assignments
| were in turn derived from the earlier A, B, and C
| tests forhardware. TheA-test was acheck that the
| idea for theproduct wasfeasible andthat the tech-
| nology was available andcould be manufactured.
| Once passed, theproduct could proceed todesign
| and development. TheB-test was themost signif-
| icant checkpoint: it showedthat the engineering
| model (often just anadvancedprototype) could run
| and perform asspecified. The C-test was arepeat
| of the B-test on the first fewproduction machines.
. The term “Beta Test” is nowwidely usedthrough-
. out the computersoftware industry.
. bet your job v. To take a risk. On the rare occa-
. sions that major risks are taken, the responsible
. manager or consultant will make capital of such
. derring-do: “I’m betting my job on this”.

bible n. A master referencedocument (for example,
the System/370Principles of Operation). “I don’t
believe that Divide sets thecondition code− I’ll
check it in theBible.”

BiCapitalization n. The PracTice of PutTing CapiTal
LetTers in the MidDle of WorDs. This was
originally used to refer tomicrocomputersoftware
trademarks such asVisiCalc, EasyWriter, and
FileCommand but has since spread even to
products totally unrelated to computing, and to
many more than twocapitals. The mainframe
world, however, is still mostly devoid of
BiCapitalization − in that environment the use of
abbreviations isstill the PMRR (PreferredMethod
of Reducing Readability).

| BICARSA GLAPPR (bi-carsa glapper) n. The
| cornerstone applications of commercial computing.
| An abbreviation for Billing, Inventory Control,
| Accounts Receivable, Sales Analysis, General
| Ledger, Accounts Payable, PayRoll; the applica-
| tions for which IBM’s mainframeswere built and
| on which its fame and fortune werefounded.
| Usage: “Yeah, it’s fast, but how does it do on
| BICARSA GLAPPR?”

Big Blue 1. n. IBM (when used by customers and
competitors). 2. n. The Data Processing Division
(when used by peopleconcernedwith processors
that do not use theSystem/370 architecture). [The
DPD no longer exists, but thephrase big blue
boxes is still used to refer to large System/370
installations.]

Big Blue Zoo n. The manufacturing plant and labo-
ratory complexlocated at the junction of Highway
52 and 37thStreet,Rochester, Minnesota, USA. It
really is blue. See alsozoo.

| Big Four n. The original four largest TOOLS (q.v.)
| disks. These are theIBMPC and IBMVM confer-
| ence disks, and theircorresponding tool(program)
| collections,PCTOOLS and VMTOOLS.
. big iron n. Large computers. Also big iron bigot .
. Seeiron.

Big OS (big ozz) n. Operating System/360. This
term was popular in thelate ’60s when “OS” was
the operatingsystem, and it was believed to do and
know everything.

bigot n. A person with a passionate orreligious
(superstitious) fervour for alanguage orsystem. As
in: APL bigot (q.v.), “REXX bigot”, “CMS bigot”.
Implies an unwillingness to learn any alternative,
exceptwhen the term is used by onebigot to anoth-
er (of the sametype), in which case the implication
is almost affectionate.

Big Red Switch, BRS 1. n. A device for removing
the power from (andsometimes restoring it to) a
computer. Originally (1973) used to refer to the
Emergency Power Off switch on System/360
machines; now mainly used torefer to the PC or

| PS/2 PowerOn/Off switch. [Which, in the usual
| way of things, is no longer red on themost recent
| machines.] On this machine, it iscommonly used to

reset themachine wheneverything elsefails to bring
the PC softwareback into a usablestate. Using the
BRS is also called“power cycling”. See also

. Poughkeepsie reset, blue button. 2. v. To reset or

. restart electrical machinery by raising the On/Off

. switch (the Big RedSwitch) to the Offposition and

. then returning it to the On positionagain [or vice

. versa, down to the Off position, depending on the

. country of origin of the machinery]. As in: “IfAlt-

. Ctrl-Del doesn’twork, you’ll need to BRSit”.
binary aboriginal n. Someone who programmed

computers before 1975. A term of endearment,
usually identifying a programmerwho: a) Codes
only in assembler or even without one;b) Knows the
original reason why DISK DUMPed files have
sequence numbers;c) Dated or was dated by
keypunch operators;d) Knows what acore dump is;
e) Graduated from college with Mathematics or
Electronics(ComputerScience did not existthen).

binary data n. Non-textual data (data that include
characters otherthan those normally recognisable
when printed). Alldata in acomputer are stored in
binary form, but some aremore binary than others.

bit n. A single binary digit, which can have one of
two values, conventionally described as “0” or“1”.
A contraction of “Binary Digit”. Most computers
use, at thefundamental electronic level, a binary
representation ofdata.

bit-bucket 1. n. A notional bottomless hole into
which vital messages andfiles fall when some
network machineaccidentally destroysthem. A
useful excuse foranything one has forgotten to send
(“Oh, it must havefallen into the bit-bucket. I’ll
send it again.”) or did notfeel like answering at the
time (“Send it to me again...”). See alsobackbone.
2. n. A similar place, in a processing unit, for
unwanted information. Here, in hardware, the bit
bucketcollects all the leftoverintermediate products
of a calculation for disposal. In largehigh-
performance machines, a “byte-bucket” or a “word-
bucket” must be used because thebit-bucketcannot

| be emptiedquickly enough.3. v. To reject, cancel,
| or throw away. As in:“We’ve decided to bit-bucket
| this release”.
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bit decay boa

bit decay n. The tendency ofprograms tostart fail-
ing as they getolder, due to changes in the underly-
ing environment or operatingsystem.

. black hole 1. n. A person or customer ofenormous

. capacity who candrain the entire resources of an

. organisation(such as abranchoffice). 2. n. A node

. on a store-and-forward network thatseems to be

. better at storing files than at forwarding them.

. Usage: “IBMVM updates are caught in the

. KGNGATE black hole”.
| black layer n. Hardware. Seelayer.

blank 1. n. A character, printed as aspace, and
often mistaken for the absence of a character. This
typically results in its beingignored or discarded.
(If you can’t see it, it isn’t there, right? It’s virtual).
VM was the first major IBM operating system to
use the blank as the primarydelimiter in its
command language. See alsonull. 2. adj. Of a page
in a manual: containing only the toptitle, page
number, footing, and thewords “This PageInten-
tionally Left Blank”. The most valuable blank
pages also contain the rubric“IBM Confidential”
(or something similar).

blem n. Problem. Derived from Pro-blem (and
possibly Blemish). Any bug orproblem. For
example:“We’ve encountered anumber ofblems in
the scheduler. We mighthave to do a total
redesign”.

blivet n. An intractable problem, or adesign that
can no longer beenhanced or broughtup-to-date.
Something becomes ablivet when it is out of
control. This usually refers to aprogram that has
been touched by somany incompetentprogrammers
that it cannot be maintainedproperly. From the
World War II military term meaning “tenpounds
of manure in afive-poundbag”.

blow away v. To destroy. “The editor crashed and
blew away all my files.”

blue n. The official IBM company colour, Oxford
blue. There was once ablue letter on Blue on the
HONE system, which said that “...the feature
number 9063 (Blue for all System/370CPUs and
peripherals,called ‘classic blue’) will have aslightly
changed huewhich can lead tocolour mismatch in
customer machine rooms. Requests to repaint to
the old hue are not accepted”. See alsoall-blue, Big
Blue.

bluebird n. A sale that comes in through the
window, that has not been“worked for”. For
example, a hithertounknowncustomerwalks in and
orders acomplete System/370. InIndia, they may
be known as “FairyBluebirds”.

blue button 1. n. The System/360 or System/370
combination Reset andIPL button. 2. v. To press
the Blue Button. Used when a system orprogram
fails to respond to anyconsole command and is
somewhere out in never-neverland. See alsoBig Red
Switch.

. blue cable n. The new (thinner) cablerequired for

. IBM mainframe computerconnections that run at

. 4.5 Megabytes per second. Theofficial name is

. ReducedDiameter ChannelCable. See alsoboa.
blue dot n. A small blue paper diskattached to the

door-frame of anoffice to indicate amember of the
cognoscenti. This curiousemblem evolved at
Yorktown as a means toavoid the disordering of
one’s office (by security personnel) if one forgot to
lock the door on leaving (for anyreason). Averse
from BLUEDOT SONG explainsall: “So here’s the
algorithm that our expert has computed: / Ablue
dot means youroffice will be locked instead of

looted. / By this device wehope to end thepractice
we’ve protested, / So you canleaveyour desk alone
and not have it molested.”

blue glue n. SNA (SystemsNetwork Architecture).
That which binds blue boxes together(official defi-
nition).

| blue layer n. Systemscontrol (operatingsystem)soft-
| ware. Seelayer.

blue letter n. The document oncedistributed by the
Data Processing Division toannounce a new prod-
uct or education course. Sonamedbecause it was
printed on bluepaper, it contained thegeneralised
product description and thespecificationsthat were
used to make themarketingrepresentatives experts.
When DPD became NAD (National Accounts
Division), NMD (National Marketing Division),
and ISG (Information Systems Group), the blue
letters changed colour (as did thePeachLetters of
the Small Systemsannouncements). They are now
all printed on ivory coloured paper (called buff or
bleach [Blue and Peach] by some). It is now
fashionable to call the letters “Ivory Letters” to
illustrate one’s ability tochangewith the times, but
real data processing old-timerswill invariably refer
to them as BlueLetters. See alsoannounce.

blue money n. Internal budget dollars, used to
purchase an itemfrom another IBM organisation.
This is used mainly byproduct planners. Itscorol-
lary is real money (or, in the monochrome USA,
green money), which is needed to buythings from
the outside world. Real dollars are worthmuch
more than blue dollars, and nothing can stop a
proposal faster than pointing out how manyreal
dollars it will cost. Alternatively, a proposal is
much morelikely to be approved if “thetotal cost is
all blue dollars”. See alsofunny money.

blue sky adj. Not inhibited by practicality, possibil-
ity, politics, or popular trends. For example: “A
computer system that is actually Easy To Use?
That’s real bluesky!” SeeWIBNI.

| blue solution n. A system to solve acustomer’s
| particular requirement or application thatuses only
| IBM hardware andsoftware.
| bluespeak n. The language and jargon used by
| IBMers, especiallywhen the jargon isdifferent from
| that used bythose employed byother companies.
| For example,DASD or file (others usedisk). See
| also IBMJARG.

blue suiter 1. n. Someone from amore formally-
[over-?] dressed part of the IBM culture.That is:a)
IBM marketing representative (when used by those
at HQ); b) IBMers at HQ (when used by those in a
development laboratory); orc) IBMers not at
Research (when used by those atResearch).

. 2. n. An Officer in the United States Air Force.

. (When used by anIBMer at the original Westlake

. location, in California, which used to bevisited by

. many USAF personnel. As thatWestlake is now

. defunct, these nowtrek to Boulderinstead.)
blue wire n. A fix (correction) to ahardwarecard.

Required to repairdamageaccidentally caused by
deleting a pin while installing an Engineering
Change. Also used if theEC team runs out ofyellow
wire. See alsopurple wire.

boa n. One of the big fat cablesthat connect the
parts of a computer and lurk under theraised floor
of all large computer installations. Possibly so
called becausethey display a ferociouslife of their
own when you try to lay themstraight andflat after
they have beencoiled for sometime. It is rumoured
that System/370channel cables are limited to 200
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feet because beyond thatlength theboas getdanger-
ous. (Alsonote that onemaker ofcomputercables
in the USA is the AnacondaCopper Company.)

board games 1. n. Exercises played by thedesigners
of any new keyboard (not justIBM’s!) in order to
retain an advantage over theend users. The
schemes employed can be so perversethat they defy
belief at times. 2. n. Invisible decisionstaken by
members of someboard or committee, usuallywith
all-too-visible results.

| board w irer (bored wire-er) n. An early breed of
| programmer who programmedaccounting machines
| of various kinds by patching connectionwires into a
| plug board. Seegrey elephant.
. boat anchor n. A hardware project or tool that,
. despite the investment ofresources far beyond the
. original budget and scheduleestimates,fails to meet
. even minimal objectives. Applied especially to
. “heavy” equipment.

Boca n. Short for BocaRaton, the Fatherland of the
PC (and a favourite venue for business meetings
during first quarter). It should be noted that most of
the buildings in that area are in fact in Delray
Beach. Also notethat Boca Raton (the mouse’s
mouth) got its name from the pirates who
harbouredthere, because of thesafety afforded by
the dangerousreefs in the channel. [Note: raton
seems to be theSpanish for “mouse”, not “rat”
(which is rata).]

Boca West n. One of the IBM locations at Austin,
Menlo Park, or Tucson. The actualdesignation
variesfrom day to day dependingupon the mood at
the headquarters of the EntrySystems Division.

. bogey n. A target, especially adifficult or unpleasant

. one. This is used during planningcycleswhen head-

. count or budget allocations arebeing cut. The new

. target is referred to as a“bogey” and is thevalue

. that has to be matched in order to bewithin the

. authorised resource limits. “We arestill three head-

. count overbogey in ’87!” Probably from thegolfing

. term (usually onestroke over par on ahole), with

. overtones of the 1940s slangterm for enemy

. aircraft. Alsodollar bogey , a budget limit.

. bogue, boge (rhymeswith rogue) adj. Of an idea or

. project: havinglittle merit. From “bogus”.
boiler plate n. Content-free portions of a presenta-

tion included tocapture the attention andotherwise
distract the listener from any real issues. Also
applied tostandard parts of a document orprogram
that containlittle information (copyright notices, for
example).

boil the ocean v. To attempt something too ambi-
tious. This phrase is used to throw(cold) water on
something thespeakerperceives as an overlyambi-
tious proposal, even though no technical case can
be built for disapproval. For example:“Your prob-
lem is thatyou’re trying to boil theocean”.

. This phrasedates fromWorld War II, when Axis

. submarineswere severelydamagingAllied shipping.

. The story goesthat a high level naval meeting was

. held to discuss the problem, during which an

. admiral suggested the solution ofboiling the ocean

. to force the submarines to thesurface. Everyone

. thought this was a wonderful idea, except for one

. relatively junior officer, who asked howthis was to

. be done. The admiralreplied: “I gave you the idea,

. it’s your job to work out thedetails!”
bomb v. A synonym forcrash. (In the USA only −

to other English speakers the wordconveys the
opposite meaning when useddescriptively, as in:
“That sports cargoeslike a bomb!”)

BOOF (rhymes with aloof) n. Byte-OrientedOper-
and Feature. Anextension to the System/360 archi-
tecture that permits references todata objects on
arbitrary byte boundaries. This is ahardware
“feature” introducedwith System/370that, although
a boon to thelazy programmer,effectively removed
an important debugging facility (a specification
interruption for alignment errors) of theSystem/360
architecture. For a considerableperformance
penalty, program errors are now hidden from the

. programmer. Originally designed tomeet a new

. requirement for FORTRAN standards (in thestand-

. ard, FORTRAN COMMON declarations were

. defined as beingallocatedwith no interveningspace

. for alignment). Also implemented(’tis said) for the
convenience of programmers of Access Method
modules who were faced with the problems of
externaldata notfalling on proper memory-aligned
boundaries when readinto main memory. [BOOF
was sometimes calledBOO , as on the Model 195 it
was not a feature, and was therefore alwaysavail-
able.] Seefeature.

. Bookie n. The familiar name for BookMaster, a

. document-formattingproduct based on the ISIL

. tool (which was used forproducing most IBM

. publications before itbecameBookie). [You bet it

. looks nice!] This nickname cameabout not only

. becauseit’s shorter than the real name, but also

. because one of thenames originally proposed for

. the product was“BookMaker”.
boondoggle 1. n. A conference (or other meeting

that involves travelling) with anadmixture of both
pleasure andbusiness. To be atrue boondoggle,
the trip must be paid for by IBM. To be asuper-
boondoggle, it should be to SouthernFrance,
Florida, or anywhere in theCaribbean. 2. n. A
group of people, often atask force, getting paid but
doing nothing productive for a relatedgroup − or
for corporaterevenue. They maylook and act and
soundvery busy.

| boot, bootstrap 1. n. A program used tostart up a
| computer. From theexpression “to raiseoneself by
| one’s ownbootstraps”. Early IBM computerswere
| started by pressing the blue LOADbutton. This
| simply made themachine read onecard into memo-
| ry and thenbranch to the memorylocation where
| that card image had been placed. Thefirst card,
| therefore, had tocontain all theinstructionsneces-
| sary to get the machine to read thenext card or
| cards (as required)which contained therest of the
| program which in turn, when complete, could then
| read in the productionprogram or(later) theoper-
| ating system. This initial, bootstrap,program typi-
| cally took two or three cards(160− 240 bytes) and
| hence wascalled a boot deck . An early computer
| sport was the writing of one-card self-loading
| production programs; an80-80 listing (q.v.) was
| possible for the IBM 1401.2. v. To start up a
| computer, using a bootstrap program. Also, in
| general, to start or restart acomputer operating
| system. In the sixties, and even on today’s
| mainframes, this was done by pressing theblue
| button. See alsoBig Red Switch, IPL.

bottom line n. A term used(mostly by managers) to
reveal a strongdesire tobypass understanding of a
proposed solution in favour of a simplistic
quantification of it. Probably a reference to the
totals line at thebottom of financial reports. As in:
“I don’t want all thesepros andcons, justgive me
the bottomline”. Higher level managers mayinter-
change use ofthis term with net it out (q.v.).
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box Bubblegum

box 1. n. A piece or collection ofhardware large
enough to form afree-standing unit. “The Mass

| Storage Subsystem was aninteresting box.” This
| term is often usedwhen the term“unit” may be
| ambiguous. For example, in a 3380E diskunit
| there are fourdisks andeight accessarms. Saying
| that the 3380E can holdabout 8GBytes per“unit”
| can be misleading if the listener confuses“units”
| with access arms (which correspond to one I/O
| address each) or todisks (which have two I/O
| addresses each).2. v. To isolate a piece ofequip-
| ment from therest of the system for diagnostictests.
| See fence out. 3. v. To put in a packing box
| (because the equipment hasbroken or hasbecome
| obsolete − in the latter case pine boxes are
| preferred).
| boxology n. The art of drawing prettydiagrams
| using the“box” characters(actually box part char-
| acters) inmonospacefonts. Also known ascharac-
| ter graphics .

bracket n. A collection of messages.This term is an
invention in IBM communications, and part of the
Systems Network Architecture. A bracket is a
group of messagesexchangedbetween twocommu-
nicating parties that is deemed toconstitute a
logically separate unit such as a “transaction”.
Marker flags aresent with certain messages toindi-
cate the start or end of a bracket. Bracketsoffer
plenty of scope forgetting out ofstep andproducing
nasty problemscalled “bracket violations”.

brain check n. An error thatoccurswhile presenting
information to a computer (or toanother person)
and that is not caused by asimple keyboard entry
error (cf. finger check). Often used in thefollowing
way: “Sorry about that, but it was only a finger
check, not abrain check”.

brain dump n. An alternativeterm for core dump.
branch to Fishkill n. Similar to branch to Owego, but

starting in Poughkeepsie.
branch to Owego n. Any unexpected jump in a

program which produces catastrophic or just plain
weird results. This phrase originated in Endicott,
which is just down the road from the rival Owego
(FederalSystems Division)site. For example: “Ah
ha! My base register gotclobbered:that made the
programtake abranch toOwego!”

For the record, thename Owego comesfrom
ah-we-ga, anIndian namemeaning “where theriver
widens”.

brass tag n. A small plate(originally made ofbrass,
but now usuallymade of self-adhesive plastic)that
shows the IBM serialnumber (stock number) of a
piece of (non-IBM) capital equipment. It was
considered a seriousoffence toremove the brass tag
from a piece of equipment, though readers report
that they sometimeskept as a souvenir thebrass tag
from a much-lovedmachine when it was scrapped.

breakage n. The extra peoplethat must beadded to
an organisation because theaction plan has changed.
Every planned changecausesbreakage− usually
more than unplannedchanges.

| breakthrough n. A solution to a challenge (q.v.)
| which had no obvious resolution. Usage:“This is
| your goal; weneed abreakthrough”.
| brick n. A Digital Communication System (DCS)
| Portable Terminal (PT) used by most US IBM
| NSD Customer Engineers (CEs) torecord and
| communicatetheir activities and to sendmessages
| back and forth. The technology has led to the
| current ARDIS offering. The PT is about thesize,

| and weight (0.8kg, 28oz), of abrick and is equipped
| with an audio annunciator forattracting attention.
| Eack brick is capable of operating in RF(Radio
| Frequency)mode orTELCO (TelephoneCompany)
| mode. In RF mode it islinked, via a network of
| remote antennae, to one of the 12 Area Communi-
| cation Centers (ACCs)throughout the USwhich
| receivecustomerservice calls. InTELCO mode the
| CE dials into the ACCdirectly. Bricks distinguish
. IBM Customer Engineers from service represen-
. tativesfrom other firms (who carry merepagers).

bridge n. Unsubstantiatedfacts used toexplain one
set of data interms ofanother. Abridging exercise
is a procedurewhereby one takes twodifferent and
sometimes independently generatedsets of informa-
tion, usuallynumbers, and relates them in some way
to explain the differences. Upon being presented
with a set of data, the managermaking a decision
involving that data usually asks for a bridgefrom
the current set to thelast acceptable set ofdata.
Generally thebridging exercise isunnecessary for
anyoneinvolved in the decision, but theneed for a
bridge provides themanager with a convenient
excuse to delay the decision. “Icannot make a
decision on that without a bridge to the lastesti-
mate.” The mostuseful bridge is so comprehensive
that it is too complex to beunderstood by anyone
but the person who created it− and hence isideal
for use in reports tohigher levels ofmanagement.

. brimburn n. A confusion whose symptoms areremi-

. niscent of a mildschizophrenia. A result ofchang-

. ing hats too fast in a new position. External

. symptomsinclude the taking of the oppositeside to

. that held in the previous position.Especiallypreva-

. lent in thosenewly appointed topositions of respon-

. sibility. Secondary symptomsinclude an inclination

. towards pronouncements such as “that istrue, but

. you must understand bothsides”.

. bring the system to its knees v. To overload a

. computer so that itsresponsetime is dramatically

. worse (longer) than usual. “Everything was fine

. until he started to run MVS as aguest system−

. that’s what brought thesystem to itsknees.” See

. also thrash.
bring up n. To restart a system (usually byIPL)

after a failure or anormal period of disuse. To
bring a system to anoperative (up) state. [A curious
choice of phrase,given some of itsmore common
meanings.]

. bring up file n. A repository for information needed

. at a later date. Usage:“Let’s put that request in the

. bring up file”.

. BRS v. SeeBig Red Switch.
btw (by-th’way) abbreviation. By The Way. An

abbreviation used inelectronicmail to speedtyping,
and hence properly entered inlowercase. Also
obtw , “Oh By The Way”. See alsowrt.

Bubblegum n. The Boeblingen Laboratory, in
Germany. Americans have fouralternatives in
trying to pronounce “Boeblingen”: a)
BO-BLING-GEN makes you sound as if youhave
never heard the wordspoken and areclearly “out
of it”; b) BER-BLING-GEN (the most popular
variant) sounds as if youKNOW what it sounds
like but cannot pronounce ityourself (probably
true); c) BOB-LING-GEN seems to be a favourite
in New York State; d) the correct pronunciation
leaves you open to accusations of intellectual
snobbery by the other groups. Calling it
“Bubblegum” defuses the wholeissue byattempting
to make it ajoke.
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bucket byte

bucket n. A collection; usually a collection of
programs,tests, orfixes. “Please send me the buck-
et for release 3.” See alsobit-bucket, regression buck-
et, test bucket.

buck slip n. A routing slip listing the names of the
members of a department. Used tomake theloss
of correspondence (ordelay in delivery) more
organised.

bug n. A very broad term denoting adefect ineither
hardware orsoftware. Some bugs can be detected
and may interfere withcustomer (orIBM) use of
the product. Otherbugs may liedormant andhatch
for a Watson’s Law event. Much effort is and will
continue to be spentforcing bugs to the surface and
removing them or otherwise eliminating any ill
effects they cause. The ultimatemanagementques-
tion is “Have you really removed thelast bugfrom
our product?” The required workers’ reply is “Oh,
surely we have found thelast bug?!”, delivered in

. unison. [This is not an IBM term, having been in

. use since1889 or earlier, but is includedhere for
completeness andcross-references.]

build v. To assemble software orhardwaresystems.
This is usedfairly conventionally forhardware (as
in “build a new CPU”), but is used far more
carelesslywhen describing software systems.When
all the components of alarge program areassem-
bled together tomake awhole, the process is called
building. If the resulting system is large and
complex, the verb isoften elevated to the status of a
noun, as in:“Let’s start testing the newbuild”.

| build plan n. A proposed orcommittedschedule for
| the completion and assembly of a softwaresystem.
| See alsobuild.
. build-to-order adj. Of a hardwareproduct: manufac-
. tured, or to be manufactured,following customer
. orders. Often, some special feature(like frame
. doors of the propercolour) is unavailable− which
. leads to longdelivery delays. Sometimes, however,
. special orders can beprocessedmore rapidly than
. those formass-produced (build-to-plan) items, which
. can have alarge backlog. It isreported that when
. 3380 disk units were scarce (in 1984/5), an internal
. customer mistakenly ordered brown3380s (which
. are BTO models) rather than the standard
. blue/White variety. Much to their surprise, the units
. were delivered twomonths later; other departments
. had been waiting for their blue ones formore than a
. year.
. build-to-plan adj. Of a hardwareproduct: manufac-
. tured, or to be manufactured, independently of
. customer orders.Since forecasts (on which theplan
. was based) have theknack of being inaccurate,this
. technique can lead todelivery delays or overfilled
. warehouses. Seebuild-to-order.

bullet n. One of a list of items to be emphasised,
usually marked by ablob (bullet) alongside it on a
foil. “And the next bullet is absolutely vital...”. See
also key.

bulletize v. To convert a proposal, argument, or
result into a list of items for a foil (which may or
may not be preceded bybullets). Implies extracting
the essence of an argument, but in reality means
emphasising themost politically acceptable items
from a proposal.

Bunch n. When RCA and GeneralElectric dropped
out of the computerbusiness, theSeven Dwarves
became the rather less romantic “Bunch”.
(Burroughs, Univac, NCR, Control Data, and

. Honeywell). In 1986, thisgrouping changed again

. due to the merger of Burroughs and Sperry-Univac

. to form Unisys − no follow-on to theterm seems to

. have arisen. [Not to be confusedwith Baybunch−
the San Francisco Bay IBMuser group.]

. buns on seats n. A measurement ofsales perform-

. ance peculiar toregional sales staff departments

. (“Customer Centers”). Rather thansales dollars,

. which are difficult to attribute to a regionalsheep

. dip session, the staff count the number of people

. who attend mass-marketed seminars. Staff

. memberssometimes suspecteach other ofinviting

. relatives and theunemployed, with promises of

. Costa Ricancoffee andmock-Danishpastries.
| burden n. The additionalcosts, or overhead, above
| an employee’ssalary that whenadded to thesalary
| make up thetrue cost of an employee to thecompa-
| ny. Typically (but rather dependent on thecountry
| of employment) theburden isapproximately equal
| to salary.
| Burlington South n. The East Fishkill location, in
| New York State.

burn v. To make acopy. “If you can wait a minute,
. I’ll burn one for you.” The term is used both by
. engineers (when copying aprogrammableread-only
. memory (PROM), which requires themelting of
. fusible links in the circuitry) and by otherswhen
. copying papers. Thislatter usage can bedated to
. the late 1950s,when the dominant method of
. making copies was “Thermofax”. This process
. used infra-redradiation to transfer copies toheat-
. sensitivepaper. See alsoibmox.
. burn-in v. To “condition” a piece ofhardware(espe-
. cially an integratedcircuit) by running it for some
. time (often at an unusually high temperature).
. Many of the failures in computer equipment occur
. when it is first used: burning-in is aneffective tech-
. nique for ensuringthat theseoccur before the equip-
. ment is used for acritical task. See alsobathtub
. curve.

burn sand v. To personalize EPROMs or gate
arrays, programming them byelectrically blowing
(burning-out) fusible links on the silicon chips.
Usage: “We need to ensurethat low level design is
complete before wecommit to burn sand”.

business case 1. n. Economic (commercial) justi-
fication. Asking for the businesscase is aneffective
wet blanket to throw on most hotprojects.2. v. To
make such ajustification. As in: “Sorry, Joe, we
are still business-casingthat project”.

buzz word quotient, BWQ n. The proportion of
words in a conversation ordocument that are buzz
words (jargonwords). For example, ifevery fourth
word in a conversation is a buzz word, it has a
BWQ of 0.25 or 25%.

byte (bite) n. One character ofinformation, almost
always consisting ofeight binary digits (bits). In
nearly allTrue Bluecomputers, a Byte is realised as
more thaneight bits − the extra bits (or parts of
bits) being used forerror checking. The term
“Byte” originated in 1956 during theearly design
phase for the IBMStretch computer. Originally it
was described asconsisting offrom one to sixbits
(typical Input/Output equipment of the period used
6-bit chunks ofinformation). The move to an8-bit
byte for Stretchhappened inlate 1956, and this was
the size later adopted and immortalised by the
System/360. Theterm wascoined by mutating the
word “bite” so it would not be accidentallymisspelt
as “bit”. See alsonybble.
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BYTE8406 caveat

. BYTE8406 (bite-eighty-four-oh-six) v. To start a

. discussion about old IBM machines. See also

. forum.
BYTE8406 syndrome 1. n. The tendency for any

social discussionamong computerpeople to drift
towards exaggeration.“Well, when I startedusing
computersthey didn’t even useelectricity yet, much
less transistors.” Seeforum. 2. n. The tendency for
oppression towaste resources. Derivesfrom the
observation that “erasing abannedpublic file does
not destroy the information, butmerely creates an
uncountablenumber ofprivate copies”. It wasfirst
diagnosed in September1984, when theBYTE8406
forum was removed from theIBMPC Conference.

cable together v. To assemble asystem on anad
hoc basis. “They just cabled together whatever
boxes they could find.” [A pun on “cobble
together”.]

cabling system n. A new wiring standard that is
intended to allow the interconnection of all IBM
terminals, PCs, and communicationdevices. It is
also the physicalsupport of the token ring (q.v.).
Installing it should relieve systemsadministration
personnel from theboredomgenerated by theover-
familiar coax wiring.

| cache n. An area ofmemory, usually faster ormore
| readily accessiblethan therest of the memory,that
| is used to holdinstructions ordata that are (or are
| expected to be) referred to frequently.First used in
| the IBM System/360Model 85 (1968).
| la cage aux foils n. The European Headquarters
| building, the Tour Pascal in Paris. Perhaps a pun
| on cage auxfolles, a madhouse. See alsofoil, Foil
| Factory.

calendarize v. To put an appointmentinto one’s
calendar. Thisexpression replaces themore tradi-
tional idiom, pencil in, in the sentence “let me
pencil that in for Thursday”.

call-taker n. An instructor in a marketing education
class whotakes on the role of acustomer taking a
call from the (trainee)Marketing Representative. In
this scenario, an inexperienced student pretends to
be a seasonedrep while an inexperienced instructor
pretends to be a customer. Full of imagination,
they both sit in an interview room, making believe
that it haslong been abusinessoffice, andearnestly
engage in an attempt to satisfy a hypothetical
customer requirement bydiscussing pieces ofequip-
ment which neither has ever seen orused. The
student is assessed on his or herability to continue
to breathe while fumbling through notes and
brochures. The instructor(call-taker) is judged on
his or her ability to stay awake after playing the
samerole twelve times aday.

candy-striped adj. Registered IBM Confidential (q.v.).
Refers to the Red and White diagonalmarkings on
the covers of suchdocuments. Also used as averb:
“Those figures have been candy-striped”.

card 1. n. A piece of cardboard about 90mm by
215mm thatheld informationwhich wasencoded by
patterns ofsmall rectangularholespunched through
the cardboard. The standard IBM(Hollerith) card
was made thesame size as papercurrency of the
day, and held 80 columns ofdata encoded as one
character per column(though many other kinds of
coding scheme were used).Other sizes of cardwere
also used,with either rectangular or circularholes.
The standard80-column cardstill influences IBM
products, and indeed thewhole computer industry;
for example,displayscommonlyallow 80 characters
in a row, and manyreferencedocuments(especially

“Quick ReferenceCards”) have similar dimensions
to a punched card. See alsochip, green card,
spindle. 2. n. An electronic printed circuit board.
“The problem determination procedurelets all faults
be isolated to a single card.”

. card-holding manager n. A manager who manages

. employees (rather than one, such as aprogram

. manager, who is a manager intitle only). Until

. recently, thepersonnel profile of an employee was

. recorded on a computer card;this washeld by the

. manager ofthat employee. Seemanager.
career develop v. To promote ormove to another

job, especially if theemployee is notentirely happy
with the change. Usage: “We shouldcareerdevelop
Jack;he’s toobright for the rest of theteam.”

career lim iting remark n. An undiplomatic comment
directed at one’s manager, or atone’s manager’s
manager.

. carriage control character n. A character,usually in

. the first column of eachline of a file, that controls

. the way in which the line is to be printed.

. Originally, this character controlled the movement

. of the printer carriage almostdirectly. Nowadays it

. is usually processed by software toproduce some

. indirect effect. See alsoskip to channel one.
| carrier product n. The first product thatincludes an
| implementation of some new feature of anarchitec-
| ture, especially ofSAA (q.v.).

carve up the business v. To divide up andparcel
out managementresponsibilities. Most often used
at the headquarterslevel: “After we carve up the
business wewill know where westand”.

| cascade v. To distributeinformation rapidly,using a
| hierarchy of presentations by seniormanagers. As
| in: “Please cascadethis to your peoplethis week”.

casters up mode n. Complete breakdown, as in:
“The 1130 is in casters upmode”. Engineers’
equivalent of theterm “all four feet in the air”,
referring to a piece ofhardware which is totally
non-functional and of use to neitherperson nor
beast. See alsodown, belly up.

cast in concrete adj. Immutable. Usedwhen specifi-
cations arefrozen and are therefore unchangeable.
This takes place a few days before thefirst proto-
type is available for general usability testing, so
minimising the work of the development group.
Effectively acts as a wetblanket should further
urgentlyneeded changes beproposed.

cast in jello adj. Not cast in concrete, still not firm or
decided. Onsome projects, describes any decision
made without management approval; onsome
others, anydecision. [“Jell-o” is a brand name, in
the USA, for gelatin-based desserts (usuallyfruit-
flavoured).]

catalog 1. n. A directory of files in an operating
system. 2. n. A list of packages available on an
automaticsoftware distributionservice.

. catcher n. A program that executes at locations

. remote from a centralsite and which receives and

. installs programs anddata from the centralsite. A

. kind of shadow (q.v.). The term comes from a

. North American game called “baseball”. See

. pitcher.
caveat n. A warning, given during an oral presenta-

tion. This is a communicationtechnique, favoured
in NCD, that affords a presenter theopportunity to
give an illusion of speaking frankly and candidly to
an audience. Done well, the caveat will relax the
defences of an otherwise criticalaudience,lulling it
into accepting thetoken statement at facevalue.
“The customer mustfirst effect an operational SNA
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Cave of the Winds CI to C

environment. This is notalways an easytask, but
has been done in one day atseveralaccounts.”

Cave of the Winds n. The Divisional HQ at 1133
Westchester Avenue, White Plains, NewYork. The
term refers to thefamous cave of thesame name,

. and arose because of the poorlydesigned air-

. conditioning system installedwhen the building was

. constructed. The building isdivided into threeparts

. − a long centre section and two ends.Each part

. had its own air circulation system (forheating and

. air-conditioning), and as a resultthere werepressure

. differentials relative to theoutside − and between

. the variousparts of thebuilding. There were large

. doors in the oneaisle that connects thedifferent

. pieces, andpressures were equalisedthrough these

. doors. Offices near to the doorswere most undesir-

. able due to thewhistling of the winds, and small

. people sometimes had trouble opening thedoors

. against the suction. Thename for the building has
stuck, now because of all the hot airalleged to
circulate spontaneously therein.

| CCITE (see-sight) n. Cooperative Computing
| Internal Technical Exchange, an internalconference
| that focuses on thecooperation ofdifferent operat-
| ing systems inperforming computing tasks. The
| first CCITE was held in 1989 at theAlmaden
| ResearchCenter. It replaced, andfollows in the
| traditions of, theVMITE conference (q.v.).

center of competency, COC (see-oh-see) n. A
group of people who claim to be experts insome
particular topic. This title follows the name of
many support groups and development depart-
ments, and is almostalways self-bestowed. The
term suggests alevel of expertise, importance, and
involvement generally notassociatedwith the group
(hence the perceivedneed for thetitle). Adding the
COC tag to the functionname of anydepartment
automatically increases theheadcount and thetravel
budget of that department, butusually without a
proportionalincrease in competence.

central electronics complex, CEC (keck) n. The
central processing unit(CPU) of a large computer
(“CEC” sounds more impressive than “CPU”).

. This term was prohibited byCYA enthusiasts in

. 1978, who fearedthat the term would be trade-

. marked. In 1987 it crept back into general use,

. both in connectionwith the 3090 (where it refers to

. the business end of the 3090Processor Complex,

. i.e., everything except thesupport bits such as the

. 3092, 3097 and 3089) andwith the System/88

. (whose engineers refer to thenumber of CECslots

. in variouschassis).
Chad Age n. The prehistory of computing[prior to

1975]. This is the dawn of the computer era, so
called from the myriads offossilisedsmall pieces of
paper or cardboard (chad ) found in geological
strata dating back to thefifties and sixties. Those
remains were left by one of our ancestors, the
Homo Ibeehemerus Nuyorckus,whose major
dwellings can still be located along theHudson
River Valley.

A reader recounts that in1976 he worked in a
U.S. Navy message centerthat wasstill using paper
tape for all itstraffic (thousands ofmessages a day).
They usedseveralcolours of paper tape, represent-
ing the variousclassifications of the messages. A
common trick to play on newcomers was tohave
them separateclassifiedchad from unclassifiedchad
− since all classifiedmaterials had to beburned.

challenge n. Something difficult. A challenge is
climbing a mountain (or bottoming a cave) and is
not related to “work” at all. In IBM this term is
often mistakenly used tomean “Big Problem”.

change control n. A method for documenting and
controlling the changes to asystem orenvironment,
sometimesrelying on pieces ofpaper. One of the
System Management disciplines, from which DP
centrestaff derive thewarm feeling that they are in
control of theircomputerinstallation. Oftenknown
sardonically (by the users whomust actually live
with the insidious overheadsgenerated by thevari-
ous implementations of thediscipline) as “blame
control”.

Charlie letter n. An announcementletter for retail
dealers of IBM Personal Computerequipment.
This refers toCharlie Chaplin, a comicactor whose
portrayal of atramp wascopied in IBM PC adver-
tisements,much to thedelight of satirists.

charm school n. New ManagerSchool. Ambitious
careerpersons must learn todirect their friends
instead ofswill ale, wine, or fruit juice withthem. It
is observed that somecharm schools teach “ugly”
instead of“suave”.

chauffeur driven adj. Of a software system: devel-
oped using a standard productthat has had a new
(usually better)end user interface provided by an
expert to hide the originalinterface. Also used to
hide the extraordinarynumber of options provided
with much computersoftware.

check n. A serious error. From machine check. A
check is anerror deemedsufficiently seriousthat a
light (called a “check” light as it could be easily
checked at aglance) was lit on thefront panel of the
computer. Usage: “The CPU took three checks
before lunch”. Also used for software (program
checks). Seehit.

checkbook programming systems n. A systems
group thathires an outsidevendor to producesoft-
ware instead of having it written by IBMprogram-
mers. A group whose achievements are
proportional to budget rather than toskill or to
talent.

| chicken book n. A gentle, user-friendly,introductory
| guide to a piece ofhardware orsoftware. Especially
| used of the PC-DOSUser’s Guide, so named
| because of itspictures of “cute” chicken-like birds
| and perhapsbecause its audience was expected to
| be timid and fearful.

chiclet keyboard n. A keyboard whose keys are
fabricated fromsmall rectangularpieces of rubber-
like plastic that look like pieces of chewing-gum
[Chiclet is a brand-name and aSpanishgenericterm
for chewing-gum]. Used to describe the original
PCjr keyboard.

| chinese binary n. column binary (q.v.).
chip 1. n. The small rectangle ofcardboardcreated

by punching a hole in acard. See alsoChad Age.
2. n. An integratedcircuit. One chip from a wafer
of silicon crystal. Seealso glass.

chiselled in granite adj. cast in concrete (q.v.). Used
in the Eastern USA near the Granite Mountains of
Vermont.

chocolate adj. Enhanced flavour. That is, of a
program: modified and improved. Rare. See
flavour, vanilla, mocha. See alsospinning chocolate.

| CI to C n. The standard “just list” wiring on
| programmableaccounting machines. Seeall cycles
| to list.
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clean up come out of the bottle

clean up 1. v. To improve a sloppy program,
system, or procedure byredesign or by rewriting
sections of thecode. “We have to clean up the
SPIE exit”. A cleanup should convert decadence to
elegance, and sometimes does.2. v. To recover
space on a disk by erasing old orredundant data.

CLIP (klip) v. To change the(magnetic)pack label
on a DASD volume (disk pack). The termCLIP
stood for Change Label Information Program.
Usually IPL’d from cards, this program not only
changed theserial number but alsoother items in
the volume labelarea. These othercapabilities were
seldom used, soCLIPping became synonymous
with changing the volume serialnumber.

. clone n. A copy of a computer (almost always an

. IBM PC). Imitation is said to be thesincerestform

. of flattery; in recent years there have been few

. clones ofother manufacturers’ personal computers.
closed loop n. Seeloop.

| close of business n. End of the working day,typi-
| cally 5pm local time.
| clutch point n. A periodic opportunity to do some-
| thing. As in “missing the clutchpoint”. From the
| days of mechanicalcard readers,which could only
| be activated at one point in theirmechanicalcycle.
| If the signal to activate was too late, the controlling
| program had towait a full cycle beforetrying again.

coathanger n. A computerterminal given to a reluc-
tant old-timer IBM manager who does notbelieve
in data-processing. This is used as a convenient
object over which tothrow the animal fur coat in
order to warm it forwearinghome.

COBOL programmer n. A person whose experience
is limited to commercial applicationsprogramming.
This term, now rare, had negative connotations.
COBOL is not highly regarded in IBM; fewpeople
in IBM choose toprogram in thelanguage.

code n. The statements, instructions, orbinary repre-
sentation of an algorithm or procedure. Any
program in source or other form. microcode is the
lowest level of software controlling a computer.
machine code is the next level − the documented
instruction set of a computer. assembler Code is
next, where symbolicnames may be used for the
instructions. ObjectCode (seeOCO) is the result of
compiling assembler (or higher) level languages. All
other programming languages areother more or
less obscure ways of coding a clear algorithminto
something that a computermight understand, and
all programs arereferred to as Code. This may
also be used as a verb, of course, and acoder may
be seen coding code. See alsoline of code.

code freeze n. The point of the developmentcycle
after which no further changes may bemade to the
code. This freezing isneeded so that the product is
no longer a “moving target” for those people trying
to add the finalpolish to documentation orsales
brochures. It may or may not be a truefreeze−
sometimes corrections andbug fixes are still
allowed. Sometimespreceded by acode slush .

code name n. The name used todesignate a project
(or future product) to obscure the purpose of the
project from casualobservers andother IBMers.
The codename of anespeciallyfamous project can
move into the vernacular (for example, see
Winchester). When a suitably large number of
IBMers know what is concealed behind the code
name, the product is announced in order tochange
its name to afour-digit product number. A clever
product manageralways chooses acode name
which lendsitself to a descriptive series, andhence

makesfollow-ons a naturalpossibility. For instance,
a project COLLIE might spawn aCHIHUAHUA
(wristwatch version) and aNEWFOUNDLAND
(mainframeversion). See alsoannounce, FCS.

. code triple point n. A code freeze that exists on

. paper, or in someone’s imagination, but is not

. matched by reality. From the Physics term: the

. pressure and temperature atwhich the solid, liquid,

. and gaseous phases of a substance canco-exist.

. Code at triplepoint similarly exists in three phases:

. solid, fluid andvaporware.
coffee break n. An unscheduledfailure in a comput-

er system. Used to describe a stoppage orcrash
that mysteriouslyoccursaround thetime that users
or operators are in need ofrefreshment. Also used
to describe any unexplainedfailure in a computer
system.

coffee game n. A procedure followed to determine
who among a group ofpeople is to pay for around
of cups of (instant) coffee. A religious ceremony
practiced at various IBM locations (notably the
Glendale Laboratory atEndicott, NY) in which
groups of peopleplay a simple butskilful game of
chance to stretch a five-minute trip to the coffee
machineinto a half-hourbreak. Coffee gamesoften
attract large followings, with the most addicted
devotees refusing todrink coffee unless it hasbeen
properly played for. Games areusually played
among a set group ofpeople, with a game taking
place every time anyone in the groupdevelops a
thirst. Coffeegaming has developed its ownspecial
jargon. This isoutside the scope ofthis dictionary,
being a major research project in its ownright, but
some idea of its flavour may be gleanedfrom the
following: A “dip” indicatesthat a person haslost a
game, a“double dip” is two losses in oneday. A
“triple dip” is known as a“Pat Mitchell Special”, in
honour of awell-known Endicott icecream parlour.
[Also used as a verb.]

cold pricklies n. A nagging suspicionthat some-
where one has overlooked somethingcritical, and
will be punished for it. Seewarm fuzzies.

cold start n. A restart without restoring the previous
state of the operatingsystem. On VM, thiscauses
the loss of allspool files, and istherefore often used
as an excuse for a missingVNET file: “You didn’t
get the memo Isent you? There must have been a
cold start somewhere”. Also used todesignate
problems in resumingnormal work: “After his week
in Yosemite, he had a two-day-long coldstart”.

| column binary n. A schemedevised by theSHARE
| user group, and implemented in the“SHARE
| Loader”, for encoding binary data on punched
| cards in columns, rather than inrows. The IBM
| 701, 704, 709, and 7090computers read cards as
| rows of words,9-edgefirst, two 36-bit words a row
| (in columns 1 through72). With the improved
| scheme, three columns (of 12rows) were used for
| each word. As anearly example of improving the
| human interface to machines it was remarkably
| successful,because it let userspunch their patches
| relatively easily on an IBM 010 or IBM 011 card
| punch.
| comeback meeting n. A meeting called by an Exec-
| utive to follow-up onactions requested at an earlier
| meeting. “The comebackmeeting to theDirector is
| scheduled forTuesday 9thMay.”
| come out of the bottle v. To become enraged, or to
| make unreasonable demands. As in:“When I told
| him we wouldn’t have it readyuntil next week he
| came out of thebottle”. The proper term for
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command language cook chips

| appeasing someone who has come out (or is out) of
| the bottle is“back in the bottle”, as in “Have you
| got him back in thebottle yet?” The origin of this
| phrase isunconfirmed, but it may be derivedfrom
| the tale of the Fisherman and theGenie in the
| Arabian Nights. See alsouncork.

command language n. A set of magical incantations
that may be used toinstruct a computer to perform
wondrous things. Canbring greatblessings on the
user; but like all good magic, misuse or use by the
ignorant(seenaive user) can bring greatwoe.

comment out 1. v. To make asection ofsource code
ineffective by putting it between comment separa-
tors. Thisallows theeffect of that code to be deter-
mined empirically, by omitting it without actually
destroying it; a powerful andeffective debugging
technique.2. v. To makesomeone’sremark ineffec-
tive by making a nasty comment about theremark
(or his or her expertise).

commit plan n. SeeFall Plan.
commit time n. (Used by some Field personnel.)

The latest timewhen one canleave the IBM build-
ing on a customercall without appearing to beleav-
ing early for home. As in: “If I don’t leave for a
customer locationbefore commit time, I have to
stay until 5pm”.

commonality n. The common groundbetween two
plans or designs. “OK, what’s the commonality
betweenyour proposal andhers?”

communication n. The art of obscuring information
with jargon. Thefollowing example comes from a
book describing(appropriately enough) a communi-
cations protocol: “All PIUs that have a DAF
containing the address ofthis LU and whose OAF
matches the partner-network-addressfield in an
NLX associated with the NLB for this LU are
queued to the NLX thatrepresentsthis unique OAF
and DAF pair.”

| The Company n. IBM (q.v.).
| compatibility box n. A subset, or mode, of OS/2
| under which PC-DOS programs can be run;effec-
| tively an operating system within an operating
| system (though not in thesense that VM allows).
| The compatibility box goes togreat lengths to
| permit almost anyPC-DOS program to run in it. It
| emulates a DOS 3.3 (or later)system, in which old
| DOS 1.0 calls arestill provided. Since DOS 1.0
| itself emulates parts of CP/M, some CP/M
| programstheoretically canstill be run under OS/2.
| See alsopenalty box.

compatible 1. adj. Sufficiently similar to some other
piece of hardware or software (often anearlier
release of thesame product) thatmoving from one
to the other isrelatively painless. Note that the
movement,like stroking a dogfish, isunpleasant in
either direction, but isespecially so in thedirection
not intended by thedesigner. See alsofollow-on.

. 2. adj. Not compatible. As in: “A compatible

. subset, withextensions”.
computer security audit n. The day on which an

independent security audit team descends on a
location and attempts tofind the securityproblems
in the computersystemthere. This is eithera) the
day before which allpasswords are changed and
confidential files encrypted[best case], orb) the day
after which allpasswords are changed andconfiden-
tial files encrypted[worst case].

concern n. A formal indication from one group to
another that thefirst is (very) worried about some

action by the other. To start a communicationwith
the words “I have a concernwith your...” is a sure
way to cool a friendship. Seeissue, non-concur.

concur v. To give an irrevocable (often written)
agreement. “Product Assurance concur(that the
product beshipped)”.

conference cronies n. The 10% of contributors who
produce 90% of the contributions to a conferencing
facility.

. conference disk n. A disk containing documents

. (files) that aremostly forums, which aremanaged by

. a conferencing facility.
conferencing facility n. A service machine that

allows data files to be shared among manypeople
and places. These files are typically forums on
particular subjects, which can beadded to bythose
people authorised totake part in theconference.
This allows anyone to askquestions of the user
community and receive public answersfrom it. The
growth rate of agiven conferencingfacility is a good
indication of IBMers’ interest in its topic. Thethree
largest conferences are theIBMPC, IBMVM, and
IBMTEXT conferences,which hold thousands of
forums on mattersrelating to the PC, VM, and text
processing,respectively. These are allopen to any
VNET user. See alsoappend, forum, service machine.

| conscience n. Personresponsible for a task. As in:
| “You are my conscienceregarding theintegrity of
| that plan”. A favourite among younger senior
| managerswith regard to experiencedmembers of
| their staff. Theterm implies a deference to theskills
| of the other, and also a certain delegation of respon-
| sibility.
. content n. The central ideas of adocument, as
. distinguishedfrom its “style” or “layout”. When a
. document issent out forreview it is understood that
. one is to review itscontent,rather than itspresenta-
. tion. (And if one can figure out what the author
. meant to saythen the content is betterthan aver-
. age.)

control unit n. A piece of hardwarethat controls a
number of one type of peripheral unit, such as
displays, tape drives, or disks. A control unit is
supposed torelieve the main processing unitfrom
the more menial tasks involved in managing the
peripherals. For display terminals,especially, it
may also have anuncannyability to increase system
overheadtime (andhence responsetime) by several
hundredpercent.

converge v. To take two dissimilar projects and
gradually change orevolve both of themuntil they
can be replaced by asingle project or product. A
concept drawn from non-Euclidean geometry,
wherein parallel (or evendiverging) lines areseen to
intersect. As in: “Let’s keep both projects going
and convergethem in Release 3”.

cookbook, cook-book 1. n. Some official document
which exemplifies the bureaucracy involved in
getting a product out of the door. For example, a
CTP (Comprehensive Test Plan). Also used as an
affectionate term (like bible, q.v.) for some master
reference document. 2. adj. Describing (in great
detail) a procedure for a person tofollow, down to
what commands totype, and when. As in: “This
guide has a cookbook description of IPLing a
system”.

cook chips v. To produce multilayer chips for use in
complex modern computers. Thisrefers to the
processing of thesilicon wafers, which involves
repeated baking inspecial ovens.
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co-op customer

| co-op n. Co-operative education student. Usually a
| collegestudent, in theUSA, who works for IBM for
| a term (semester), andsometimes longer. Co-ops
| very often getgood andinterestingprojects towork
| on, but the short straw can bemundanework such
| as making aninventory ofceiling tiles.
| cooperative processing n. Processing carried out in
| two or moreplaces, usually apersonal computer (or
| workstation) and a larger“host” computer. There
| is an implication of close execution interlocks
| between theparts of a single application. Coined
| circa 1985.

core n. The main memory of a computer.Usage:
“Is the transient in core at thetime ?” A reference
to the ferrite cores employed as themain storage
medium forearly computers,rather than asynonym
for “central”. In faddish circles people sometimes
avoid this term in favour of the more general
(though less clear) terms“storage”, “main store”,
and “backing store”. See alsodoughnut.

core dump n. A complete briefing consisting of all
that a person knowsabout a subject. Also brain
dump. Usage: “Give me a five-minute core dump
on SNA before thestaff meeting”. Seecore, dump.

| core time n. That part of the day in aflextime
| scheme duringwhich all employees are expected to
| be present. This is also thehours during which
| meetings may be held; for example, 09:15 through
| 16:25 in the UKLaboratories.
. Corporate n. Any hierarchical level sufficiently high
. that it impressesopponents and quashestheir argu-
. ments. As in:“These rules come fromCorporate”.
| [Now (1990)graduallybeing replaced by“top of the
| business”.] See alsoedict.
| cost n. The cost to IBM to build aproduct (usually
| hardware). (As opposed to itsprice, which is its
| nominal selling price.)
. counsel v. To reprimand. An employee is
. counselled aftermaking a mistake that is tooserious
. to overlook or to behandledinformally. “Was he
. fired? − No, but he was severelycounselled.”

counter-strategic 1. adj. Not the official policy.
Applied to suggestionsthat one wouldlike to ignore.
“Not the basket inwhich IBM has placed itseggs.”
2. adj. Not the publishedofficial policy. That is,
causingembarrassment tothose who are responsible
for what isstrategic (q.v.).

crash 1. v. To halt in an unrecoverablemanner,
when not expected. Almost never preceded by a
warning message exceptwhen the crash isdeliber-
ate. Usually indicateshumanerror in hardware or
software (or even firmware). “The system has
crashed AGAIN”. 2. n. The event of crashing.
“That was a badcrash”.

creationism n. The principle that large systems are
created fromthin air in a single step. A supersti-
tious belief devoutly held bymany productplanners
[especially inwarm climates?]. Seeevolution.

. creeping featurism n. The consequence of adding

. new features to old, backward,user-hostileproducts

. until so many newoptions, functions, and“enhance-

. ments” areadded that all coherent concept of the

. intended function and use of the originalproduct is

. lost. A cancerous form ofevolution, usually indic-

. ative of human failings or organisationalineptitude.

. [Not originally an IBM term, but widely met and

. used.] See alsocreationism.
crisp up 1. v. To add meaningful content, or to

make moreimpressive or flashy (usually the latter).
As in: “We’ll have to crisp up this presentation

before theDirector seesit”. 2. v. To remove mean-
ingful content, to reduce to theessential. As in:
“We’ll have to crisp up thispresentation before the
Director seesit”.

critical service n. A hot bug fix. Seeservice.
critical situation n. A customer who has a(real or

perceived) seriousproblem with IBM hardware or
software, for whichthere is no (immediately) avail-
able fix. Unless a fix is provided, the customer is
threatening to call the Chairman of the Board
and/or remove all his IBM equipment andcancel
all orders. This usually results in theBranch
Manager demanding that the programmers and
engineers who own any IBMproductsevenremote-
ly involved with the customer’sproblem jump on
airplanes and converge on theaccount. Normally
all but one (and possibly all)will be wasting a trip,
but the customerwill be impressed by the show of
force, and the problem will get fixed. See also
account situation.

| critical unresolved dependency n. (cud) A reliance
| of one organisation onanother to performsome
| action or provide someresource that is crucial to
| another’s plans, where the provider has not yet
| agreed(indeed, may not beaware of) thedependen-
| cy. Usage: “We can ship our new box ineight
| months, but we do have a CUD on theProgram-
| ming Center towrite the operating system bythen”.
| [Something for thoseguys tochew on.]

crit sit n. “Field-ese” for critical situation (q.v.).
CRU (crew) n. Customer ReplaceableUnit. Part of

a device(such as akeyboard) that is considered to
be replaceable by a customer orend user. (Fix it
yourself.) SeeFRU.

CSR n. CustomerSelectedRestaurant. A good[or,
at any rate,expensive]restaurant. This term is used
heavily in expense claim forms to explain why a
person found itnecessary to eat at themost expen-
sive restaurant intown − the rationalebeing that if
the customer one is diningwith suggested it, one
could hardlyrefuse,could one?

. cubicle n. A standard Domestic office, which has a

. shape that is approximately aneight-foot cube.
| Note that most dictionaries define cubicle as a
| “sleeping compartment”, though it isrumouredthat
. some haveoutside awareness (q.v.).
. cubie n. The personwith whom oneshares acubicle.

currency symbols n. The two characters (' 5 B ' x
and ' 4 A ' x ) in the EBCDIC coded character set
that represent theprimary and secondarycurrency
symbols. In the USA these arerepresented
externally by thedollar and cent signs. In the UK
they are shown as thepound sterling sign and the
dollar sign respectively.Expensive confusion results
when a UK userreceives adocument from a USA
location (or vice-versa), sincedollar figures now
appear in pounds, and cents magically become
dollars. The Germans avoid the problem by using
both characters fortotally different (non-currency)
symbols.

cursor n. An indicator, often a flashingunderscore
or rectangle, on a display screen which shows where
the next operation will take place (for example,
where typedcharacterswill appear). Invented by

| IBM researcher John Lentz,circa 1954. [A recent
| advance in “graphical userinterfaces” is to allow
| two (or more) cursors on thescreen, thus to confuse
| the usermore rapidly andeffectively.]

customer n. Any individual not currently employed
by IBM.
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customer ship dependency

| customer ship n. A delivery of a product to apaying
| customer. As in: “This product has remained
| faultless through 5,000 customer ships!” See also
| FCS.

cut v. To write (record) data onto a tape or disk
drive. Almost certainly derivesfrom the similar use
of the word in the audiorecording industry, which
in turn derivesfrom the days whengrooves were cut
into wax phonographcylinders. Tends to imply a
relatively permanentrecording, as in:“Let’s cut the
distribution diskette”. Also used tomean “write”
more generally, as in:“Please ask accounting to cut
a cheque forthis invoice”. Also cut sand , to burn
sand (q.v.).

| C-word n. Confidential. This alternative is used to
| avoid triggering automatic disk snoopingprograms
| that warn of possible securityexposures whenthey
| detect the stringIBM Confidential on an unpro-
| tected disk. “This is not an IBM C-word
| document.”

CYA (see-wye-ay) v. To protect one’s rear. This
protection is typically effected by generatingdocu-
ments of understanding, obscure memos,PROFS mail,
and the like,which will prove (if necessary)that the
author knew all along that the project wasdoomed
to failure. Variouslyestimated toconsumebetween
71% and 78% of all managerial resources at most
development labs. SeeMFR.

cycles 1. n. Instruction execution capacity. An
instructioncycle is (or may be− the term isloosely
applied) the time required to execute a single
instruction or part of an instruction in a computer.
Thus, if a programrequires the execution of a large
number of instructions, then it is said to consume
many cycles. “Cycles”, therefore, is aterm for one
of the resources that have to be worriedabout when
designing a computer system. “If we run the
formatter and thelaser at thesametime, we’ll run
out of cycles.” This “technical” term is used to
imply that one knows alittle about computer hard-

| ware. See alsoMIPS, resource. 2. n. Of a person:
| time. From the previous sense, as in “do itwhen
| you have some sparecycles”.

DASD (dazz-dee) v. To place on acomputer disk
(Direct Access Storage Device), as in: “Please
DASD that report whenyou’ve written it”. DASD
storage implies storage on a disk connected to a
large mainframe computer, ratherthan on thehard
or soft disks in a Personal Computer. It also
implies magnetic storage; an optical disk would not
be described asDASD.

. dash n. Documentationlevel. IBM documents bear

. a number comprising three groups of characters,

. separated by dashes. Thefinal group is one or

. more digits that indicate the revisionlevel (when

. ordering a document, you do not normallyspecify

. the final group − IBM will send the latest avail-

. able). A dash-0 is an original (first version) docu-

. ment. “To be at thelatestdash” means to have an

. up-to-date document.Sometimes also used forsoft-

. ware: “We run the latestdash of VM/SP”.
data jail 1. n. A database that iscarefully being fed

with information, but whoseowner is not sure that
the information in it can be extracted when it is
needed. From Fishkill: “We’re operating adata jail
here.” 2. n. A mainframe. (When used by a PC
programmer.)

DEBE (debbie) 1. n. “Does Everything But Eat” −
a general 360/370utility for moving data from
device to device. Originally astand-aloneprogram

(i.e., it did not require an operatingsystem)named
after theniece of itsauthor. It is anexample of the
human interfaces provided by programs in the
1960s (it’s sad to see how little the industry has
progressed intwenty years).2. v. To try as a last
resort. “Nothing elseworks; let’s DEBE it”.

debug v. To hunt down andremove some of the
bugs (q.v.) in a piece of software orhardware.

| debugger n. A program or suite of programswhose
| function is to aid the process ofdebugging (q.v.).

decision support system 1. n. A computer program
claimed to help thosewith power tomakedecisions.
2. n. Any computer system used tojustify some-
thing to highermanagement thatcould not bejusti-
fied in any otherway. The favoured technique for
this usuallyinvolves getting theprogram toanswer a
questiondifferent from the one that ought to have
been answered. Invariably aMIP-eater.

deck n. A data file, usually in Fixed-80 format(every
line of the file is 80 characters long). As in“text
deck” or “request deck”. This term datesback to
the days when allfiles were punched on80-column
cards for which the collective noun was, of course,
“decks”. This isstill the correct term to use when
the file is a spool file present in thereader or punch
of a virtual machine(VM).

decommit v. To slip one’sschedule for anindefinite
period of time. A grave dishonour forproject
management.

de-concur v. To formally remove one’s approval or
agreement to a project, havingpreviouslyapproved
it. This ploy is most effective when used without
warning andlessthan aweek beforeAnnounce, and
will then usually be devastating. A favourite weap-
on of Legal departments. Seeconcur, concern, issue,
non-concur.

. deep staff n. Senior staff who has been out ofactive

. field or developmentwork for at least five years.

. An expert in IBM politics and the art ofnon-

. concurrence.
| default 1. n. A value that will be assumed for an
| object (such as aparameter or argument to a
| program) if not explicitly specified. As in:“What’s
| the default for thepaper size?” 2. adj. Assumed if
| not explicitly specified. As in:“What’s the default
| papersize?”

delta 1. n. A list of changes (e.g., the differences
between twoprograms). “Make me a delta on that

. proposal”. Seealso diff. 2. n. A wedge-shaped gap.

. Especially one between twolines on a graph or

. chart, as when oneline represents the target and the

. other achievement-to-date. See alsojaws chart.
| 3. v. To arrive at a resultfrom some knownbase,
| particularly by applying a percentage increase to all
| data. As in:“We’ll just delta off last year’splan.”

demo 1. n. A demonstration. A demonstration is
the exhibition of non-functioning or unfinishedhard-
ware or software to senior management orvisiting
VIPs. Provides theideal conditions forawakening

| dormant and unsuspectedbugs. 2. v. To demon-
| strate. As in: “We demoed the systemstructure”, or
| “When are you demoing today?”

demonstration application program n. A game.
| depeditate v. To cut off at the feet. Used especially
| in the context of electronic formatting and
| typesettingwhen the descenders of lowercaseletters
| are cut off by a rule(line) or on reaching the end of
| a column or page.
| dependency n. A minor exposure (q.v.).
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design document of understanding

design n. The preliminary sequence ofevents leading
to the manufacture anddelivery of a finishedprod-
uct. This may bea) An educatedguess; orb) [more
commonly] An uneducatedguess.

| deskcheck v. To run a computer programthrough a
| “One Instruction Per Second” [atbest] human
| processor, inorder to check or test it by thought
| experiment. See alsoinspection, MIPS.

desk dump v. To clear all thepaper on a deskinto a
drawer atnight to meet local“clean desk” policies.
The drawerthen becomes aLIFO stack, as most of
the paper isnever retrieveduntil archived in a waste
bin. See alsocore dump, dump.

. desk MIPS n. Processingpower that is provided by

. physically small (desk-top or desk-side)computers.

. See alsowater MIPS, MIPS.
| de-smut v. To correct errors in aSCRIPT file. The
| name comes from thename of the file in which
| Script stores error messages, DSMUTMSG.
| “Looks like you still have to de-smut some of those
| errors.” See alsoscript.

diagnostic n. A program written to test other
programs or (moreusually) the hardware of a
system. It is intended to be used, when afailure
occurs, toidentify the failing unit or sub-assembly.
It often seemsthat diagnostics are the only pieces of
code thatwill run cleanly when thehardwarestarts
to fail, as thediagnostics were ofcoursewritten to
test theexpectedmodes offailure.

dialogue 1. n. A pompous alternative to “conversa-
tion” or “chat”. “Let’s have a dialogue.”2. v. To
talk to. As in: “Why don’t you call Steve and
dialoguewith him about that project?”

diff v. To make alist of changes. Refers to thewide-
ly used programDIFF that attempts to show the
differences between two program or data files.
“Pleasediff those twoproposals for me.” See also
delta, bridge.

| dinner for two n. A small award to recognise an
| employee’scontribution to a project or department.
| The amount of the award issmall enough that a
| first-line manager can bestow theaward with only
| one, or no, higherlevel approval, but yet issufficient
| to pay for a good dinner for theemployee and a
| guest.

dinosaur 1. n. A person orlocation that clings to old
software packages long after everyone else has
moved to later and betterdesigns. Usually only a
cataclysm (in the form of amajor new release of
operatingsystem software)will encourage a change

| in the lifestyle of adinosaur.2. n. A major problem
| or bug. Usage:“OK, ... we’ll build a system and
| bring it up second-level to get thedinosaurs out.
| Then we canstart the detailed debugging”.

disclaimer n. A list of conditions or warningsthat
modify the material justabout to bepresented at a
meeting. A boiler plate blanket statement thatdisas-
sociates and relieves apresenter of anyresponsibil-
ity from conclusions that his audience may have
reached as aresult of his statements, regardless of
whether the conclusions were intended ornot.
Commonly used in hardware orsoftwareproposals
and performancepresentations. See alsocaveat.

disconnected, disc’ed 1. adj. Of a VM Virtual
Machine: notlogically connected to a terminal, and
therefore runningwithout human intervention. The
VM operatingsystemsupports two “inactive”states:
logged-off (notusing the system at all) and discon-
nected (suspended).When disconnected, auserid
maintains all its state and activities, but has no
“real” user terminal connected to thevirtual

machine. Mostservice machines (q.v.) run discon-
nected. 2. adj. Of a user: not using a network or
computer. Also discoed , as in: “I tried to see if she
wanted to vend[buy coffeefrom a machine]with us,
but she’sdiscoed”.3. adj. Of a person: payinglittle
attention to the outsidephysical world, due to
distraction, great ideas, or lack ofsleep. Such a
person isusually reconnected by a loudyell from a
suitably high (hierarchical) level, or by astiff dose of
caffeine.4. adj. Having little interest in aparticular
topic. “Since I started to use VM,I’ve beenpretty
much disconnectedfrom TSO.”

. disk n. A magnetic or optical storagemechanism in

. the form of a rotatingdisk. Information is recorded

. on the disk in the form of numerousconcentric

. “tracks” or as a singlespiral track. The term is

. also used forlogical simulations of disksthat are in

. fact held on largerdisks, or in main storage, or on

. magnetic tapes or cartridges. See alsofile, floppy

. disk, minidisk, round and brown, Winchester.
| diskette n. A floppy disk (q.v.).

disk farm n. A large room (or rooms) filled with
magnetic storage machines. Infrequently frequented
by humans.

Disneyland East n. The headquarters building on
Westchester Avenue, White Plains(see1133 below).
This term gained such widespread usethat several
years ago a middlemanager (wholater became a
very senior marketingmanager andwrote a book
about his experiences) actually sent out amemo
forbidding its use.

distributed data processing 1. n. (Official version)
A methodology for selling small CPUs for use at
remote sites. 2. n. (Unofficial version, pre-1986) A
methodology for spreadingcompetitors’ minis and
micros around remote sites, asthere was no4311.
[But now there is the9370.]

in a ditch adj. Broken, non-functional. As in:“That
program is on its back in aditch”. See down,
crashed.

Divisions 1. n. Any IBM locations outside New
York State, ornorth of Interstate 84, orwest of the
Hudson River. 2. n. A derogatory term used at
Yorktown Research todescribe the rest of IBM.
“That idea came from theDivisions.” See alsoNIH.

document administrator n. Quote from a GML
manual: “One who isresponsible fordefining mark-
up conventions andprocedures for aninstallation.
This involves defining theactual vocabulary oftags
to be used and also the nature of theprocessing
required for each”. [Need one saymore?]

documentation 1. n. The several kilograms of
mashed, pounded,bleached, and pressedtrees that
accompany any modern,sophisticated product.
Happily, documentation issometimes now provided
on-line (that is, available at acomputer terminal),
and is, of course,always written before implementa-
tion. 2. n. Instructions translated fromSwedish to
Japanese by Danes for theprofit of English-
speaking persons.

document of understanding 1. n. (When signed by
one party to anagreement.) Amemo that is used
to present oneparty’s view of an agreement in the
best possiblelight. Usually showslittle or no under-
standing of the problems of the other party to the
agreement. SeeCYA. 2. n. (When signed by both
parties to an agreement.) Adocument (which is not
a contract) drawn upbetween twodifferent depart-
ments or companieswithin IBM, often associated
with the transfer of aproduct or programfrom one
group to another. Theonly mechanismwhereby
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dog and pony show drum card

the owner of apiece of software canmaintain any
formal control over it onceanother IBM group has
a copy of it. [Also known as aletter of understand-
ing or memo of understanding .]

dog and pony show n. A presentationdesigned to
[over-] impress. Implies a certainamount of
cynicism anddeception, andcontempt for the audi-
ence.

do it right first time n. A popular Quality slogan.
Potentially synonymouswith the slogan, “Let the
user do the debugging”. Correctlydeciding what to
do next is perhaps even more important. See
creationism.

dollarize v. To express intangible assets (such as
programmer creativity) in terms of U.S. dollars.
This allows even themost subtle of concepts to be
grasped by thematerialistic.

Domestic adj. Those parts of IBM that arelocated
in the USA. Used byU.S. IBMers to imply all that
really matters in IBM. Used almostuniversally by
everyone else to describe an insular(provincial)
approach to aproblem. “He’s Domestic− thinks
everyonespeaks American.” See alsononus.

. done deal n. Somethingthat has been done and is

. no longeropen fordiscussion; afait accompli.
dotted to 1. adj. Having a managerialrelationship

or political link that cannot bedescribed by a
hierarchicaltree. Refers to the(dashed)lines shown
on organisation charts. This isoften used for
professionals (such as lawyers andaccountants)
whose managers do not understand whatthey do,
so they are“dotted to” someone inArmonk. An
“abnormal but legitimate” relationship.
2. adj. Directly connected byhardware. In elec-
tronics, a Dot is often awire-ORed or wire-ANDed
gate: the logicaloperation takesplace by two gate
outputs being connected directly, and the final
output depends onwhich gatewins.

doubleword n. Eight bytes (an IBM System/370
Word is 4 bytes, or 32 bits). Adoubleword bound-
ary is an address that is anexact multiple ofeight.
Many System/360 or System/370 instructions either
require their operands to bealigned on a DW
boundary, or work muchfaster if the operands are
so aligned. See alsofullword, halfword.

doughnut n. A ferrite core (actually a torus or ring
about one or twomillimetres in diameter, hencethis
term) used in theCore memory of early IBM
computers. Also donut . Ferrite cores arestill used
in some IBM computers, such as those used on
space shuttles; in the commercial worldprobably
the last product using core memories that was
announced was thecontrol unit for the 2305drum
(shipped in1973). See alsocore.

Doughnut City n. Basingstoke,Hampshire (atown
with a rapidly growing IBM presence). Sodubbed
for the largenumber of roundabouts(traffic circles)
encircling the town. [This term predates the IBM
usage.] It wasconjectured, andcame topass,that as
more and more IBMpersonnelwere moved there a
verb was created, as in “I have now been
doughnutted” − re-located to Basingstoke.[Both
friends and relations ofmine believed not that
Basingstoke had an existence other than in
Ruddigore.]

down adj. Not working; the opposite ofup. Crashed.
The state of the system orprinter when you need
one morelisting and you arealready late for your
plane. See alsobring up.

down-level 1. adj. Out-of-date. Applied to aperson
who is not up to datewith some technical nuance,
or to a piece of softwarethat is not the latest
(current) version. Derived from FE terminology

| applied to software. See alsoback-level. 2. v. To
| demote, to reduce inlevel (q.v.). Also re-level .
. downtime n. The length of time that a system is
. unavailable to users (down). “How much downtime
. did we havelast week?”

dramatic adj. Uninteresting. An adjective used to
make anunexciting factsound worthy of attention,
as in: “A dramatic three percent increase in I/O
throughput”. See alsoexciting.

drink from a fire hose v. To be at the receiving end
of a flood of information, as when attending a
major university for thefirst time. Originally used
in IBM to describe how it was forEuropeanvisitors
to the Boulder lab asthey tried to “get up tospeed”
on the Mass StorageSystemduring its development.
A group at Boulder was chargedwith teaching the
visitors how the system wasdesigned and how it
worked [markedly different, I’m told]. This group
spent “a memorable 18 months or so in1972-74
designing microcode debugging classes one day
ahead of thestudents”.

drive 1. v. To push a projectalong in spite of many
objections and obstacles.“Sam, you will drive the
water fountain replacement project to asuccessful
conclusion by next Tuesday,won’t you?” 2. n. A
mechanical system for rotating some piece of a
computer, as in “Disk Drive”. Also used to refer to
a complete disk assembly, as in“Place thediskette

| in the B Drive”. See alsospindle. 3. v. To use or
| control, especially of aterminal orprogram. Usage:
| “I’m not sure how todrive thisdebugger”.

drive-in branch n. ISG HQ in Bethesda,Maryland.
Named for anincident in 1982when a former IBM
employee drove his carthrough the doors of the
building (which never was abranch office, in fact)
and went on a shooting spreethat killed or injured
a number of people. Many of the fortifications
around theentrances of IBMbuildings date from
this incident. [This usage is unfortunately quite
common,being used by thoseunaware of thedetails
of the incident. It isconsidered to be in bad taste
by those wholost friends and colleagues.] See also
Rusty Bucket.

driver 1. n. A program that “drives” a bucket of test
cases.2. n. The mainprocessingloop of an interac-
tive program. 3. n. A complete new level of a
system. As in:“The developers cut us a new VM
driver yesterday”.

driving a brown desk adj. Having achieved the tech-
nical rank of Advisory Engineer (orProgrammer).
This derives from the practice in somelocations of
giving tacky metal desks to themore junior employ-
ees, and reservingreal (wooden, orwood veneered)
desks for those who have beenaround for some
time.

. drop-dead date n. A deadline by which certain

. events must have occurred ifirretrievable loss of

. honour or revenue to IBM (or a customer) is to be

. avoided. Should theevents notoccur, irretrievable

. loss of honour and revenue to the responsible

. marketing representative islikely; and the phrase

. may take onliteral overtones.
| drum card n. A card, wrappedaround a cylinder or
| drum within the mechanism of an IBM 026 or 029
| card punch, thatcontrolled some of thefeatures of
| the punch, such as tabbing, automatic duplication,
| numericshift, etc. A little drum cardwizardry could
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dual ladder engineering change

| often savehours or days of data or programentry
| time.

dual ladder n. The principlethat one canrise in the
company atequal levels in either a managerial or a
technical job. Once impossible outside the USA
(most countries did not evenmaintain thepractice
of having different titles for technical and manageri-
al personnel) butmore fashionablesince the late
1980s.

. dual-path 1. v. To provide alternativepaths through

. program code in order to accommodatedifferent

. environments. “Since the CP response isdifferent in

. VM/SP and VM/XA, we’ll have to dual-path that

. Exec”. See alsospecial-case. 2. v. To make a

. peripheral device available through more than one

. channel. This can improve performance,and, on

. multi-processor systems, allows the device to be

. available even if one processor is off-line.
dump n. A collection of all available information

about a problem, usually deposited on the slowest
printing device available. Originally a complete
printed representation of all the storage in a
computer,this was amanageablequantity of infor-
mation when a 100 Kilobytemachine was a big
one. Now that machines are somuch larger,
dumpscontain avast amount ofirrelevant informa-
tion − yet some peoplestill use dumps fordebug-
ging problems. (Equivalent to cracking aneggshell
with a steamroller.) The“Garbage Out” part of
“Garbage In, GarbageOut”. See alsocore dump.

DWIM instruction (like swim) n. “Do What I
Mean.” This is a mythical instruction invoked by a
frustrated programmer to give acceptable results
when in fact he could notdefine what hemeant (but
would recognise it if he saw it). Also invokedwhen
the last instruction issued to themachine wasdisas-
trous: “Do what I mean, not what Isay, youdumb
machine!” In LISP environments, the DWIM
instruction is often simply a mechanism that
randomly rearrangesparentheses.

earth n. The safetycable in a domestic orcommer-
cial power supply. This is the term used by
non-USA English speakers instead of“ground”,
possibly reflecting themore roundedworld view of
such people.

earthquake n. A real-life shock test for computer
equipment. Contrary to popularbelief, recent earth-
quakes nearCalifornia plants were notinitiated by
IBM as part of theQuality testingprogram.

ease-of-use 1. n. The attribute ofbeing easy to use.
An ill-defined but positivequality achieved only by
products of thespeaker’scompany or laboratory.
2. n. A quality claimed for all programming
languages, todemonstratesuperiority overmachine
languages or lowerlevel languages. OS JCL is a
fine counter-example tothis claim.

easter egging n. Replacing an unrelated part in the
hope that amalfunction will go away. The term
derives from the USA and European Easter-time
practice of hiding coloured eggs, chocolates, and
other goodiesaround thehouse, the garden, or the
town square. Children areinvited in and usually
then engage in ahurried scamper through theterri-
tory to collect goodies and win variousprizes that
may be awarded. Theimplication in the jargon
usage is that the engineer did a similarsearch
through his machinelooking for the partthat would
fix the problem.

This is the only IBM-approved game ofchance,
except that EasterEgging is forbidden in the 308X
Processor Complex.

| eat one’s lunch v. To use up personaltime. Used
| after attempting to fix asystem, usually abroken
| one, for such anintensive andextended period of
| time that one emergesfrom the effort to find that
| one’s personal time has mysteriouslydisappeared.
| “That 3380 string wasdown all day with a power
| bug that ate my lunch.”

EBCDIC (ebb-sidick, ebb-see-dick) n. The Extended
Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code. This
code for characters wasdesigned in the early 1960s,
as an extension of theBCDIC to take advantage of
the 8-bit byte being introduced for theSystem/360.
The most notorious of itsidiosyncrasies(that the
primary English alphabet is not aseries of contig-
uous codes) is ultimately derivedfrom the Hollerith
code for punchedcards. See alsoASCII bit.

EC 1. n. EngineeringChange− a hardwareupdate.
A formally announced fix or enhancement to a
piece of hardware,usually required to supportlater
(unforeseen)products. “Before you can run the new
level of system with this box, you must apply
EC-58320 to all your controlunits.” 2. n. Extended
Control − a privileged orenhancedstate of control
over a piece ofhardware. If, forexample, a person
is running an MVSsystemunder VM/SP,then that
person’s virtualmachine has to be in EC mode, and
is said to be “runningEC”.

-ed (suffix to a surname).Subjected to unnecessary
troubles due to a person’s inconsideration orpara-

. noia. As in: “I’ve been Smithed”. Thesuffix can

. also beadded to the name of a program orutility,

. and in this case implies that the user hassuffered

. abuse at the hands of said program:“I’ve been

. MSGed todeath by our network machine”.
edict v. To decree, toissue an edict. “The use of

Structured Programming was edicted by
Corporate.”

elastic adj. Able to stretch. This is used torefer to a
schedule that is subject to frequent stretching.
Unlike true elastic, suchschedules rarelycontract
(shorten).

| EMEA n. Abbreviation for “Europe, Middle East,
| Africa”. The division of IBM that includes all the
| country organisations in the designated geographical
| area. That is,most of thehigh growthareas.

emotional issue n. A real problem (asseen by one
person) when notseen as aproblem by another
person. Usedwhen the second person is insensitive
or (more commonly) has notaste.

Endicott suitcase n. A corrugated cardboard box
with a suitcase-likehandle. Thesewere issued to
studentsleaving Marketing Training classes (which
originally were held at Endicott) for transporting
classmaterialsback totheir homelocation.

end user n. A person at the end of the chain of
hardware, systems, and interfaces. A (possibly
hypothetical) person who isexpected to represent
the biggestgroup of users ofcomputer equipment in
the future. When usage of theterm is such that it
implies that the speaker is superior to such anend-
user, thespeaker hasidentified himself or herself as
at best insensitive and at worst, arrogant. See also
naive.

engine n. A small processor such as the 8100, or a
microprocessor(when used as the central processor
in somedevice). “Our new terminal cluster control-
ler uses the latest engine”.

engineering change n. SeeEC.
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enhancement externalize

enhancement n. A fix for a problem that has been
reported toooften to be ignored. Seefeature.

entry-level adj. Simple enough for a naive user to
start with. Sadly, many entry-level computer
systems are just toys− they do nothave the capa-
bilities necessary to do realwork.

entry system n. A systemthat is easy tostart using,
either because it isinexpensive(cheap) or because it
is simple to use (entry-level). Something to dowith
front-door bells?

EPL (ee-pee-ell) n. The European ProgramLibrary
| (since 1987 called the Software andPublications
| Centre, or SPC, butstill commonly known asEPL).

The Europeanequivalent of PID (q.v.), and even
more inscrutable. Availability from EPL is always
at least onemonth later than from PID, except
when a program product isdeveloped inEurope
and sent to EPLfirst.

EREP (errep, ee-rep) v. To take a snapshot of an
error log or trace. From Environmental Recording
Editing and Printing, a program for printing a
formatted log ofhardware andsoftwareerror condi-
tions on System/360 and System/370machines.
Also used (as anoun) to designate theoutput of
such a program. EREPs, like dumps, are “run” or
“taken” (other listings are usually“printed”).

escalate v. To take a matter tohigher (managerial)
authority. Very effective as athreat.

ESP (esp, ee-ess-pee) 1. n. Early Support Program.
A procedure by which certain members of the
lunatic fringe − both internal and external− are
given versions of a product after announce but
before FCS. The object of theexercise is to get the
bugs out of the product andconfirm its ease-of-use
without creating toomany account situations. Also
called LA (Limited Availability), though there are
some slight differences. See alsoGA. 2. n. Extra
Sensory Perception. The technique bywhich ESP
(1.) users learn the details of the product in the
absence of any knowledge on the part of the
support staff or of any documentation.3. v. To
ship the ESP (1.) version of aproduct to the brave

. volunteers that will try it. 4. v. To install a new

. version of a product before anyone else. “Our

. Compute Centre folks are very progressive, they

. ESPed SP4.”
ETN adj. Equivalent To New. Ofcomputer parts:

used somewhere (and thereforeburned-in) and
hence, aftertesting, more reliable than new parts.
[So it is hoped.]

Europe n. That part of the(IBM) world that consists
of Israel, SouthAfrica, and theEuropeancountries
− excludingparts of the EasternBloc, Albania, and
Libya.

evolution n. The process of implementing a large
system by incremental and coherent improvements
to a simple system. Noother process hasever been
known to work. Seecreationism, creeping featurism.

. excellent adj. best-of-breed (q.v.).
exciting adj. Having the lowest interestranking for

speeches and papersdelivered atinternal meetings.
The complete sequence is:exciting, interesting,
dramatic, mind-boggling, andRegistered IBM Confi-
dential. See alsodramatic.

. exec n. A macro whose output is a sequence of

. commands for theConversationalMonitor System

. (CMS). The term isderived from the name of the

. original interpreter, and thefiletype that distin-

. guished these macros. The meaning isoften

. extended to include anymacro written in the

. EXEC, EXEC 2, or REXX languages, regardless of

. the destination of the generatedcommands

. (GDDM, SQL, etc.). The term is reported to have

. spread to thePC-DOS environment, where itdesig-

. nates the PC-DOS equivalent of CMS Execs−

. otherwiseknown as BAT(batch)files.
execute v. A commonly used wordmore or less

meaning “torun” (a program) or “toprocess”. The
term is now avoided in IBM customerpublications
since itmakes readers inmany countries nervous.

. exempt adj. Of a Domestic employee’s job level:

. exempt from certainlabour laws; no longer eligible

. for payment for work carried outafter standard

. hours. Implies (but does notnecessarilymean) that

. the employee hasreached “professional”status.
exercise 1. v. To test by running a collection of

tasks, often byrunning a test bucket. This gives a
new or overhauled machine a chance to become
more physically fit before undergoing a rigorous
acceptancetest. “We are going to exercise the

. machine.” See alsostress. 2. n. A play, or sham,

. project.
exerciser n. A program written to intensively exer-

cise a portion of a machine. The hope is that an
operation thatoccasionallyfails can beforced to fail
more often, and frequentlyenough toallow the CE
to find andcorrect thefault. See alsostress.

expectation management n. A managementtech-
nique whereby the target employees arepersuaded
to feel truly grateful for what they are about to
receive. An essentialprelude to the assignment of
“career developing” tasks, or to the removal of
services. Seealso job rotation.

. expert n. One who has someknowledge of a topic

. that thereforequalifies him or her for anurgent but

. undesirable task. “Ihear you’re our JCL expert”

. − “Well, I did look at some JCL one afternoon a

. few years ago...”− “So you are the expert then!”.

. See alsoguru.

. expire v. To pass, irrepealably. “That issue has

. expired its deadline for solutioning.”
exposed adj. Almost certain to be omitted. This is

used to describe part (orall) or a project that must
for political reasons bedescribed asin-plan, yet is
unlikely to actually beproduced. “The third line
item is in-plan,exposed”.

exposure 1. n. Some aspect of a project that looks
as though it may become a problem. “That’s a big
exposure.” See alsodependency. 2. n. Danger,risk.
A necessary euphemism,since the words are not
otherwisefound in the IBM vocabulary.3. n. Visi-
bility to upper management orexternal agencies.
“You’ll get good exposure inthis assignment.” As
all mountainclimbersknow, there isalways the risk
of over-exposure unless one takes proper prec-
autions.

exterior wet conditions n. Rain. The term used by
IBM Canada’s security department toexcuse evacu-
ation of a headquarters buildingduring a fire drill.

external audit n. Examination of the currentstate
and risks of aproject by an outsidegroup, followed
by a report of itsfindings. Thereport usually tells
upper managementexactly what they were afraid
that they would discover if they were to pull their
heads out of the sand. Seebad information.

| externalize v. To document or publish. Usually
| found in thenegative, as in: “Wehave decided not
| to externalize theformat of the CICSSystem Defi-
| nition File”.
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face down, nine to the throat FCS

| face down, nine to the throat adj. Computers that
| usedcards for input data (and pre-computer tabulat-
| ing equipment) required that anydeck of cards be
| stacked in a particular way to processcorrectly.
| Almost every IBM machine that used cards carried
| a label in the card feedareaindicating how to place
| the deck in the feedhopper of that machine; the
| most common was face (printedside) down, with
| the 9-edge (q.v.) forward, towards thethroat where
| cards areswallowed by themachine; this phrase
| dates from the1952-1964era. Thelater face down,
| 9-edge forward , and the alternative face up,
| 12-edge first were verycommon, and maystill exist
| on working card machinery. Engineers whowere
| unusually proficient in, or (more commonly)
| obsessedwith, computers andtheir technology were
| said to eat,sleep, and breathecomputersuntil ulti-
| mately theywould be“buried face down,nine to the
| throat” − an expression of mild esteem. See also
| column binary.
. face time n. Time to confront another personface-
. to-face. “I think it’s face time on thisone.”

facility 1. n. Being facile. Likemost people,IBMers
do not recognise thismeaning, butoften demon-
strate it.2. n. The ability to make something easier
(or even possible); incorrectlyderived from the verb
“to facilitate”. Used in the titles of many IBM
service functions andproducts which would other-
wise not be polysyllabic enough to make their
designers feel important. See also polysyllabic,
system. 3. n. A program orsoftwarepackagewhose
function is (by the definition of itsauthors) useful.
“Facility” is usually a misnomer, however, as the
programs that areaccreditedthis grand description
are often exceedinglycomplicated anddifficult to
use.

. failsoft adj. Of a system ornetwork: designed sothat

. the failure of one part of the systemwill not be

. catastrophic; some or all of the requirements of

. some or all of theuserswill continue to be met.
fallback plan n. A plan to fall backupon should the

first plan berejected by highermanagement.This is
often theplan preferred by the developmentmanag-
er − he can count on his managementturning
down the first plan (so demonstratingtheir power)
but can be reasonablyconfident that the second one
he proposeswill be accepted. Thisstrategy, of
course, becomes aself-fulfilling prophesy; since the
first plan is not thepreferred plan, it isoften not
properly thought out or presented− and is hence
guaranteed to berejected.

fall on one’s sword v. To voluntarily decommit a
plan, knowing that this action will invoke extreme
displeasure. Falling onone’s sword was the
honourable means for aRoman tocommit suicide.
“I knew we couldn’t make thedates so Iwent to the
boss andfell on my sword”.

fall over v. Synonymouswith ABEND, crash. As in:
“One of the 2305sfell over last night andtook CP
with it”.

Fall Plan n. A plan, adopted in theautumn ofeach
year, that describes the futurecommitments and
business of a location ordivision. [Now known as
the Commit Plan.] This ispreceded by a period of
three months during which most productivework
stops for a generalfree-for-all over which projects
are to be consideredstrategic. The plan, once
adopted, isignored. SeeSpring Plan.

family dinner n. An eveningmeal paid for by IBM,
usually beforeChristmas, for adepartment or group
of departments. The termderives from the ancient
concept of IBM being one big happy family of
employees. This is supposedly anevent to recognise
the effort put induring the year, and can therefore
be relied upon to introduce colleaguesfrom work
whom one hasnever met and did notknow existed.

| FAP n. Financial Assistance Program. A
| programme originally offered to ESD (Entry
| Systems Division) employees,whose job disap-
| peared as aresult of PS/2 manufacturingmoving
| from Boca Raton to Raleigh, and later extended.
| Employees whotook advantage of theoriginal FAP
| resignedfrom IBM, and received agolden handshake
| of two years salary plus a bonus. This led to such
| expressions as:“Taking the FAP”, “Faphappy”,
| and “Are you going to fap or flap?”.

fast back end n. That part of aproduct development
cycle that is supposed to take farless time than
usual in order to make up for thescheduleslips of
the earlierparts. “We’ll have to put in afast back
end in order to make FCS ontime.” [That is, drop
some of thetesting.]

| fastpath 1. v. To enhance the performance of a
| program incertain cases by reducing theamount of
| code executed when agiven condition arises,espe-
| cially when the condition iscommon, orwhere the
| existing performance of theprogram doesn’t meet
| users’ expectations. “Wewill have to fastpath the
| case where thefile isn’t open yet”. See alsospecial-
| case. 2. v. To access some data directly, rather
| than, for instance, following an otherwise tree-
| structured (hierarchical)path. For example, instead
| of selecting choices “1”, “3”, “4”, “B” in consec-
| utive menus, youmight be able to go to thesame
| panel by typing “134B”. This can bemuch faster,
| especiallyover slow connections, becauseonly the
| final menuwill be displayed. Of course,strings such
| as “134B” were formerly spelleddifferently (for
| instance,“COPY”) and were known ascommands.
| 3. n. The nickname used todirectly accesssome
| panel in a tree-structuredmenu. As in:“what’s the
| bestfastpath to get toPCPRICES?”
. fast track n. A career path for selected men and
. women whoappear toconform to the management
. ideal. Thecareerpath isdesigned toenhancetheir
. abilities and loyalty, traditionally by rapid
. promotion and byprotecting them from themore
. disastrous errors thatthey mightcommit.

fatal adj. Very serious. When used todescribe a
problem, this indicatesthat recovery from the prob-
lem has not beenpossible, as in “FATAL I/O
ERROR”. Always presented in allupper case, as
only t’owd man wasconfidentenough to use such a
word in a Data Processing environment.[“T’owd
man” − An Ancient (from the Derbyshiremining
term).]

fat, dumb and happy adj. Complacent. Typically
used of a project’smanagement whothink that their
project iscompetitivewhen it is not. [Notexclusive-
ly an IBM term.]

| fatherhood n. Somethingthat is good, but notneces-
| sarily true. Seemotherhood.

FBC n. Funny Black Connector. The
hermaphroditic connector used in thecabling system
(q.v.).

FCS n. First customer ship (q.v.). The time at which
products arefirst delivered to customers, usually
cause for celebration.(“Pub Time”.) This is also
the time at which FE startsfixing the bugs that were
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feature flatten

discovered too late in thedevelopmentcycle to be
corrected. See alsoannounce, ESP, GA.

feature 1. n. A piece of aproduct (software or hard-
ware). 2. n. A bug for which no fix is going to be
madeavailable.3. n. A correction to a publication.
4. n. A mandatory “option” on apiece of hard-
ware. As in: “Of course, if you want to run any
software on this machine, youmust order the
optional Decimal Feature”. See alsocreeping
featurism, enhancement.

feature shock n. A user’s confusion when confronted
with a package that has toomany features andpoor
introductory material. Originally a pun on Alvin
Toffler’s title Future Shock.

feeb v. To perform some act in afeeble (or
awkward) manner. For example: “Hereally feebed
that piece ofcoding”.

feecher, feechur n. An unforeseen, arbitrary, or
capricious attribute, which,once documented, is
spelled “feature” (q.v.).

fence 1. n. Some special sequence of characters
(such ashexadecimal“FF”) used to delimit other
data. Usage:“You should put afence at the end of
the parameterlist”. 2. v. To protect storage so that
it cannot be stolen by another user while you are
not actually using it. Anexcellent mechanism for
justifying a storage upgrade. See alsofence out.

. 3. v. To protect people frombeing “poached” by

. other departments. “My Adtech headcount is

. fenced thisyear.”
fence out v. To electronically disconnect an element

from the operatingconfiguration. In the 308X
series, Fencing Out is done byfence registers that
are set and unset by theProcessor Controller.This
concept wasdevised by the original308X RAS
Engineering Department, and indoing so they
discovered theaeroplane rule (seeabove). See also
box, granularity.

ference error (fear-ence error) n. An indexingerror
occurring when the IBMSystem 38encounters a
null or invalid index or subscript.This derivesfrom
an error in amessage handling routine,that trun-
cated thefirst two characters of themessage− it
should have read: “ReferenceError”. However,
“FerenceError” conveys just asmuch information.

field 1. n. The IBM marketplace − where the
profits come from. Anywhereoutside the Develop-
ment group. 2. n. (When used at a headquarters
location.) The developmentlaboratories.

file 1. n. A collection of records held in a filing
system on a disk or other storagedevice. 2. n. A
magnetic disk storagedevice, usually aWinchester.
“We’re designinghard files for PCs.”

. file farm n. A disk farm (q.v.).

. finding n. A security exposure, discovered during a

. Security audit. In theory, a finding could be either

. good or bad, butthere have been no reports of a

. good finding.
finger check n. A typing error on a computer termi-

nal. Usage: “I took a finger check while entering
that command”. Derived from the usage ofcheck.
See alsobrain check.

. finis (fin-iss) n. To close a file, under the CMS

. operatingsystem. This [Latin] commandname was

. chosen by aFrenchman who worked on the CMS

. file system in the 1960s. Often theincantation

. “FINIS * * *” (close all files) is suggested as a

. panacea for CMSapplications developers.

Finnoga- prefix. A generic prefix used toavoid using
a RegisteredTrade Mark prefix and thus being
admonished byLegal because you forgot to add the
mandatory TradeMark footnote. For example:
FinnogaCalc, FinnogaWriter, FinnogaBase. See
also Panda-.

firefighter n. A person or group ofpeople called in
to put out a forest fire. A good firefighter is the
highest form of programmerlife, but all too often
firefighters are totallyunfamiliar with the fire being
fought. Firefighters arefamous for their interim
patches orfixes. These patches, once implemented,
become permanent and thetinder to spark off later
Forest Fires. It isoften said that firefighters are
“called too late to evenwater the hot ashes”.

| first-line manager n. The lowestlevel of line manage-
| ment (q.v.). A first-line manager hasonly “employ-
| ees” (asopposed to managers)reporting to him or
| her. A second-linemanagerwill hold the cards of
| (employ) at least onefirst-line manager. The term
| can also be used in a relative sense;when employees
| report directly to upper levels of managementthen
| one person’s third-linemanager can beanother’s
| fifth-line.
. FISH (fish) n. A queuing algorithm thatseems to be
. common in overloaded networks: “First In,Still
. Here”. By analogywith FIFO (First In, First Out)
. and LIFO (Last In, First Out).

fix n. A correction for a softwareproblem. “You
need the following three fixes to correct the file
system bug”. Software equivalent ofengineering
change.

| fixed disk n. A disk, usually a hard disk (q.v.), pack-
| agedwith its electronics and whichcannoteasily be
| removed from the machine inwhich it is installed.
| fixed head n. A Read/Writehead (q.v.) which is fixed
| in position relative to thesurface of adisk, rather
| than being moveable across some or all of thedisk.
| Data that are on the disksurfaceunder afixed head
| can be accessedmore rapidly than those under the
| more commonmoveable heads; thefixed head area
| of a disk is therefore often used for paging,database
| storage,etc.

fix it in pubs v. To change the productpublications.
Unfortunately nothing to dowith the ancient art of
Ale sampling, but is instead a favourite way to
correct any problem found in the sixmonthsbefore
FCS. Seefeature, pubs.

flash v. To copy by xerography. See alsoibmox,
open kimono[?].

Flashcube on the Mountain n. The Sterling Forest
. Laboratory, New York. This name was atake-off
. on the “Motel on the Mountain” which, in the
. 1950s, was afashionable motel onRoute 17 in NY
. (not far from Sterling Forest). In an era when
. motels werecheap buildings alongside noisyhigh-
. ways, this was a nice“low level” hotel. It was built
. into the side of a mountain and had multiple small
. buildings of several differentlevels, andmany of its
. rooms hadnice views.

flatten v. To bring under control, to eliminate, or to
make less conspicuous. “Gee, we’ve got badprob-
lems with that newsoftwarefrom Yorktown. Shall
we bring a bunch of them up to flatten the
problem?” (Theimplication beingthat any problem
can be trampledinto the dust by the application of
hordes of programmers.) Theorigin of this term in
fact comes from the mathematicalsense of flattening
a curve (or worse, avertical line) showing problem
discoveries,APARs, et al. Usage: “We’ll flatten
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flavour, flavor forum

that problem when theUmbrella PTF gets out
there”.

flavour, flavor n. A variety or version of aprogram
or piece of hardware. “Thissystemcomes in two
flavours: SP andXA.” An analogywith ice-cream
varieties. Seevanilla, chocolate, mocha.

. fletching n. Seesnow, angel dust.
| flextime, flexitime n. A scheme allowing flexible
| working hours. Theseschemes let people vary their
| start and endtimes from day to day,around afixed
| core time. With someschemes one canaccumulate
| excess time worked and use it for extraleave.

flipchart n. A large piece ofpaper used fordrawing
charts as a presentation aid.Often faintly marked
with squareswhich are of length 1/7920 part of a
furlong on aside (onceknown as an “inch”). These
25.4mm squareshelp the presenterdraw straight

| lines. Once especiallyfavoured for formal presenta-
| tions at Corporate HQ, but nowadaysalmost totally
| superseded by foils, slides, PCs running fancy
| programs, andprojectiondisplays.
. floor sort n. A spilt box of computercards. A stand-
. ard box held approximately2000 cards, which
. could be shuffled by the simple andeffective tech-
. nique of depositingthem in a heap upon thefloor.
. If the cards did not have asequence ofnumbers to
. identify their order they had to bere-sorted by
. hand.

floor system n. The operatingsystem used by the
majority of people on amachine (as opposed to a
test orprivate system). Seespin system.

FLOP (flop) n. Floating Point OPeration,more
usually seen in theconstruct Megaflops(Millions of
Floating Point Operations perSecond), ameasure
of performanceusually applied to scientific vector
processors. The abbreviationFLOP has theadded
advantage, in the commercial world, of sounding
slightly derogatory. See alsoMIPS.

| floppy disk n. A flexible magnetic storagedisk, now
| more often called a diskette. Floppies were
| originally eight inches in diameter, andwere first
| used, in the early 1970s, forloading the initial
| programinto control units andmainframe comput-
| ers. SeeIPL, Minnow.
| focal point n. A person who has beenassigned
| responsibility for coordinating aneffort or support-
| ing a large project (such as the development of
| microcode for anentire system). Warning: if you
| are at a focalpoint, you may getburned.

focus n. Critical scrutiny with aview to swift correc-
tive action. As in: “There will be focus on Quality
at year-end”.

foil n. Viewgraph, transparency,viewfoil − a thin
sheet or leaf oftransparentplastic material used for
“overhead” projection of illustrations (visual aids).
Only the term “Foil” is widely used in IBM. It is
the most popular of the three presentation media
(slides, foils, andflipcharts) except atCorporate HQ,
where even in the 1980s flipcharts arefavoured. In
Poughkeepsie,social status isgained by owning one
of the new, verycompact, andvery expensive foil
projectors that make it easier to hold meetings
almost anywhere and at anytime.

The origins of thisword have been obscured by
the use of lower case. The original usage was
“FOIL” which, of course, was an acronym.
Further research hasdiscoveredthat the acronym
originally stood for “Foil OverIncandescent Light”.
This therefore seems to be IBM’sfirst attempt at a
recursive language.

. Foil Factory n. IBM Australia’s Headquarters at

. Cumberland Forest, NewSouth Wales. See also

. Koala Park.
fold v. To change minuscules (lowercasealphabetical

letters) to majuscules (uppercase alphabetical
letters). Also “translate to upper case”. Only a
very few pieces of software do this correctly for
languagesother than English, or even claim to.

follow-on n. A new release or version of aproduct,
sufficiently different to merit a newproduct number
but including all the bugs andproblems of theprevi-
ous productarchitecture. (This is theusual result of
being compatible with previousreleases.)

food chain n. The (hierarchical)line of management.
An indirect reference to the militaryterm “chain of
command”, and to thezoological term. As in: “He
is too low in the food chain toreally matter”. See
also line management, lion food, nonlinear.

footprint 1. n. The floor or deskspacetaken up by
somepiece ofcomputerequipment, such as a termi-
nal or processor. As in:“Our box has asmaller
footprint than that of xyz”. See alsovisual footprint,
toeprint. 2. n. The audit trail left by a program so
that a recoveryprogram or programmer candeter-
mine the areas of storage that thefirst program
steppedupon.

. footware n. Footwear. A list of tennis rules

. published by theYorktown IBM Club reminds us

. that “Proper footware is required (tennis

. shoes/sneakers)”.
forecast n. A prophecy of thenumber ofsales of a

product as afunction of price at which itwill be
offered. This is typically made bypeople who have
never used or sold suchproducts and basedupon
[wild] guesses bysome people who have. Thefore-
cast has no relationship to either the quality of the
product or thevalue as it might be perceived by the
potential customer,since theforecasters are not the
people allowed to discuss the product with the
customer atthis stage. Thus a forecast is either
strikingly inaccurate for a low price and large
number of sales, or a painfully self-fulfilling
prophecy if it ishigh priced and low volume.

forest fire n. Something badthat happens, such as a
manufacturing problem or a machinecrash, that
receives anundue amount ofattention from high-
level management.This causes productivework to
cease as all available personnelbecomefirefighters.

Fort Apache n. Building 300, East Fishkill. The
term derives from the shape of thebuilding, whose
secondstorey overhangs thefirst. The term is also
applied toBuilding 707 in Poughkeepsie, where the
windowsills aresloped at 45 degrees sothat despair-
ing managerswill not hurt themselves ordamage
the building whilegoing out of the windows.

Fort Cottle n. Building 026, SanJose. A large,box-
like building with gun-slit windows located at the
Cottle Road site at San Jose. This building is
considered bymany to beunfit for humanoccupan-
cy, and has largelybeengiven over to computers.

forum n. A file containing discussionsabout agiven
topic on a conference disk. (Plural usually fora .)
Usually a mix of wild applause, bug reports,
suggestions,questions by those who did not read the
documentation,questions by those who did (but did
not find the information wanted), andcompletely
out-of-topic appends. Most forums are of consider-
able value, andform perhaps the mostsignificant
method of technical communication within IBM.
Others,being cultural rather thantechnical, are no
less valuable but areless obviously productive −
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forumish gap product

one of the most famous is(well, was, since it has
been removed by theeditor) the BYTE8406
FORUM on theIBMPC conference. Thisspawned
from a hint about a yet unannounced PC in the
June1984 issue of Bytemagazine, and degenerated
into a long compilation of stories about old hard-
ware. Browsing forums has become a corporation-
wide occupation, and is one of thefavourite sports
of tube-jockeys. See alsoappend, conferencing facility,
BYTE8406 syndrome.

forumish adj. Of a file: behavinglike a forum. That
is, new data are added at(appended to) the end of
the file.

Frank n. The chairman of the board in thelate
1970s:Frank Cary. “If you don’t like it, go talk to
Frank”. The term is still used to refer to the
Exalted Ones At TheTop. (The current correct
term would be“John”, but this has notfound wide
usage.)

. Fred n. A generic name for files, userids, etc. in

. examples. See alsoPanda-.
freezer n. Somewhere where ideas oridealists can

safely be stored, almostindefinitely. Also a place
where task force results arestored (e.g., a filing cabi-
net to which no one has the key).

fridge n. A 3274 Terminal Controller. So called
because it has the same shape,dimensions,weight,
and noise profile as asmall domestic refrigerator.

friendly adj. Local. As in: “Before orderingthat
whizz-bang new PC software,check it outwith your
friendly legal advisor”. In no way connectedwith
user-friendly.

frozen 1. adj. No longer open to ideas or changes.
Applied to a project that hascooled sufficiently to
let someone in powersuccessfullyquench anyred-
hot or innovative idea which might be relevant to
the project. Also applied to aprogramthat will not
have any furtherfixes or enhancements. See also
cast-in-concrete, functionally stabilized, terminate.
2. adj. Affected by a high-level edict to“freeze
headcount”(stop hiring new employees) in a partic-
ular way. For example:“Westchester is frozen”.

. Frozen Zone 1. n. The period between December

. 15th and January 15th during which no upgrades

. should bemade to thecompany’ssystems, to allow

. users tofinish their yearlyreports. However,major

. bugs are usuallyfound duringthis period, due to the

. higher-than-usualactivity, and, of course, many

. machines have to beinstalled beforeDecember 31st

. to avoid being debited on the nextyear’s budget...
| 2. n. The period, normally at thebeginning of a
| year, in build-to-plan ordering of a productwhen no
| further changes in quantities can bemade by the
| manufacturing plant. For example, if asalesarea
| requests an increase in the shipments of a BTP
| product, the plant maywell respond that“it’s in
| Frozen Zone− no can do”.

FRU (frew) n. Field Replaceable Unit− a unit that
is the smallestreplaceable in thefield (i.e., outside a
factory or reconditioning plant). A completelogic
card might be a FRU, but achip permanently
mounted on a cardwould not be. See alsoCRU.

FS n. Future System. A synonym for dreams that
didn’t come true.“That project will be another FS”.
Note that FS is also the abbreviation for “func-
tionally stabilized”, and, in Hebrew, means “zero”, or
“nothing”. Also known as “FalseStart”, etc.

. FUD (fud) n. Fear, Uncertainty andDoubt. Attri-

. buted to Dr. Gene Amdahlafter he left IBM to

. start his own company,Amdahl, who alleged that

. “FUD is the fear, uncertainty anddoubt that IBM

. salespeopleinstill in the minds of potential custom-

. ers who may be considering our [Amdahl]

. products.”
full court press n. Instruction to anentire marketing

team topress sales at an account at alllevels possi-
ble. From thebasketball term.

fullword n. Four bytes (an IBM System/370 Word is
4 bytes, or 32 bits). Many System/370 instructions
run faster when their storage operands are
“aligned” on a fullword boundary , that is,they start
on an addresswhich is an exact multiple of four.
See alsohalfword, doubleword.

fun & games n. Anything that does notdirectly result
in short termrevenue to the corporation.

function n. An undefinedmeasure of thevalue of a
program ormachine, in thesense of describingwhat
it is able to achieve. Usage “How much added
function will we get with that line item?” The word
may be contortedfurther: “How much functionality
does thathave?”

functionality n. Capability, function.
functionally stabilized adj. Dead. Said of aproduct

that will receive no further enhancements. See also
frozen, sunset.

fundamental adj. Most important andbasic. The
noun qualified is to betaken asgospel and is not be
questioned. For example“The fundamental require-
ment isease of use”.

| funded adj. Of a project: formally assigned a budget,
| possibly of funny money. Better than a hobby (q.v.);
| about 4 on ascale of 1 to 10, where 10 isstrategic.

funny money 1. n. U.S. dollars used orquoted in an
internal budget or plan. These have ahypothetical,
play-moneyaura − felt especially bythose employ-
ees to whom thedollar is not the native unit of
currency, or when the sumsinvolved are very large.
See alsoblue money. 2. n. Test paperpieces used by
engineers to testautomatic bank tellers and cash
issuing terminals. To test the machines properly
these oftenneed to be remarkablysimilar to thereal
thing, and hence merit appropriate security prec-
autions.

. GA n. GeneralAvailability. The time at whichprod-

. uct is available (at least within one country) to

. anyone whowishes to buy it. This may be later

. than FCS (q.v.) if there has been anESP (q.v.). See

. also announce.
Galactic Headquarters n. The old IBM building in

New York City at 590 MadisonAvenue. This was
occupied by Corporate Headquartersbefore they
moved toArmonk. It was distinguished by the old
IBM logo on the front, which was a globewith the
words “World Peace Through WorldTrade” on it.
(This building hassince been demolished, and has
been replaced by a newbuilding, also owned by
IBM.) The term “Galactic HQ” now generally
refers to theArmonk location.

gap n. The differencebetween“What The Customers
Want” and “What We CanProduce”. This term is
used by the planning community toindicate blind
faith in the ability of theDevelopmentDivisions to
come up with a product thatwill rectify planners’
droop and keep the revenue growthgoing. Note
that it is no part of the Planners’responsibilities to
plan whatever product might be required, or be
produced, tobridge theGap.

. gap product n. A product conjured out of murky air

. in the hourbefore theFall Plan is due, tofill a gap in

. revenue projections[forecasts]. Often the gapprod-

. uct will be designed to use surplusparts from other
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general golden handshake

. products which are in a state of decline. See also

. planners’ droop.

. general n. A meeting between amanager and one of

. his or her employees for an unfocuseddiscussion,

. usually of apersonnelrather thantechnicalnature.
General Availability n. The time when a product is

scheduled to be available in quantity. The
sequence: announce − ESP − FCS − General
Availability normally applies, but the exact mix
variesaccording to thetype of product and theskills
of the product planners. In somecases, FCS and
General Availability are synonymous. See also
customer ship.

| gerbil tubes n. The walkways connecting various
| buildings at theRaleigh (Research TrianglePark)
| site. Known for their windowpanes, which can pop
| out when there is a largeinside/outsidetemperature
| differential.

get in bed with v. To work closely with. Usage:
“You will just have to get in bedwith those people
in Raleigh”.

get your ducks in a row v. To get a number of
people − usually at a lowerlevel − to provide
formal approval of adecisionthat has already been
taken. “OK, let’s do it. When can you getyour
ducks in a row?”Also, get your ducks in order , as
in: “When you escalate, be sure youhave your
ducks in order, becausethat’s the caboose that
pushes the train”.

. glasnost n. Openness to customer problems. By

. analogy with theRussian word used todesignate a

. “liberal” policy of discussion. When an IBMer

. practices glasnost, thecustomer may getmore than

. the Official IBM Answer.
glass 1. n. Silicon chips (integrated circuits). Usage:

“We can’t get the upleveledhardwareuntil the new
glass getsthrough Fishkill”. The reference isfrom
the observation thatboth integrated circuits and
glass aremade from silicon (sand). Originally the
term Glassreferred to thephotographic masters for
cards or chip transistors. The image on theglass
was projected photographicallyonto photoresist on
the base surface. The 3195 had several “glass
expediters” during development and production.

| See iron. 2. n. The cathode ray tube in adisplay
| terminal. “It’s the way it looks on theglass that
| matters.” Also used in the sense ofreal estate (q.v.)
| needed fordisplay. “That’s a neat buttondesign,
| but how muchglasswill it use?”

glass house n. A large data processing centre or
corporateinformation service. As in: “Wehaven’t
been able tofind one architecture that can run from
the desktop tolarge glasshouses”.

glass navel n. The artificial part allegedlyadded to
some people whenthey attend certain types of
internal or external education coursesthat are
perceived by others as a form of brain-washing.
The connotation is that therecipient of the glass
navel needs it inorder to see his or her newview of
the world.

glass teletype n. Before the 3101ASCII terminal
was announced: anynon-IBM “dumb” CRT. After
the 3101 wasannounced: the3101.

glitch n. An electrical pulsethat is shorterthan most
and, more importantly, occurs where itshouldn’t.
By definition (seepulse) it cannot beobserved, and
it is therefore used as the perfectscapegoat to
describe all hardware failures in electronic equip-
ment. It is claimed[untruthfully] that all glitches are
caused bylightning strikes (or cosmic rays), and

therefore such problems are unavoidable. The
meaning also encompassessoftware problems, to
denote a weird program behaviour that happens
once andcannot bereplicated. Inthis case software
people prefer toblame ahardwareglitch.

glove compartment n. The small spaceunder the
wrist rest of 3278/9keyboardswhere aleaflet to aid
trouble-shooting (theProblem Determination Guide) is
kept. The first place to check for alist of pass-
words.

GML 1. n. Generalised Markup Language. A
language used formarking up documents(such as
this one) to show the structure and organization of
the document, ratherthan its appearance. The
concepts and syntax of the original IBM GMLhave
been generalised toform the ISO Standard GML
(SGML). 2. v. To annotate a documentwith
Generalised Markup Language.“I’ve GMLed the
document so anyone canprint it.”

. GMT-friendly adj. Of a computersystem: having a

. CPU clock which is correctly set toGMT, hence

. allowing coordinatedinterchange oftiming informa-

. tion with systems in other time-zones. If one

. exchanges information with a user on a

. GMT-hostile system, one may receivefiles that

. appear tohave been created at sometime in the

. future. The future, of course, is up to 25 time-zones

. away andtravelling towardsyou.
go away v. To vanish inexplicably. Normally used

in a kind of prayer orlitany: “With a bit of luck,
that problemwill go away when weinstall Release
XXX”.

go faster stripes n. Frills added to a hardware prod-
uct to make it appear to runbetter. IBM hardware
does not needthese, ofcourse. See alsobells and
whistles.

gold card n. A logic card or module claimed, by its
engineers, to be perfect. It can be used todebug
card testprograms, or forswappingwith the cards
in defectivemachines when no-one has aclue what
is wrong. See alsored line card.

gold-coaster n. Someone who is “coasting”until
retirement. Thisterm is especiallyapplied to such a
person who acquires orapplies for a transfer to
Boca Raton or Tampa, inFlorida. Thelocal tour-
ist agencies’name for that part of Florida is the
“Gold Coast” [hence the nicedoublemeaning]. See
also IPR, ROJ.

golden diskette n. The release version of a PCsoft-
ware package. Also golden code . Usage: “Of
course, we never get to see thespecs until the golden
diskette isready to ship”. ThePersonal Computer
variety of to-PID version (q.v.).

. golden handshake n. A signal (originally in theform

. of a handshake, but nowsometimessimply music

. played over the publicaddress system) from a

. manager to his or heremployees,made on the day

. before a major public holiday (such as Thanksgiv-

. ing, in the USA). It signifies “have a good holiday”

. and implies“you are nowfree to leaveearly today,

. if you wish”. This phenomenonseems to be USA

. only, and (judging byrecent memos) has beenover-

. used in someplaces. A reader tells of a colleague

. who, beforeeveryholiday, used to trace hishand on

. paper, cut out thetracing, tape it to a ruler, and

. then thrust it out of hisoffice door every time his

. managerwent by. Others tell of times when their

. manager didn’t know of this convention, and the

. department remained intheir offices for hours after

. everyone else hadleft.
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golf ball green sheet

. “Golden Handshakes” in theform of a joining or

. leaving present used not to be used in IBM, though

. they have now crept inunder theguise ofFAPs.
golf ball n. The removabletyping element that was

used in the Selectrictypewriter and the 105xseries
of System/360 consoles. Thistyping element is
roughly spherical and is coveredwith the characters
that can be printed.Different fonts (such asCouri-
er, DanceSymbols, Eskimo, etc.) are available on
different golf balls. “When your programissues the
WTO macro, thesystemwill jiggle the golf ball and
print the message.” [A salesman of the oldguard
would, of course,refer to “rotating and tilting the
typing element”.]

Golf Ball typewriters are no longer sold by IBM.
goodness 1. n. A measure of aproject’sworth, used

to justify its continued existencewhen no rational
reasons can be found. “Thissystem contributes
goodness to the user environment”. See alsobad
information. 2. n. An item that iswell esteemed, and
unlikely to be unpopularwith anyone. [Like Apple
Pie?] “This project isGoodness.”

. Gor n. A non-specificplacename. From thetitles of

. a series of “science” fantasynovels by one John

. Norman (John FrederickLange). It wasfirst used

. in IBM in the names of“generic” PC adventure

. games, such as“Giant Rabbits of Gor”, but has

. sincespread to otherenvironments.
go to the mat v. To fight it out by going to higher

authority. From thewrestling term. Seeescalate.
. gotta minute? interjection. “Please come to my
. office right now .” [Some snooper found ademon-
. stration application program on one of yourdisks.]

granular adj. Patchy, narrow minded. In certain
locations, to refer toanother person’s thinking as
“granular” is a subtle suggestionthat it is suspect.
One is encouragedthese days to take a “system
view” of thoughts and ideas, where the whole is
somehow greaterthan the sum of its(highly granu-
lar) parts.

granularity 1. n. A term with an indeterminate
meaning. Perhaps“bittiness”, by analogywith the
grains of silver halide in a photographicemulsion.
Usage (Quote from MVS/XA: An Overview,
GG22-9303, page10): “Read-onlyprotection is now
on a page granularity”.2. n. A substitute for the
word “specificity”, in the sense “aspecific item or
detail”. Usually coupledwith descriptors such as
“sufficient” or “a lack of”, and in this case used
mainly to discreditsomeoneelse’swork. Not to be
confusedwith granulated.3. n. Being able to fence
out (of a configuration) a failing element of a
processor complex so the remainingelements can
continue to douseful work. For example, in the
3081 one of the two central processors can be
fenced out and theother, in conjunctionwith the
rest of the elements, cancontinue to run as asingle
processorsystem. Also on the 3081processor, a
pair of BSMs (Basic Storage Modules) can be
fenced out, powered down, repaired, powered up,
tested, andreturned to the operatingconfiguration.
Thus high granularity implies many elementsthat
can be fencedout, and low granularityimplies few
elementsthat can befencedout.

Great Oral Tradition n. The explanation for why so
many pieces of widely used, basic, orimportant
information are not to be found recorded anywhere,
despite the existence of severalforests’ worth of
manuals andGigabytes of on-line documentation.
One theory holds thatsince widely usedinformation
should be intuitively obvious to newcomers to the

corporation,writing it down is a waste of time. In
addition, such material is in a constantstate offlux,
which only reinforces theargument of thefutility of
documentation. [Perhapsthis poor dictionary will
continue to help those in suchneed.]

. Great Runes n. Expressionsusing only uppercase

. characters. Nowadays used mostly by

. megalomaniac operatingsystems and compilers,

. and by users discovering theirvery first desk-top

. publishing system.
green card n. Quick referencesummary information

printed on a large folded sheet of heavypaper,
usually yellow or white. This refers to the original
(green) System/360 reference card which is an
outstanding example of thegenre. Some recent
“cards” are in fact booklets − which of course
tends to defeat the object of providing aquick refer-
ence.

| The original greencard became ayellow card
| when theSystem/370 wasintroduced, and soon was
| published as a(yellow) booklet. With the introduc-
| tion of XA (q.v.), it has become a48-page pink
| book.

A fine anecdoterefers to a scenethat took place
in a programmers’ terminalroom at Yorktown in
1978. A physicist, using aterminal there,overheard
one of the programmers ask another “Do youhave
a green card?”. Theother grunted, and passed the
first a thick yellow booklet. At this point thephysi-
cist turned adelicateshade ofolive and rapidly left
the room,never[it’s said] to return. See alsocard.

. green cloud n. Dollars budgeted for but unspent at

. the end of the year.There is avery strong incentive

. to spend suchfunds, regardless of any expense cuts

. or exhortations to economise that may have been

. received. If you don’t spend the money, your

. organisationwill be rewarded by thelogic that since

. it didn’t spend it, it obviously didn’t need it − and

. cannotpossiblyneed it next year,either.
| green ink n. Any part of a softwareproduct (that is
| itself part of the SystemsApplication Architecture,
| SAA) that does not conform to the SAAdefinition.
| So calledfrom the use ofgreen ink in themanuals
| describing suchproducts; deviationsfrom the archi-
| tecture are printed in green ink. Informally
| extended to the concepts of“light green” and“dark
| green” − deviations from the architecture thatwill
| be easy orhard tocorrect in the future,respectively.
| See alsogreen words.
| green layer n. Application enabling (support)soft-
| ware. Seelayer.

green lightning n. Apparently random flashing
streaks written on the face of the 3278 and 3279
terminalswhile a programmablesymbol set is being
loaded. Thishardware bug was notfixed, as some
bright spark suggestedthat this “would let the user
know that something is happening”. [It certainly
does.] Seealso lightning bolt.

. green machine n. A piece of hardwaredesigned or

. modified to meet U.S.Governmentmilitary specifi-

. cations (milspecs). Thename is derived from the

. observation that the U.S. Army used to paint most

. of its property adrab olive-greencolour. Usually

. refers to equipment produced or modified by the

. FederalSystems Division.
| green money n. Seeblue money.
. green sheet 1. n. The Travel Expense Allowance
. (TEA) multi-part form used in the USA to submit
. expenses forreimbursement. Theonly IBM form in
. the USA (and possibly in the world)that was
. printed on greenpaper (now in green ink),possibly
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green words headshape

. to remind the user that itdealswith “real” money.

. Usage:“Just go out and buy it andwe’ll put it on

. the green sheet”.2. v. To submit an expense for

. repayment. “Goahead andgreen-sheetthat item.”

. 3. n. A sheet ofceramic,with binder, that is used in

. the manufacture ofintegratedcircuit chip carriers.

. These are pale green,with a texture rather like a

. thin vinyl sheet.
green words n. A widely used but now obsolete

FORTRAN term for “parochial control words used
to delimit spanned records in theabsence of
adequatedata management support”. During a
presentation inwhich thesewords were first identi-
fied, they were diagrammed on a blackboard in
green chalk, thus thename. It is reported that the
Green words are theBlock and Record Descriptor
Words (length fields) that are presenteven today in
RECFM=V, VB, and VBSdata sets in MVS. See
for example thesectionVariable-LengthRecords in
OS/VS2 MVS Data ManagementServices Guide,
GC26-3875-1, pages9-15. FORTRAN program-
mers needed to knowabout these inorder tocalcu-
late the proper LRECL and BLKSIZE values, and
many were accustomed to “adding 4 to getLRECL
and 4 more to get BLKSIZE,” thus producing
unblockeddisk-eatinghorrors. See alsogreen ink.

| grey elephant n. The Model 407 accounting
| machine. Sonamedbecause of itssize, colour [all
| IBM machines in those dayswere grey], and
| ponderous operation. This machine was
| programmedusing a plugboard andpatch wires,
| by a person known as aboard wirer (q.v.).
. grommet n. A small, black, rectangularpiece of
. rubber (without a hole in it) that is used toprevent
. magnetic tapeunravelling from its reel. See also
. sugar cube.

groove-swing n. (Meaning obscure.) Thisterm was
used repeatedly in a 1984 talk by ahigh-level
personnel person as part of the persuasion patter
intended to convinceengineersthat they were Exec-
utive Resources. The speaker could notbelievethat
the engineers did not see executives as the highest
form of life in IBM, so phraseslike “the groove-
swing leads right to thepower curve” flew fast and
furious. Thespeaker didn’tseem toknow what the
terms meant, and the audiencecertainly had no
idea, so aproper definition will have to wait for
later enlightenment. [Groove-swing isprobably
from the golfing term, as in the usage “He’s doing it
so easily, hemust be in a groovedswing”.]

growth v. To be grown, or to be extended. As in:
“The most interesting characteristic of these new
processors is theirability to growth to up to 2 MB
of main storage”.

guru n. A professional expert. There is significant
difference between a “guru” (who can invent new
incantations), and a“wizard” (who can only use
incantations alreadyinvented). Guru is overtly a
term of respect, but can sometimes convey an
undertone of contempt for one whowould invest
large amounts oftime in a subject which thespeak-
er does not considersufficiently important to learn
well himself. See alsoexpert.

halfword n. Two bytes (an IBM System/370 Word is
4 bytes, or 32 bits). Especiallyconfusingterm when
used to describe a 16-bitdata item on a 16-bit
machinewhose “word-length” is 16bits. See also
fullword, doubleword.

Hall of W inds n. SeeCave of the Winds.
| hall talk n. Gossip,especiallyconcerning information
| that iswidely known and/orbelieved but has not yet
| beenannouncedformally by themanagement team.
| The termderives from the favouredlocale for such
| talk (in office hallways,near rest areas andvending
| machines). As in:“There is hall talk that we will
| have toslip the schedule”.

hamster n. An incorrectly attached(or, more usual-
ly, detached)wire in a computersystem. This is a
local reference to thehamster, belonging to one
C. Moon, which all unknowingly chewedthrough
electric wiring athome.

handshake v. To communicatewith the properproto-
col. Normally used toindicate that two computers
have been connectedsuccessfully, as in:“OK, the
boxes arehandshaking now”.

hands-on 1. n. Time spent in exploration of a new
piece of equipment. “After theclass we will go
down to the DP Centre for some hands-on.”
2. n. Physical access toequipment. “I have the
programswritten, but I can’t get anyhands-onuntil
Thursday.”

| hard disk, hard file n. A magnetic storagedisk which
| is hard (not floppy), and usually is noteasily remov-
| able from the machine inwhich it is installed. See
| file, fixed disk, floppy disk.

hardwire v. To code as a constantvalue something
that one would normallylike to be a changeable
parameter. From hardware-wired. “The Userid of
the receiving machine is hardwired as
DATASTAG”. “The spool space constant is
hardwired at 53%”. (An alternative term is
hardcode ).

he n. A huge computer program (e.g., MVS, HSM,
JES)which doesthings onyour behalf, usuallywith-
out your knowledge, and sometimes withoutyour
control. Perhapsoriginally an indirect reference to
the programmer, but nowrefers to theprogram −
which seems to take on the personality of an
unnamed anddevilishly cunning person when its
side effects (the onesthat arecausing you problems)
are being explained to you byanother. “He
dynamically retrieves thedatasets that youwill need
and putsthem on a scratch pack”.Sexistprogram-
mersslip in the term “She” fromtime to time, either
for variety or when the actiontaken by thesystem
seemsespecially fickle.

. head n. The part of a hard diskdrive mechanism

. that contains thecoil that actually reads orwrites

. information on thedisk. This part “flies” on a film

. of air, extremely close to the disk;hence the risk of

. a head crash. See alsofixed head.
headcount n. The number of personnel currently

allocated to amanager orproject (whether or not
the allocation isfilled by warm bodies). Headcount
is the primary measure of the size of aperson’s
empire or the importance of aproject, and is there-
fore increased wheneverpossible. Unfortunately it
is a common belief,among those who allocate
resources,that nine women can produce a baby in
one month.

head crash n. An event in which aread/write head
forgets how to fly over the surface of a magnetic
disk, and gouges up pricelessdata.

headshape v. To alter anotherperson’sopinion on a
subject. Permission from the other person is not
required (and probably notavailable). There is
even anon-verbal form inwhich the shapergrasps
the object’s imagined head by theears, using the
fingers and palms, and then massages theobject’s
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hear HONEhead

head with the thumbs. Neither the term nor the
gestureshould be used in the presence of one whose
head is to beshaped.

hear v. To understand andsympathisewith. Invari-
ably followed by “but”, as in: “I hear you, but there
just isn’t time to fix that problem”. This usage
probably derives from Erhard Seminars Training
(est) 1971 jargon.

heat n. Reprobationfrom on high. “If we can’t ship
this on schedule, we are going totake a lot of heat”.
Note that being cold-blooded helps one withstand
heat. See alsohelp.

help 1. n. Something provided byheadquartersstaff,
especiallyduring times of difficulty. Often this term
is used in conjunctionwith the observation that “If
we don’t improve this product plan, wewill get

. more Help than we can imagine”. Alternatively, it

. may be heard in“I’m from the region / plant /

. headquarters and I’mhere to help”. See also
external audit, heat. 2. n. On-line explanatory or
reference material. Usage:“The programseems to
work OK, but thehelps are awful”. Or:“The help
didn’t tell me there is an arbitraryrestriction on the
number ofitems a list tag cancontain in aNAMES
file”.

. hero territory n. A marketing environment orsector

. where it is very easy tomake a name foryourself

. but where you run a realrisk of visible failure. The

. chance of anassignment to hero territory is often

. introduced bymanagementwith the phrase“Have I

. got an opportunity for you...”.
hex adj or n. Hexadecimal, orbase-16. An alterna-

tive to theterm “sexadecimal”. Thislatter term was
popular in theearly days ofprogramming, when the
abbreviation was a source ofgentle amusement
among those few specialists whowrote programs.
With the more widespread use of computing at the
time of System/360, IBM invented thesafely
laundered term “hex”. Notintended as a curse or
incantation, frequent evidence to thecontrary
notwithstanding.

In fact, neither “hexadecimal” nor “sexadecimal”
was derived logically. The original term for the
base 10 system was“denary system”,from the Latin
partitioning number, denarius. However, the term
“decimal system” became popular forbase 10,
while “binary system” was accepted for base 2.
When it cametime to invent a name for base 16,
engineers withlittle Latin and less Greek stuck a
randomly chosen word for six from either Latin
sexa-or Greek hexa- to the worddecimal to create
the mongrelword hexadecimal. A morphologically
correct Latin word for “sixteen each”, correspond-
ing to “binary” or “denary”, would perhaps be
“senidenary”. If the termwere to end in“decimal”,
then the correct prefix would be sexti-, as in
“sextidecimal”.

hexit n. Hexadecimaldigit (0-9, A-F). Calling this
set of base-16numbers “digits” sounds bizarre,
since theyhave more elementsthan you cancount
on your fingers (unless you are involved in
keyboarddesign).

. hiccup n. A file duplicated by a networkfollowing a

. transmission error. This is usually due to a

. forwarding programresending afile when acknowl-

. edgement of receipt of the original copyfails to

. arrive, eventhough theoriginal copy did arrive.

. hidden agenda n. The true purpose of ameeting or

. announcement. “To maintainintegrity, all Software

. Change Requestswill be signed off by executive

. management.” The hidden agenda inthis proposal

. is: “We don’t want to see anymore changes”.
high level 1. adj. Global rather thanlocal (describ-

ing a view of abusiness situation).2. adj. Having at
least three levels of subordinate managers.
3. adj. Of a modification or change to aproduct or
plan: having no realvalue, but added toimpress
higher management. As in: “This is ahigh-level
feature”. See alsobells and whistles. 4. adj. Of no
real substance, or purely rhetorical. As in “ahigh
level discussion”. This usage ispossibly derived
from the term “high-brow”.

highlight v. To emphasise, ormake a point of.
From themost common form of emphasisavailable
on olderdisplay terminals, in which thewords to be
emphasised are brighterthan theother information
on the display. Highlighting on displays now
encompasses suchdiverse forms of emphasis as
underscores,reverse video, and (painful) blinking−
but no longer intensification.

hit 1. n. An error in hardware orsoftware. “My
systemtook threehits before it crashed”. Seecheck.
2. n. A Slip caused by an unsatisfied external
dependency. Usage:“I’ve got a [schedule] hit
because of XYZ slippage”. A highly desirable way
to decommit, as it saves face. Seealso bad
information. 3. n. A success insearching for some-
thing. “Every time a cache hit occurs, wesavethree
cycles”. 4. v. To press (a key or button), as in:
“Please hit ENTER”. Now discouraged, as it is
considered to be aword that might disturb the
sensitiveuser. “Press” is thepreferred verb,with
“Touch” a near second.

| hobby n. A project outside a manager’snormal line
| of responsibility which can bepursuedwithout using
| enough resource to attract attention. Depending
| upon the level and charisma of the manager
| concerned, hobbies caneasily involve dozens of
| people. If discovered prematurely, ahobby is
| quickly packaged asadtech and held to be anexam-
| ple of the innovation and entrepreneurship that
| makes a companysuccessful.
. HOBit, hobbit (hobbit) n. High Order Bit; the most
. significant (leftmost) bit inbit-organiseddata.

hokey dial n. A means ofconnecting terminals over
a switched-line network (usually the public tele-
phone system), when the terminals concerned are
designed towork only on a permanently connected
(“leased”) line. To achieve this, theuser manually
dials theconnection and then starts up thecommu-
nications, and thehardware ateach endhopefully
cannot detect the difference. Used asemergency
fall-back in some cases where the dedicatedlines
fail; also used as acheapsubstitute forproper lines.
National communicationauthorities do not always
approve. (Also called pseudo-leased ). [The word
“Hokey” comes from thesham Latin “Hocus” (as
in hocus-pocus, a magician’s formula or trickery),
which can alsomean tocheat orstupify with drink.]

home-grown adj. Of software: written for internal
use and hence not formallysupported. Of course,
this software is often at least aswell supported as
product code, but even so the description“home-
grown” is often used as an excuse for not using new
and innovative tools. SeeNIH, type one.

HONEhead 1. n. One of a select few in theBranch
Office who, through the use of theoffice HONE
(Hands-On Network Environment) terminal, can
always find the answer to even the most obscure
question. The first symptom usually noted is
frequentmissing of lunch to scrounge for newProd-
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hook icon

uct announcements on thesystem. Hard caseshave
at least oneuserid on everyHONE machine in the
network. 2. n. A member of the HONE system
support staff who believesthat the answer toevery
question should be on theHONE system, andthat
there should be aminimum of five menusassociated
with finding any answer.

hook 1. n. A piece of hardware orsoftware which is
added to a product toallow future extensions or
additions, but which is not necessary for the basic
function. Unless designedvery carefully,hooks can
disclose planned but unannouncedfeatures. For
example, many well labelled hooks in the
System/370 Model 145 microcoderevealed a thing
called Virtual Memory. Now for Quality’s sake,
hooks must befully tested by themanufacturing
department involved. 2. n. The character “?”, a
questionmark. Generally used by PCbigots, since
in the old BASIC language thehook could be used
to pull the value of avariable out of the otherwise
intractable interpreter. See alsoshriek, splat.

hop n. An electronic network connection between
two adjacent nodes.This is used as ameasure of
the logical distance between two nodes, asopposed
to the geographical distance. This distance is a
good indication of thelikely file transmission delay
(netlag), which is closely correlatedwith the number
of times that the file will be stored and then
forwarded. Some machinerooms feature systems
which are three or fourhops apart,eventhough you
can’t open the doors of one of the mainframeswith-
out first closingthose of theother one.

. horizontal adj. Broad orwide. Seevertical.
hot and heavy adj. Intensive,hard andsteady. Used

frequently [and, apparently, quite innocently] at a
Minnesota location to describeintensive work to
meet a deadline. As in:“We’ve beengoing hot and
heavy onthis for six months now”.

hot button n. A topic currently of greatinterest to
someone who matters (i.e., somebig-shot). Implies
impermanence, and some contempt. The hot
button of today islikely to be of only minor interest
tomorrow. Currentexamples: ease-of-use, Quality.

hot key 1. n. A keystroke (or combination of
keystrokes)that switchesenvironments. On the PC,
terminal emulatorsoften have a hot key to swap
between thePC-DOS environment and the host
environment. InSystem/370jargon those keys are
sometimes referred to as“ProgramAccess”keys.

These keys are probably called “hot” because
they are always active. Certainly if pressingthem
has no effect, theunderlying program or machine
can be somewhat cold.2. v. To switch environ-
ments.

how hard would it be adv. A plaintive litany used
when venturing suggestions forchanges. Imme-
diately precedes some preposterouslydifficult
proposal which to the requestor (and any other
reasonable person)seems simple. From experi-
enced users, a wry acknowledgementthat the
proposition maywell be costly, but is nevertheless
desirable. “How hard would it be to remove the
length restriction on userids?” See alsoWIBNI.

Hudson River Valley W orks n. IBM. Much of the
Hudson River Valley, in New York State, isinflu-
enced by IBM. There are major IBM locations
throughout Westchester County, and atEast
Fishkill, Poughkeepsie, and Kingston.

huff v. To compressdata using a frequencydepend-
ent or Huffmancode. “If the data won’t fit in the
record, we can alwayshuff it.” The abbreviation
derives from the first of a pair of programswritten
in the 1970s to compress and restoredata,
delightfully namedHUFF andPUFF.

hung 1. adj. Not responding to requests. As in:
“The system seems to behung now”. The term
derives from telecommunications; acomputer that
drops thetelephoneline to a user’sterminal is said
to have hung up theline (as though it had hung up
the receiver on atelephone handset).2. adj. Wait-
ing, queued. Anexcuse for“lost” electronic mail
files. As in: “Your file must be hung at someinter-
mediatenode”.

IBM 1. n. InternationalBusinessMachines. [Incase
you really didn’t know; many don’t.] 2. n. A
hypothetical 370 instruction, existence strongly
suspected but not yet proven:“Insert Bug under
Mask”. 3. n. Immense Blue Mountain (or
Monolith). 4. n. I’ve Been Moved, alluding to the
favourite game of departmental anddivisional
reorganisations. 5. n. It’s Better Manually.
6. n. Hudson River Valley Works. Much of that
valley, in New York State, isowned by IBM.

IBM Confidential adj. Only accessible to IBM
employees who can claim aneed to know. This may
be proprietary informationrelating to personnel or
technical matters, or information that could be
embarrassing to IBM. See alsocandy-striped,
Poughkeepsie Confidential, Registered IBM Confidential.

. IBM discount n. A price increase. Thisterm is said

. to have been coined in Poughkeepsie, andrefers to

. the belief that residents in anareawith a large IBM

. population end up overpaying for goods and

. services.
IBMer n. An employee of International Business

Machines. See alsoBeamer, Beemer.
IBM Internal Use Only adj. Proprietary to IBM, but

may be shown to (but notleft with) non-IBMers.
Sometimes, information that is confidential but
which the classifier does not wish to, orcannot,
keep locked away.

IBMJARG n. A document which lists numerous
“jargon” terms usedwithin IBM. (This document.)
See alsorecursive.

IBMois (ee-bay-aym-wa) n. A strangeFrenchdialect
spoken mostly around Paris, Nice, Bordeaux, and
Montpellier. Although itbears somerelationship to
Franglais, it goes a stepfurther by using French
words with an improper meaning(addresser, delay-
er, eligible...). Note also that some ofthose words
are often misspelt from the French (addresser
should be adresser, forinstance).

ibmox (eye-bee-em-ox, ib-em-ox,or ib-mox) v. To
copy xerographically. “IXeroxed acopy − sorry,
I ibmoxed a copy ofthat report for you.” Also
ibmrox .

IC (eye-see) n. Information Centre. No, notInte-
grated Circuit! Since Information Centres replaced
the DP shop as the place to go forprogramming
assistance, it hasbeen decreed that“IC” no longer
means“integrated circuit”.

icon 1. n. A sequence ofcharacters used in comput-
er conferencing to addemphasis or toconvey the
writer’s tone-of-voice (also known as an emotion
icon or emoticon ). For example, the sequence

: - )
(when viewed sideways)looks like a smiling face
and hence warns thereader that a comment is
meant lightly or sarcastically. Apoor substitute for
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iconize, iconicize internal

properly written language, but convenient andwide-
| ly used. 2. n. A small symbol for aprogram or for
| data. [These are not originally IBMterms, but are

included here due to theirwide usage.]
| iconize, iconicize v. To render, change, orotherwise
| cause theappearance of an area ofdisplayeddata
| on a screen to betransformedinto a (usually small-
| er) symbol,known as anicon, for the original data
| (or for the programwhich presentedthat data).

I didn’t change anything interjection. “Something
has changed but I have no idea what”.Also I
didn’t change a card . Plaintive cry preceding
feelings of thecold pricklies. The properreply to this
cry is: “Then it works just the same as it didbefore,
right?” See alsoone-line fix.

. IEHIBALL (eye-ee-aitch-eye-ball) n. A data

. compare/scanningutility to be used when all the

. normal utilities prove to be inadequate. For exam-

. ple, “The only way to check that is to run itthrough

. the IEHIBALL utility”. [This is a pun, based on

. the observation that thenames of manyOS utilities

. start with the prefix “IEH”.]
IHR n. In-House Retiree. Hudson Valley variety of

IPR (q.v.).
impact Seehit.
incantation n. A small piece of source code that

appears in most programs written in a given
language. Most programmerswill use the sequence
out of habit, andoften without thought or under-
standing in thehope that itwill ward off evil spirits
and bugs. Oneexample is:

B A L R * , R 1 2
U S I N G R 1 2 , *

The term is also used for anypiece ofexpert manip-
ulation required of a user orreader to getaccess to
a privileged systemfunction or information.

incent v. To motivate with the carrot. [A horrible
term, butperhaps it ispreferable to“Incentivize”!]

. increase n. An addition to one’s salary. “Your

. performance will have a direct effect on your

. increase.”
incredible adj. A famous memo issued by FE

managementsuggested theword “Incredible” as a
possible alternative to theterm “Bull” and its deriv-
atives, which apparently wasbeing over-used in
meetings. Thereafter, the exclamation “Incredible!”
could be heard ringing through thehalls, accompa-
nied by merriment from those understanding the
translation, and expressions of bewildermentfrom
the others.

. individual n. Person. As in:“Several individuals are

. upset by this”. IBM always respects the individual.
inflatable buildings n. Temporarybuildings. A term

used in Poughkeepsie(where there arelots of them)
becausethey go up so fast.

Information Asset Security n. The protection of
ideas,programs,information, andinventions. Also
used (usually as theabbreviationIAS) to refer to the
people involved in enforcing this protection. See
security.

Information Support Staff n. A group of people
alleged to exist in various locations to helpother
IBMers actually get computer access. A rule of
thumb: if the telephonenumber is published, then
whoever answerswill most likely be unable tohelp.
(There is a generaltruth here: someonewith real
skills will have moved on to something better. And
will not publicise his or hertelephonenumber as
then it would beimpossible to get anywork done.)

informatize v. To pass information to. “Can you
informatize your people before weannounce?” See
also level set.

. inherently familiar n. user-friendly (q.v.).
inking engine n. That part of a computer printer

(especially ink-jet printers) that is concernedwith
getting ink (or“toner”) onto the paper.

innovate 1. v. To change for the sake of change,
preferably making previous programs or systems
malfunction. 2. v. To introduce a newproduct at
leastthree years behind the competition.

in-plan adj. Of a task: formally agreed to and
planned to be accomplished by some date. What
marketing wants. Ingeneral:What somebody else
wants. See alsoout-plan.

| insipidize v. To dull. Usage (mostly in marketing
| departments):“Our claims have all beeninsipidized
| by Legal.”
. inspection n. A meeting in which the design or
. implementation of a product or document is
. reviewed in detail. Generally, there are threelevels
. of inspection for aproduct. Thefirst, usually called
. “ I0” (eye-zero), takes place when thespecifications
. of the product arecomplete. The I1 inspection
. reviews the design of theproduct. The I2 checks
. the actual implementation (in the case of a code
. inspection, everyline of code is scrutinised). An
. inspection ischaired by aModerator (usually from
. a ProductAssurance department) and comprises the
. author or authors of theobject being inspected
. togetherwith at least anequal number ofindepend-
. ent reviewers.
| install n. The process ofinstalling a machine,includ-
| ing making connections to it, loading any required
| software, andtesting thecompletedinstallation. As
| in: “Who’s doing theinstall?”
| intelligent adj. Programmed orprogrammable. The
| document: IBM Publications Guideline: Style
| (ZZ27-1970-0) prohibits use ofthis adjective in
| external publications. Itrecommends the use of
| “programmed” instead. For instance, oneshould
| not write: “This department is full of intelligent
| people” but rather: “This department is full of
| programmedpeople”.

interactive adj. Modern. Usually associatedwith
typing at CRT displayterminals. Supposed to carry
the connotation offast, pleasant, and making full
use of “modern” techniques and technology.
Usage: “Of course, wewill follow up with an inter-
activeversion”.

interface 1. v. (Of humans) Totalk. “I’m going to
interface to Joe Bleh, the new DPManager”.
2. v. (Of machines) To connect. “I’mgoing to
interface the black box to the [big] blue box”.
3. n. A legally defined anddocumentedplace on an
IBM machine or program where someone can
attach another machine or program, of anymanu-
facture. Programmersoften call this auser exit.

Interim Plan n. Two Interim Plans (Summer and
Winter) are placedbetween theSpring Plan and the
Fall Plan. These plans are timed inorder a) to
review and refine thehurried results of the previous
Spring or Fall Plan,b) to add projectitems “forgot-
ten” in the previousplan (now that no one islook-
ing), and c) to ensure full employment of the
bureaucratsresponsible fordevising theplans.

| internal adj. Internal or proprietary to IBM. Usage:
| “We use the internal version ofthat − don’t you?”
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interrupt kahuna

. interrupt n. An event that interrupts thenormal flow

. of control in a program or software system. “The

. timer interrupt is used for sampling the execution

. profile of the application.”

. interrupt mode n. The state of only beingable to

. react to events rather thananticipating or guiding

. them. As in: “I’m in interrupt mode all the time

. these days; never get achance to doanything crea-

. tive”.
IPL (eye-pee-ell) v. To Initial Program Load. To

restart “from square one”after an operatingsystem
has crashed. Used toindicate starting anything
from scratch, as in: “She IPLs oncoffee each
morning”. Also IMPL (Initial Micro Program Load
− now an obsolete term), orIML (Initial Microcode
Load). IML was originally known as “Initial
Minnow Load”, Minnow being the code name for
the floppy disk drive on the370/145 computer.

IPR (eye-pee-are) n. In-Plant Retiree. Someone
who has stopped doing anyvisible work, but has

| not doneanything wrong socannot be fired. In the
| Japanese vernacularthis is a “personwith a window
| seat” or a “newspaper reader”.When it wasdiffi-
| cult to to fire an employee who had retired in place,
| they were“assigned a windowseat” to get them out
| of the way. In one salesoffice this usage caught on,
| and overtime the adage to “lead,follow or get out
| of the way” evolved into “lead, follow or catch
| some rays”. Not to beconfusedwith intellectual

property rights , another (1985) meaning for the
abbreviation. See alsoROJ, gold-coaster, IHR.

IPV (eye-pee-vee) n. Intra-Plant Vacation. This is
usually a long walk around the work location
(plant) to let tempers cool and commonsense
prevail. Usage: “Ithink I’ll go take an IPV”. [This
is also used as a verb, but such usage islikely to be
misunderstood.]

iron n. Computing machinery. Prevalentamong
hardwarepeople to describe“boxes” (blue or other-
wise). Hencepour iron , as in: “To somedegree, we
can ‘pour iron’ on the problem”. See alsobig iron,
micro iron, old iron, pig iron, push iron, rusty iron, tired
iron.

ironmonger n. A derogatory term used by some
“pure” software people to designatehardware
people. One whomakes orsells iron. This usage
generally indicatesthat the speaker is ignorant
about hardwarematters.

Iron Mountain n. Permanent“vital records” docu-
ment storage. “We’ll send thesefiles to Iron Moun-
tain”. Originally, a vendor specialising in securing
backup documentationagainst nuclear attack; now
any archival storage. Not agood place to putdata
you everwant to use again. See alsoWansdyke, Salt
Mine.

IS (eye-ess) n. Information Systems. Thedepart-
ment that manages the computerinstallations at
many IBM sites. Optimists thought it stood for
“Information Services” until theybecameusers.

issue n. A formal indication from one group to
another that thefirst is dissatisfiedwith some action
by the other, and is prepared to take the matter to
the next level of management toresolve theprob-
lem. Issues are oftensolutioned. See alsoconcern,
exposure, non-concur.

Ivan Fredin Expressway n. The series ofcorridors
that connectbuildings at theEndicott Plant at the
third floor level. One cancover more than 600
meters in a straightpath running through seven
buildings; it can take 20minutes to walkfrom one

end to the other. IvanFredin was theEndicott
Plant GeneralManager in the1960s.

ivory letter n. Seeblue letter.
| jaws chart n. A planning graph portraying time on
| the horizontal axis against resources or volumes,
| etc., on the vertical axis. Twolines, representing the
| planned or projected requirement and the actual
| resources available,inevitably leave awedge-shaped
| gap reminiscent of analligator’s open jaws. This
| delta (q.v.) is often labelled by the lower echelons as
| “shortfall” and by seniormanagement as “opportu-
| nity”.

JCL n. Job Control language. This was one of
IBM’s earliestattempts tomake computing easy −
JCL has onlyfive commandverbs. Unfortunately,
one of these verbs hasgrown to have atleast 192
different modifiers.[Probably 200, by the time you
read this!] Seecommand language.

JESplex (jezz-plecks) n. Another word for CEC, the
central electronics complex of olden days. JES stands
for Job Entry Subsystem. This isheard frequently
on Myers CornersRoad, in Poughkeepsie, where
some peoplestill fondly believethat all mainframes
run the MVS/JESoperating system. (In fact,it’s
fewer than half.)

job rotation n. Moving people from one job to
another. A management strategy commonly used
when a new andcreative manager takes over a
department that hasmany people who have been
sitting at thesame desk for toolong. A policy of
job rotation isinitiated, sothat the oldhands can be
moved to new jobs(usually good for them and for
the company). Unfortunately, forconsistency, the
rotation rules alsohave to be applied to the new
blood that replaces them, and theresulting insecuri-
ty is not alwaysadvantageous.

joggle v. To shake ordisturb slightly. Once used to
describe the technique forsquaring up a deck of
punched cards, it nowrefers to agitating aperson
into doing a task ormaking adecision.

joint study n. A study made in conjunction with a
customer to try out aprogram orpiece ofhardware
during the developmentcycle. This is one of the
best ways toensure thequality of a product, as it
getsused by realusers. Thecustomergets thebene-
fit of having his problems solved earlier than he
might otherwise expect, and IBMgets the benefit of
hearing about thecustomer’s experiences (so long as
somebodylistens).

| jumper 1. n. A removable small wire or plug
| connecting two pins that modifies an electrical
| circuit to affect some function. For example, to
| change the address bywhich a peripheral device is
| known. Now largely superseded by microswitches
| and “softwarejumpers”. 2. v. To place or remove
| one or morejumpers. As in: “Isthis cardjumpered
| for high speed or low speed?”

k, K adj. 1000 or 1024. The lower-case “k” is the
internationally agreed abbreviation for theprefix
“kilo” (as in kilometre, kilogram, meaning 1000
metres or 1000 grams). The upper-case “K” is
never the correct abbreviation for “kilo”, and has
come to mean the number1024 (two to thepower
of 10). Computer memory(storage) isaddressed by
binary encoding sothis is a convenient unit,close to
the familiar 1000. Hence 64K + 64K = 128K ( =
131k, approximately). See alsom, M.

kahuna (ka-hoo-na) 1. n. A Hawaiian witch doctor.
2. n. An expert in somenarrow field of endeavour,
or one who runsthings. A top expert is a big
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Katzenbox lay down

kahuna . (Kahunashavemuch understanding of the
conflict of “K” versus“k”.) See alsoguru.

. Katzenbox n. A corrugatedcardboardrecords box

. (approximately 280mm by 305mm by 400mm).

. These once had“IBM” printed on all four sides,

. but now only have print on one end,stating D I V

. N O . , D E P T N O ., and B O X N O . . . O F . . .

. The nameoriginated inJanuary1969 when the U.S.

. Government broughtanti-trust charges against the

. IBM Corporation claiming that IBM had amonop-

. oly in the dataprocessing industry. Thereafter, tons

. of papers purported toshow the way IBM

. conductedbusiness in the USA had to bestored as

. evidence by order ofIBM’s chief counsel Nicholas

. deB. Katzenbach. Theboxes are now used mainly

. for moving possesions betweenoffices, or for

. permanent temporarystorage. Also Katzenbach

. box .
| Kenmore Card n. The first edition of the System/370
| Extended Architecture ReferenceSummary, which
| had its title laid out so it accidentally spelled out
| “SEARS”. “Kenmore” is the brand name for a
| number ofSears’products.

key adj. Important. Derived from the old term “key
part” in theatre, it is used when the speakercannot
explain why it isimportant.“It’s absolutely key.”

keyboard v. To enter data bypressing buttons on a
computerinput device. This wasoriginally used to
describe thework of card punch operators, now
applied to anyrelatively large scaledataentry work.
“We are keyboarding the OxfordEnglish Dictionary
in Florida.”

. key off and key on v. To reset amachine by the use

. of its on/off key. This does notnecessarilyremove

. power from the machine, but maywell re-initialise

. its hardware andsoftware. Usage:“Why don’t you

. key off and key on that6670 and see ifthat fixes

. it?” See alsoBig Red Switch, POR, Poughkeepsie reset,

. power cycle.
| keys to the kingdom n. The accessauthority that
| allows control of special, usually privileged, func-
| tions in anoperatingsystem. Often has theform of
| a password needed for maintaining thesystem,
| correcting problems,etc.

kick-off meetings n. An epidemic of meetings early
in the year, originally in the marketing divisions,
when seniormanagersseek to persuadetheir staff to
face the year’s challenges.Usually the only time
such managers areactually seen in theflesh (apart
from award conventions). Can be reliedupon to
provide a reasonablelunch.

In small countrieskick-offs take place in thefirst
week of January. Inlarger countries there may be
a delay of a month or morewhile the managers
ensure they still have jobs, andfind out who the
customers are, following the latest annual
reorganisation.

A modern trend is to have aminor show-business
celebrity, carefully selected fortotal ignorance of
IBM and its jargon, to compere[introduce and tie
together theparts of] themeeting. This is to encour-
age moreattention toend users.

. kill a tree v. To generate a large quantity ofprinted

. material. A sardonic way torefer to therunning of

. a program that prints indefinitely or produces a

. timing chart for a hardwaresimulation run. See also

. sequoia, three-tree report.

. killer machine n. A service machine that checks for

. idle userids and forcesthem off the system. Killer

. machinesusually just stop other service machines

. (especially the newly installed oneswhich did not

. make it to the exclusion list), since canny users

. quickly learn to run a looping exec to avoid the

. chop.
King Kong adj. Of a program:large, unwieldy, and

bug-infested. See alsoMickey Mouse.
kipper suffix. A measure of thespeed of desk-top

370s and minicomputers that do not manage to
achieve a million instructions per second. A “KIP”
is a thousand (kilo-)instructions per second(see
note under MIPS), hence a “300-kipper” is a
machine that runs at 0.3MIPS.

KIPS (kips) n. Thousands of instructions per
second. Derivative ofMIPS. See alsokipper.

KISS Principle n. “Keep It Simple, Stupid”. Usually
quoted whendeveloping aproduct inrestricted time,
e.g., due to marketing pressures. Notusually
adhered to bysoftware development teams,once the
first release hasbeen shipped. This usage is
distorted (or vice versa) from the marketingguide-
line “Keep It Short andSimple”, intended tohone
presentations.

kit 1. v. To collect in one package all the parts
needed to build some machine orsubassembly.
One person (ratherthan an assembly line)then does
the whole job of assembling the item.This manu-
facturing process is called “kitting”.2. n. (When
used in thefield) Any piece of IBM hardware or set
of boxes. As in: “Wemust get the kit in byFriday
to beat theinstallation timerecord”.

| KLOCY (kay-loc-year) n. Thousands oflines of code
| times thenumber ofyearsthat the code has been in
| use. A measurement used inestimating service
| workloads. Seek, line of code.
. kludge (to rhyme with stooge, not fudge) 1. n. A
. quick-and-dirty fix; a clever but inelegant solution.
. Often applied toone’s ownwork in self-deprecation.
. This is derived indirectly from the German klug,
. meaning“clever”. [This sense is not originally IBM
. jargon, but isincluded here bypopular demand. It
. is interesting to note that the probability of the
. incorrect pronunciation (to rhyme with fudge)
. increases with the square of the distance from
| Cambridge, Massachusetts.]2. n. Something large
| and complicated.

known adj. Almost ready for Announce. As in:
“Yes, that’s a known requirement ” (emphasis on
“known”), i.e., “We are working on that, but we
can’t announce ityet, so you’ll have to readbetween
the lines”.

known restriction n. A bug which was discovered
after installation/shipment of asystem, but which
cannot bedescribed as a feature, and which is so
deep in the machinery that itwill take a major
re-write (andhence bevery costly) tocorrect. “Yes,
it wasn’t meant to work thatway. It’s a known
restriction.”

| Koala Park n. IBM Australia’s Headquarters at
| Cumberland Forest, NewSouth Wales. Areference
| to a wildlife sanctuary about a kilometre away.
| Koalas’ most favoured occupations areeating and
| sleeping. See alsoFoil Factory.
. lay down v. To install a new version of aprogram by
. copying it from a distribution tape to adisk. Usage:
. “I’ve got to lay down the new release of VM
. today”. There islittle analogywith the layingdown
. of vintage port − a given version of a program
. never improveswith age [though it mayseem to
. throw a crust].
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| layer n. A collection of hardware orsoftware that
| can be considered to form alayer within the struc-
| ture of an operatingsystem orarchitecture. Concep-
| tually, layers are smoothly overlaid on each other
| with a clean interface betweeneach, as in an onion.
| Upon detailed inspection, however, itwill be seen
| that the globe artichoke is often a more accurate
| model. In the late 1980s,SAA was described in
| terms of anumber of layers, labelled by colours. See
| black layer, blue layer, green layer, red layer, yellow
| layer.

layered architecture n. An Architecture in which a
set of sections is defined,each section (“layer”)
representing adistinct logical function. In theory
each layer covers (and hides) themachinery of
lower layers, so you onlyneed to know thehighest
layers necessary toperform the function you
require. In practice you usuallystill need to know
about all thelayers to get anything towork, since all
the interfaces areexposed− which rather defeats
the intention.

leading-edge adj. At the forefront of innovation and
technology. Used todescribetechnology that is four
years out ofdate and isthereforematureenough to
be used in a product.

leave the business v. To leave IBM. See alsotermi-
nate.

| Legal n. The local legal department (now usually
| given a grander name). As in: “Better pass that by
| Legal beforeusing it!”

letter of understanding See document of
understanding.

| level n. A number assigned toeach job orposition
| that indicates the seniority andsalary scale of the
| employeefilling that position. Like salaryfigures, a
| person’s level is considered a private matterunless
| that person wishes to discuss it. However,many job
| titles corresponddirectly to specific levels.

level one n. The first level of customer support, the
person whofirst handles a problem. If a customer
has areal problem, he has to somehow get thelevel
one person torefer theproblem to a realguru, the
level two support. If IBM alsoconsiders the prob-
lem significant, the customer may then belevel
two’d .

level one miracle n. An occasion when, oncalling a
level one (q.v.) support group, theLevel Oneperson
solves theproblem immediately. This is becoming
far more common than it used to be as the data-
bases and informationsystems available to the
support groupscontinually improve. SeeRETAIN.

level set v. To get everyone to thesame level of
knowledge orbackground to be used as a base for
further progress. That is, to give a short talk to
define terms, etc. “Before you start, let’s level set
everyone”.

leverage 1. n. Commercial advantage. As in: “We
could use bipolar orCMOS. John,what’s thebipo-
lar leverage?” 2. v. To lever (upwards). As in:
“Let’s leverage sales of ourproject bytying it to the
others”.

lightning bolt n. A warning signal that looks like a
flash of lightning. It is used on the IBM3270 range
of terminals tosignify a communication error. For
example “lightning bolt 505” probably means that
the system to which you are(were) connected just
crashed. Also called shazam , a magic word used
by the comic-book figureBilly Batson; when he
spoke it, lightning struck him and transformed him
into Captain Marvel. See alsogreen lightning.

| light pipe n. A cable madefrom a fibre optic bundle.
| As in: “We’re putting a light pipe between building
| 24 and building 9”.
. limited duty sticker n. A device added to an
. employee’sbadge toindicate amember of the Quar-
. ter Century Club [open to those whohave been
. employed by IBM for 25 years or more].
. line, the n. The boundarybetween storage whose
. address is greaterthan or equal to 16777216 (16
. Meg, hexadecimal 1000000) and storage whose
. address is less than 16777216 (below theline).
. Since the original System/360architecture used
. short (24-bit) addresses,much software was written
. with the assumption that no addresses could be
. higher than 16777215. With theintroduction of XA
. (extended architecture),some machinesallow 31-bit
. addresses, butvery many programs areunable to
. make use of thestorage above theline, due toearli-
. er assumptions. “The interpreter is written for
. 31-bit addressing− why can’t it run above the
. line?” Also used to describe the 640 Kilobyteline in
. the IBM PC addressspace.

line item n. A major part of a newrelease of a
(usually software)product. One of thehighlights.

line management n. Lower levels of management.
Those levels between thespeaker and thelistener.
“You should take this matter up with your line
management.” Aswith following the line in a strict-
ly hierarchical menu or file system, following a
managementline (chain) can oftenintroducedelays
and frustrations. See alsofirst-line manager, nonlinear.

| linend n. The End-Of-Line character. InEBCDIC,
| each line (where not directly supported by the
| file/storage system) isended by asingle character,
| the linend. This is equivalent to thevarious combi-
| nations of CarriageReturn and Line Feed used in
| ASCII. “Linend” may refer to theEBCDIC code
| ' 1 5 ' x , or it may refer to a displayablecharacter
| that translates to the trueline end (such as the
| number sign, also known as the hashsign, pound
| sign, octothorpe, ortic-tac-toesign).

line of code n. A line of a program that contains
information (i.e., excluding blank lines, etc.). A
measure ofprogrammer productivity or program
complexity. Many peoplestill estimate the complex-
ity of a program by the number oflines of code
(q.v.) that it contains. There is certainly some
approximate correlation between the number of
lines of code, thenumber of bugs to be expected,
and the time ittakes towrite the code. These meas-
ures aremore or lessindependent of the language of
the code, so that (forexample) 1000lines of Assem-
bler Code will take aslong to write as1000 lines of
PL/I, and beapproximately asreliable (though the
Function provided may beless). Fortunately, this
relationship is becomingless true as languages
improve and become better engineered forhuman
use.

The terms loc (lock, loke) and kloc (kay-lock,
kay-loke) are also used to refer to one or athou-
sandlines of coderespectively.

| link n. A network connectionbetween two machines.
| Usage: “Isthat link down again?”

lion food n. Middle management or headquarters
staff. This usagederivesfrom the old joke thatgoes
somethinglike this: Two lions escape from a zoo
and split up to improve their chances, afteragreeing
to meet after twomonths. In due coursethey meet
again. One isskinny, but theother is somewhat
overweight. So the thin one asks:“How did you
manage? I ate a person once, andthey came
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searching the wholecountry for me. Since then, I
have had to eatmice, insects, and evengrass”.
“Well,” answers the obese one, “I hid near an IBM
office, and preyed a manager aday. And they
never noticed.” See alsofood chain.

listing 1. n. A hardcopy(paper) print-out,usually of
a program or algorithm. 2. n. The assembler- or
machine-language part of such a print-out.

load n. A person who stands in the way of
production, and whogenerallyslows down the work
rate of everyone else. The term is derived from
electrical engineering, andcorresponds to the popu-
lar “weak link” concept. Most commonly heard in
EastFishkill, as in: “That person is a realload”.

load-and-go 1. v. To run a program in asingle step
that links its componentstogether and thenruns the
complete module. “Can you load-and-go amodule
in this system?”2. adj. Easy to get started, so that
you can just walk up and use the equipment. As in:
“This is a load-and-gosystem: you justload it down
and go to the phone to order moresoftware”.

lobotomy 1. n. The process whereby employees
“with managementpotential” are taught themean-
ing of life, management, andeverything. Commonly
used by both management andothers, this term
implies that the studentwill, on return from the
course, no longer actlike a real person andwill
have lost the capability of independent action. “I
had my lobotomy last week, so don’t ask me why
− just do it.” 2. n. The logicaldisconnection of the
two halves of a 3084 or a 3090-400processor.
“You mean that after it hasbeen lobotomized, one
could IPL VM in onehalf and MVS in theother?”

. locked and loaded adj. Of a disk drive: ready for

. use. Refers to the stepsinvolved in preparing to use

. a removablehard disk file. First the disk is placed

. on the drive and locked into place, andthen the

. “Load” button is pressed. Thiscloses the drive (if

. necessary), brings the disk up tooperating speed,

. and finally loads the read/writehead. [A reader

. recalls an Armyusage ofthis term, for a rifle that

. was ready tofire. Unfortunately, since the term

. referred to locking amagazine oftwenty bulletsinto

. place, it was applicable only to anM-16 rifle, and

. not to a Winchester.]
logo software n. PC software soldunder the IBM

logo [logotype], which may or may nothave been
written within IBM. Software marketed by IBM
but under adifferent company logo is called non-
logo. For instance, DigitalResearch Dr. Logo is a
non-logo Logo.

long pole in the tent n. An activity that is on, or
nearly on, thecritical path in a schedule. When an
organization isinvolved with other contractors in a
large project (as in Aerospace), it isHighly Undesir-
able for any of thatorganization’s tasks tobecome
the long pole in the tent. Presumablythis derives
from the principle that the long pole is under the
most stress, and(more importantly) is the mostvisi-
ble. “We don’t want IBM to be thelong pole in the
tent on thisone”.

| Lookie n. The familiar name for BookManager, an
| online documentconsultationproduct thatprovides
| documentation insoftcopy form. By analogy with
| Bookie (q.v.).

loop n. Seeclosed loop.
loss review n. A marketing division procedure, used

to determine why a customerselected asupplier
other than IBM. A meeting to avoid, if at all possi-
ble.

. lots of MIPS, no I/O adj. Of a person: technically

. brilliant but lacking in social andcommunications

. skills. Literally: lots of processingpower but no

. Input/Output. SeeMIPS.

. low acoustics n. Quietness. From the 9370 blue

. letter: “The rack-mountable IBM9370 processor is

. uniquely designed for anoffice environment, having

. low floor space and power requirements, low acous-

. tics, and anattractive, modular, systemspackage.”
low cost application platform n. Some kind of oper-

ating system. Theexact meaning ofthis has not yet
beendiscovered; it was used in aproduct announce-
ment torefer to aSystem-Programmerless operating
system to which you can addother [high-cost?]
programproducts according to your requirements.

LSD n. An abbreviation used (in MarketingEduca-
tion classes) to refer toimproper behaviour onbusi-
ness premises.Stands for Liquor,Sex, andDrugs.
The LSD lecture usuallycomes in the secondweek
of the first marketing class in Dallas. Onehappy
anecdote refers to this item: “In 1964 my first
manager waslecturing meabout the properconduct
of an IBMer (notthat I especiallyneeded it). Refer-
ring to the ‘S’ of ‘LSD’, he said that this sort of
activity was ‘forbidden on company time or furni-
ture’.” [So wheredo little IBMers comefrom?]

lunatic fringe n. In Marketing, customers whowill
always take Release 1 of any new IBM product.
The opposite ofdinosaurs. See alsoESP.

m, M adj. The lower-case “m” is the internationally
agreed abbreviation for theprefix “milli” (as in
millimetre, meaning 1/1000th of onemetre). The
upper-case “M” is the international abbreviation for
“Mega”, meaning 1000000. Confusingly, in the
computer industry, the “M” is also used tomean
1048576 (1K times 1K.) Seek, K. When used in
the form MByte it almost always means thelatter,
but in other contexts itsmeaning isusually chosen
to benefit the writer.

machine check n. A failure in the basichardware of
a computer. Automatic recovery is usually, but not
always, possible. Alsoknown, more loosely, as a
check.

machine code n. The lowest level of instructions
formally defined as beingunderstood and acted
upon by a computer. There may belower-level
instructions (microcode) understood by a particular
computer implementation, but machine code is the
level that will be common across a series of
machines, such as theSystem/370 line. See also
code.

macro n. A template(with parts that can beincluded
or skipped by programming) that producestext by
plugging the macro’s argumentsinto slots in fixed
text. The resulting text isthen either considered as
programming language instructions (in assemblers
or compilers), final output text (as in text format-
ters), or ascommands(system,editor, or program
macros). In IBM it was, until 1979,fashionable to
write macros in outlandish and preferablyunread-
able languages,usually abounding with characters
that are awkward totype on standardkeyboards.
This makes it appearvery skilful to write macros,
when in fact the main attributes required are those
of good humour andconsiderable patience. See also
&.

. magic, FM n. A comment on a problem thatsolves

. itself. As in: “Things were crashing all over the

. place earlier, buthey, FM, everythingclearedup.”

. [The “F” modifier here cannot befound in certain

. “unabridged” dictionaries; it can, however, be
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mainframe migration

. located in any good English dictionary, between

. Frustration and Fulfilment.]
mainframe n. A large computer, usually shared

between many users. Originally referred to the
central processing unit of a large computer, which
occupied thelargest or central frame (rack). Now
used to describe anycomputer that islarger than a
minicomputer.

Mainframe City n. Poughkeepsie, NewYork. Where
most of IBM’s large computers (mainframes) are
designed.

manager 1. n. Within IBM, strictly defined to mean
an individual who hasother employees directly
responsible to him or her. Thus: “Ms Smith is the
Manager of Mr Jones”. 2. n. A title sometimes
given to aperson whoneeds tosound important (to
himself, herself, orothers) but who is notimportant
enough to have anybodyworking for him or her.
Thus: “Mr Fortescue-Smythe is theManager of
CorporateTiddlywink SponsorshipProgrammes”.

manager without portfolio n. An employed but
unemployed manager. The termfollows from the
“Minister Without Portfolio” in theBritish Cabinet.

man-month n. An arbitrary unit of work (see
Brooks, The Mythical Man-Month). Equivalent to
the amount ofwork that an “average”programmer
could do in onecalendar month. May or may not
take into considerationtime spent inmeetings, tech-
nical exchanges,vacation, holidays,illness, travel-
ling, paperwork anddesign flaws. It is of course
assumed that if one person could complete a
program in nine months, then byputting another
eight people on the job itwill be completed in one.
Now often called person-month . For large
projects, the units “Person-Year” and “Person-
Century” canfind favour.

march along the path v. To take theofficial view of
an issue (even though notentirely agreeing with it)
in order to show unity or loyalty to a particular
point or strategy.

mark of Kloomok n. Official indication that a prod-
uct has been releasedfrom PID. After one M.
Kloomok, the signatory to Shippingletters formany
years. (The letters are nolonger signed.) In one
customermemorandum, aperson who wastrying to
emphasise thelegitimacy of a product he wasrefer-
ring to statedthat it bore “the mark ofKloomok”.

. master n. The (or a) primarycopy of a conferencing

. facility (q.v.) disk that has one ormore duplicates

. (shadows) at remotelocations. “You can get the full

. versionfrom the master.” See alsocatcher, pitcher.

. math-out n. A piece of work so full of mathematics

. that the reader cannot seeanything meaningful

. anywhere. (By analogywith “white-out”.)
Maytag mode n. The behaviour exhibited by an

8809 tape drive in streamingmode, when attached
to an inadequate ordistractedCPU. The contin-
uously back-tracking horizontal reels uncannily
resemble washingmachine agitators; the 8809’s
“top-loading” configuration just strengthens the
analogy. The termsees common butclandestine
usage in some Customer Support Centers.
[“Maytag” is the brand name of awashingmachine
(and otherwhite goods) produced in the USA and
known for their reliability.]

Meg n. Megabyte. As in: “Thisprogram needs two
Meg to run”. “Meg” does notusually have adiffer-
ent plural form. Seem, M.

message war n. The long andmonotonousconver-
sation between twoservice machines (q.v.) resulting
from an implicit assumption by both that the other
is a human (andthus in need ofguidance). The
messages can usually betranslatedinto English as
“I did not understand what yousaid”, repeatedad
nauseamby both sides. If themessage isshort and
the responsetime between the twomachines is also
short, the conversation can rapidly overload the
network or the processorsinvolved.

MFR n. Memorandum For theRecord. A generally
secret broadside against someother party, which
rationalisesone’s ownposition for posterity in local
files. Where heavily used, the accumulated
collection forms a remarkable work of fiction.
MFRs are favoured CYA items since there is no
possibility of refutation.

. mickey n. One unit of displacement for amouse.

. Used in the industry for sometime, but made “offi-

. cial” in OS/2, where a system call is named

. “MouGetNumMickeys”. [Perhaps one day the

. “disney” will become a unit of measurement for

. animatedgraphics?]
Mickey Mouse 1. adj. Of a program:expected to be

small, easy to write and usually of only temporary
importance. For example, aprogram to fix an
error in a data file caused by a bug inanother
program. Naturally, Mickey Mouse programstend
to last longer, get bigger, and intheir turn do more
damage than theofficial programs written in the
first place, thus turning intoKing Kong programs.
Use of this term is inadvisable in the Emerald Isle
[Ireland]. Seealso toy. 2. adj. Unnecessary. Used
when complainingabout bureaucratic harassment,
as in: “not anotherMickey Mouse form to fill in!”

microcode n. Any software thecustomercannot get
his hands on. Originally used to refer to the
instructions(embedded in the hardware) that are at
a lower level than the machine architecture
instructions. With theadvent of RISC technology,
and the increasingnumber ofproducts shippedOCO
(q.v.), the distinction betweenmicrocode and other
code − already hazy − has almost completely
gone.

micro iron n. Any 370 architecture machinehiding
under thecovers of apersonal computer.This term
has arisen mainly due to theannouncement (on
18th October1983) of theXT/370 − a System/370
processor plugged into an IBMPC-XT − followed
in 1984 by theannouncement of the AT/370. See
also pig iron.

mid-air adj. Unsound. Used todescribe a technolog-
ically or financially shaky project, as in: “That’s a
mid-air project”. This is areference to thephrase
“feet firmly planted in mid-air” (ratherthan on the
ground).

migration n. A movement from onelevel of a prod-
uct to a newer level, or to an alternative strategic
product. Migration is often needed, even if the
currently installed products are viewed as being
completely satisfactory, sothat continued support
will be possible. Subtle “incentives” such as “If you
do not migrate wewill be unable to support your
installation” can be applied toprod a customer or

| internal user intomaking the change. Hardware
| migration comes in threeflavours: “horizontal”,
| where one changes to a model of thesame size in
| the new range of machines (forinstance, from
| 3090-200E to 3090-200S), “vertical”, where the
| change is for a bigger model in the same range
| (3090-200E to 3090-400E), and“diagonal”, where
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milk a mouse MSSB

| the change is for abigger model in the new range
| (3090-200E to 3090-400S).
. milk a mouse v. To pursue anissue which is trivial,
. inconsequential, or uninteresting.Most often used
. in a meeting where amuch larger andmore impor-
. tant issue is to be discussed.

minicomputer n. Any machine with a
non-370-compatible architecture thatruns under 3
MIPS. Also mini . [This definition is rapidly evolv-
ing, due to theannouncement of the9370 office
System/370machines in October1986.] See also
vector processor.

. minidisk n. A portion of a (real, physical)disk that is

. available to avirtual machine and which appears to

. be a real diskdevice. A virtual disk.
Minnow n. A floppy disk used for the initialloading

of someSystem/370computers. SeeIPL.
MIP-burner n. A long-running program. A deroga-

tory term used todescribe anypiece of softwarethat
takes, or appears totake, more time to accomplish
somethingthan the endresult would seem tojustify.
Also used to describe anypiece of softwarethat
respondsslowly to requests.

MIP-eater n. Any programthat usesmore than 10%
of a shared CPU onbehalf of a single user.
Corrupt usage − it should of course be
“MIPS-eater” (seeMIPS).

MIP envy n. The term, coined by JimGray in 1980,
that began theTandem Memos (q.v.). MIP envy is
the coveting of other’sfacilities − not just the CPU
power available to them, but also the languages,
editors, debuggers, mailsystems and networks.
MIP envy is a term every programmerwill under-
stand,being anotherexpression of the proverb “The
grass is always greener on theother side of the
fence”.

MIPS (mipps) 1. n. Millions of Instructions Per
Second, a measure of processorspeed. Though
often used, theterm “1 MIP” is incorrect. (“One
Million Instructions Per...” What? Year?)
2. n. Misleading Indication of Processor Speed.
See alsocycles, throughput.

mission n. A strangeword used by IBM powercrats
to imply “job”, “function”, “strategy”, or “responsi-
bility”. Thus: “It is this division’s Mission to
produce low-cost widgets”. Fighting over the
ownership of Missions is a favourite (and insome
cases the only)activity of many Senior Executives.
“Mission” has the advantageover more mundane
descriptivewords of implying a certain level of spir-
itual righteousnessabout theshare-out of thespoils
of the fight, and is therefore usuallyspelt with a
capital “M”.

mixed case adj. Of commentary,system messages,
etc.: not all in upper case, and therefore easy to
read and understand. Usage (prior toREXX,
1979): rare.

mocha adj. Enhanced flavour, i.e., a modified and
improved version of a program. Approximately
equivalent to chocolate, though some rate itmore
highly. Sometimes used in thephrase mocha
almond fudge , as in earlyISIL documentation. See
also vanilla, flavour.

model n. A suffix to the four digit product number,
used to distinguish different varieties of thesame
product. Thesuffix can be numeric, alphabetic, or
a combination of both. There isusually no
connection between thesuffix ordering and the size
and performance of theunit. For example, inorder
of performance, the3083 computer hasmodels E,

B, and J (in this particular case, the letters are
rumoured to be theinitials of the project manager).

. Model A n. An A-Box (q.v.). This term issometimes

. used for the person most trusted by a project

. manager[right-handperson?].
modulate v. To change. “Let’s modulate our

approach to this problem.” From the radio
engineer’sterm for sending out a message bymodu-
lating a carrier wave.

module n. A general purposenoun that can mean
almost anything. Some currentfavourites: a section
of code; a package ofcircuitry containing one or
more chips; a unit of instruction; or a temporary
building.

Moletown n. The Yorktown Heights location (the
T. J. Watson ResearchCenter). A reference to the
observation thatnone of theoffices or laboratories
there have windows. The diseasespread to
Poughkeepsie and was thereincorporated in the
1982 Office DesignStandard. See alsooutside aware-
ness.

. Mongolian Hordes Technique n. A software devel-

. opment methodwhereby largenumbers ofinexperi-

. enced programmers are thrown at amammoth

. software project (instead ofdeploying a smallteam
| of skilled programmers). First recorded in1965,
| but popular asever in the 1990s.

motherhood 1. n. Condescension.Used todescribe
a common attitude of software developmentgroups
toward their underlings (i.e., the users of theirsoft-
ware). It is attributable to the observationthat
designers oftenbelievetheir creations to be the“ulti-
mate solution”, to which no possible improvement
could be conceived. “Why don’t they distribute
source code?”− “Motherhood, pure motherhood”.

| 2. n. Something that is good and true (cf.
| fatherhood) and should not raise any objections.

For example: “I’ll start thepitch on testing our soft-
ware with some motherhood about whytesting is
good”.

move n. A relocation (movement) of anIBMer from
one office to another, either to a new building or
(more often) to somewhere in thesamebuilding. As
in: “Has the move been delayed again?” A move
takes a minimum of two days of an employee’s
time: half a day topack up all theaccumulated
material (junk)from desks and cabinets into fold-up
cardboard orplastic boxes; aquarter-day to cut out
little squares andrectangles andtape theminto a
model office so themovers knowwhere to put the
furniture when it is moved;half a day, once the
furniture has beenphysically moved from oneoffice
to the other, to move itaround towhere it is actual-
ly wanted (rather than to where you said you
wanted it or where the moversleft it); three-quarters
of a day to unpack theboxesback into the furniture
− taking care to re-read allthose gemsthat only
get read after anoffice move.

movers and shakers n. Those people who wear the
power suits (q.v.). Usually (but not always) the
people whoseambition is only surpassed bytheir
egos.

MSG (message) v. To communicate via a computer-
transmitted message,rather than by telephone.
Usage: “MSG me when you areready to go to
lunch”.

MSSB n. Multiple Suppliers Systems Bulletin. A
memo used as ascare tactic on customers rash
enough to tryusing a non-IBM component in an
IBM system or network. It is said that once one
was issued to a UKcustomer whotried (andfailed)
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to link an IBM mainframe host to an IBM office
device using IBMmodems. Thestory goesthat the
IBM response to theproblem was that the 20
metres of wire linking the two modems was not
IBM provided.

. Mud Flats n. The Myers Corner Laboratory, near

. Poughkeepsie.From the geography of theland on

. which it was built. See alsoOrchard.
multiplex v. To switch one’s focusbetween several

tasks that are competing for attention. Thislets one
demonstrate the uncannyhuman ability to totally
mismanage amultitude of tasks simultaneously.

multiwrite n. Multiple write authorisation for adisk.
An especially powerful way of accessingdata on
VM disks, usually outlawed. Since it allowsmore
than oneuser to arbitrarilywrite on a disk, possibly
without anycooperation or heed for the otherusers,
it invariably results in mislaid, destroyed, or subtly
corrupteddata files.

. musical systems n. A popular gameplayed at some

. sites where people haveuserids onmany test [and,

. sometimes, production]systems. The rules are

. simple: onemoves fromsystem to system until one

. finds a system which stays up longenough to

. complete the logonprocedure.
| MVM n. Multiple Virtual Memory. The original
| name forMVS (q.v.), which fell foul of the fashion of
| changing“memory” to “storage”.

MVS 1. n. Multiple Virtual Storage, an alternate
name for OS/VS2 (Release 2), and hence a direct

| descendent ofOS. [OS/VS2 (Release 1) was infact
| the last release of OSMVT, to which paging had
| been added; it wasknown by some asSVS (Single
| Virtual Storage).] MVS is one of the“big two” oper-

ating systems for System/370computers(the other
being VM (q.v.)). 2. n. Man Versus System.

naive adj. Having never used aparticular system or
programbefore. This does nothave anything to do
with the general experience or maturity of the
person. “Ah, but can anaive user useit?” See also
end user.

naive user 1. n. Someone new to the computer
game. Usuallyviewed with a mixture of sympathy
and pity.2. n. A person who cannotchew gum and
walk at thesametime. (When applied to someone
not-so-new to the game.)

Nasty and Cold Division n. The North-Central
Marketing Division. (Alternative expansion of the
abbreviation.) See alsoSunny and Warm Division.

nastygram n. An (unwelcome)error message. This
term is used forcryptic and“telegraphicstyle” error
messages, especiallywhen prefixed by an identifica-
tion sequencethat distracts theeye. There is no
such thing as a“Friendlygram”.

Nathan Hale n. An asterisk (“*”). Reportedly from
Nathan Hale’s remarks before being hanged: “I
regret that I have but oneasterisk for mycountry”.
Usage prevalentonly among those with a Neu
Yawk or Noo Joisey accent, forvarious andobvi-
ous reasons. [Nathan Hale was a(failed) spy
involved in theAmerican War ofIndependence.]

National Language Support n. Support for any
language otherthan AmericanEnglish. Thephrase
National Language Enabled is loosely used to
describe anyprogram for which more than a few
seconds of thought have been spent inconsidering
the problems of making it worksuccessfully in envi-
ronments otherthan the USA. See alsoDomestic,
nonus.

needs of the business n. An undefined reason for
not letting you have something. “No, you can’t
have five more headcount,because of the needs of
the business.”

need to know n. A reasonsupplied tojustify access
to restrictedinformation. Thisphrase is mostoften
wielded when someone wishes toavoid passing on a
piece of information, usually because the informa-
tion would be embarrassing. “Do you have a need
to know?”

net v. To send by computer network (ratherthan by
tape or bypost). “I’ll net you the files tomorrow.”
See alsoVNET, snail mail.

| netiquette n. The “good manners”preferred when
| interacting with other people on a computer
| network. Netiquette dealswith many things, such as
| the length of distributionlists in PROFS notes, the
| size of the filessent over thenetwork, the habit of
| attaching a copy ofeverynote to itsreply, the ability
| to spell,etc.

net it out v. To precis. A term used(mostly by
managers) to denote a strongdesire to bypass
understanding of a proposedsolution in favour of a
simplistic quantification of it− as in: “I don’t want
to understand all thereasoning behind it, just net it
out for me”. Higher level managers mayinter-
change use ofthis term with bottom line (q.v.). See
also crisp up.

netlag 1. n. The time it takesfiles to travel from one
point to another on an electronic network.
2. n. The result of one’sinternal (biological) clock
being out ofsynchronisationwith local time due to
working on an electronicnetwork. For example,
there is a tendencyamong European IBMers tolive
on the USA clock in order to have a maximum
working timeoverlap withtheir US colleagues.This
means thatthey constantlylook as thoughthey just
stepped off an overnightflight. 3. n. The discrepan-
cy in file timestamps between thesender’scopy and
the recipient’scopy. SeeGMT-friendly. Due to bugs
in transmission software or tosystemshaving trou-
ble adjusting toSummer (Daylight Savings)Time.
(There are four changes a yearbetweenEurope and
North America.)

net-net v. To summarise a presentationinto lessthan
twenty words. An interjection used by impolite
executives tostop a meandering presentation and
find out what resources the speaker isreally asking
for.

. netrash (net-trash) n. Any file with uselesscontents,

. sent over anetwork. Theelectronic equivalent of

. junk mail. Someservice machines are verygood at

. generating netrash, especially those which try to

. “intelligently” process files aimed at non-existent

. userids. Service machines have a considerable

. advantage here, but, alas, humans have been

. reported to outperform them in anumber ofcases.
| netrock n. A strident complaint sent over anelec-
| tronic network. As in: “You should see the
| netrocks I’mfielding!”

new news n. Somethingthat wasleft out of the last
plan andwhich is therefore suitable forpresentation
to managementbecausethey will not have heard of
it yet. This is distinguishedfrom old news , some-
thing that even managementknows about.

Nice To Have n. A good idea, but not absolutely
necessary. Usage:“That enhancementseems to me
to be a Nice ToHave, but howdoes it bring extra
revenue?” See alsobusiness case.
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NIH (en-eye-aich) adj. “Not InventedHere” or “Not
In-House”. A hatred ofanything new, sometimes
almost classifiable asmisoneism. Possiblymore
common inside IBMthan outside,though of course
IBM’s house is larger than most. Also NITT
(nit) Not Invented in This Tower. See alsononus.

| nit n. A task, such as improving the userinterface to
| a program, that has not yetbeen done and should
| be trivial to do. As in: “That’s just a nit− I’ll fix it
| in that spareweek before weship”.
| no-brainer n. An exercise or testwhich ought to be
| easy for the student but in practice tends to generate
| results which indicatethat the student has nobrain
| rather thanthat thetest requires nobrain.
| nocon v. To avoid contact. From the abbreviation
| for “no contact” used by support groups(especially
| those dealing mostlywith telephone enquiries). “He
| keeps noconning me”implies that the other party is
| deliberately avoidingyour call.

noddy program n. A simple program to perform
somebasic functionmissing from a largerprogram.
“I have written a Noddy program todisplay the
time the system wasIPLed.” Named from the
simple-minded hero of apopular series ofbooks for
very young children (nowbanned in manyeduca-
tional establishments, havingbeen accused of
promoting racism and other undesirablepractices).
Unlike properly designed and testedprograms,
Noddy programsalways work correctly. (Some-
times also known as “back of an envelope”
programs, from theoriginal source document. They
used to be written on theback of punchcardsuntil
these weremadeobsolete by virtual cards.)

nodeid (node-eye-dee) n. The nickname under
which a computer is known to therest of anetwork.
As for a userid (q.v.), tradition and ancient lore
dictates that a nodeid should bemade ascryptic,
non-mnemonic anddifficult to type as possible,
although some havens ofsanity still survive
(BOSTON, PALOALTO, PARIS). VENTA has
the unique privilege of being mnemonic to Latin
native speakers. [VENTA derives from Venta
Belgarum, “Town of the Belgae”, theRoman name
for Winchester, England.] See alsovnetid.

non-concur v. To formally state that one will not
support the action(such as aproduct announce-
ment) of another group. The ultimate threat.
Makes any project management quake− grown
men have beenseen to crywhen threatenedwith
this. This is an indicationfrom one group to anoth-
er that thefirst is convincedthat the second isabout
to cause amajor disaster, andthat therefore thefirst
group is prepared toescalate the matter as high as
necessary to resolve theproblem. See concern,
issue,and the subtle variation De-Concur.

. Non-D (non-dee) n. Non-Disclosure agreement. A

. document,often a “letter112”, which an IBMer or

. customersigns toacknowledge the receipt ofpropri-

. etary information and to promise not to pass on the

. information to anyone elseunless they toohave

. signed anappropriateNon-D.
to go nonlinear 1. v. To escalate a decision or

concern to ahigher level of managementwithout
going though every intermediate level of manage-
ment. That is, notfollowing the normal line (chain)
of management. Derived from theengineering
graphical representation of equations orprocesses
that suddenly “blowup”. See alsoline management,

. food chain. 2. v. To have an excessive, almost

. certainly emotional, response to a situation orstim-

. ulus; to show the symptoms of displacement. “I

. tried to talk to him about that bug in his code but

. he wentnonlinear.”
non-strategic adj. Embarrassingly superior to that

which is strategic. It is permissible to attribute
defects to anon-strategic projectevenwhen nothing
is known about it. In GBG (General Business
Group) it used to beautomatically non-strategic to
have aBig Blue solution toOffice Systemsneeds.

nonus (non-you-ess) adj. Outside Domestic, especial-
ly when there is adifferencefrom the waythings are
done in the USA. “That’s a nonus issue− not my
problem.” This includes character sets, keyboard
standards, nationallanguages,policies, politics,etc.
Although often pronounced“no-news”, it is rarely
equivalent to “good news”. See alsoNational
Language Support.

noodle v. To think or ponder. Often used to hint
that there is no politically comfortable solution, and
a creative approach or a joke is appropriate.
“Noodle on this overnight?” Probably a back-
formation from thecolloquial noun meaning“head”
(originally a blockhead orsimpleton).

no-op, NOP (no-op) 1. n. No-operation. An
instruction to do nothing (used tofill up space or
time during execution of aprogram). Often used to
allow space for later insertion of abreak point or
hook. 2. n. Something or someone ineffective.
Usage: “He’s thebiggest no-op I haveever seen”.
3. v. To make ineffective. As in: “I’ll no-op that
piece of code”, or “I’ll no-op that group’s
objection”.

no problem found n. A colloquialism used by
Software/Hardware maintenancepeople to indicate
that they wereunable to reproduce theusers’ prob-
lem. Depending on the tone ofvoice used, agentle
or not-so-gentle way of asking formore information.
Also no trouble found .

. NOSS, nossage 1. n. A message sent using the UK

. NOSS network. NOSS is the IBM UKNational

. Office Support Service, which is based on VM

. systemsrunning PROFS (q.v.). “I’ll be out of the

. office tomorrow, can you send me a NOSS onit?”

. 2. v. To send such a message.“I’ll NOSS you on

. that later.”
not obvious adj. A publication editor’s benign but

ill-informed re-wording of transparent. The classic
usagewas: “The operation of the cache is notobvi-
ous [rather than transparent] to the programmer”.
This kind of rewording tends to causemajor riots in
the programminghalls.

| notwork n. VNET (q.v.), when failing to deliver.
| Heavily used in 1988,when VNET was converted
| from the old but trusty RSCS software to the new
| strategic solution. [To be fair, this did result in a
| sleeker, fasterVNET in the end, but at a consider-
| able cost inmaterial and inhuman terms.] See also
| nyetwork, slugnet.
| nucleus n. The inner part of an operatingsystem;
| that part (usually) which is immediately accessible.
| As the atomic age matures, the termkernel is
| becomingmore popular.

NUCON (new-con) adj. Originally a CMS term for
the NUcleus CONstant area, astatic area in
System/370 addressingpage zero. Now also used to
describe a programmer whowill not (or cannot)
write re-entrantcode: “He hasNUCON mentality”.
Seenucleus.

null 1. n. A pointer (storage address)that does not
point to a realpiece ofstorage. Often used to mark
the end of a linkedlist of pieces ofstorage. The
null pointer hasdifferent values(such as zero or
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-16777216) depending on the application or
language. 2. n. A character (of value zero) that
looks like a blank but is not a “real” blank. A
blank is real data, originally entered by a person,
that has value and should bepreserved; nulls are
used to fill up areas on a mono-spacedscreenthat
contain no realdata.

nums n. Short for “Numbers”. Salesmen,branch
managers, region managers andsometimes even
division presidents consider nums their endthat
justifies any means. Represents the quotas arbitrar-
ily derived at the beginning of ayear to motivate the
aforementioned people. To“make the nums” is to
make quota or (if spoken enthusiastically with
gestures of the face− wriggles of themouth and the
eyebrows) to surpass it. It may display the
speaker’senvy.

nybble n. A group of 4 binary digits (Bits) which
make up asingle hexadecimaldigit. Four bits is
half a byte (q.v.), so “nybble” seems anappropriate
term for this unit. Also sometimesspellednibble .

| nyetwork n. A variation of notwork (q.v.).
. obsolete v. To make obsolete. Commonly found in
. the text of edition notices inbooks, as in: “This
. major revision obsoletesGHXX-XXXX”.

OCO (oh-see-oh, occo) adj. Object Code Only. A
product that is OCO isshippedwith only the Object
Code (the text files produced bycompilers). The
original source code (often in IBM’s internal
systems programming language, PL/AS) is not
provided. This is partly because noPL/AS compil-
er is available as aproduct − as any IBMer who
has to writecode for customers ispainfully aware.

Customerswith an MVS background (whohave
never had source code) seethis as “business as
usual”. Customers who use VM seethis as a totally
unacceptable way to dobusiness. “Wewant to fix
it in the language itbroke in”.

. October Revolution n. The 1986 reorganisation of

. IBM France.
OEM (oh-ee-em) n. Original Equipment Manufac-

turer, a manufacturer whomakes a fundamental
sub-assembly that others use tobuild a more
complex product. Inside IBM it means “Other
Equipment Manufacturer”. Seevendor.

OEMI (oh-emmy, oroh-ee-em-eye) adj. This is used
to precisely identify the System/370 channel to
control unit interface (alsostill known by the name
FIPS60 − a standardwhich is at least 10years out
of date). Theword is derived from the channel to
control unit interface OEMI Manual (GA22-6974),
in which OEMI means “Original Equipment
Manufacturer’s Information”. (The “I” inOEMI is
often misconstrued tomean “interface”; however,
“interface” is defined by theUnited StatesSupreme
Court to mean aphysical place whereOther Equip-
ment Manufacturers arelegally entitled to attach
their “Plug Compatible Units”. Fortunately for
95% of the world’spopulation,this particular ruling
is limited by jurisdiction.)

offering n. A product release. As in:“The next
offering will have that feature”.

| offline 1. adj. Not online (q.v.). 2. adv. Later, in
private. From the state (not on-line) of apiece of
computer equipment notconnecteddirectly to the
processor for one reason or another. As in:“Let’s
take thatoffline”. Used by speakerswhen a ques-
tion has been asked anda) the speaker does not
know the answer; orb) the speaker has adetailed
answerwhich is probably not ofinterest tomost of

the audience; orc) the speaker does know the
answer, and it is of interest, but does not want to
give it in public.

| offsite meeting n. A meeting not held at an IBMsite
| (location). Meetings are heldoffsite either for prag-
| matic reasons or foreffect.

old iron n. Obsolete IBM equipment, asseen by
marketing. In customers’ shops, it is barely
obsolescent; within IBMinternal functions(except
marketing demonstrationcentres) it hasn’t even
beeninstalled yet. This was applied particularly to
the 3277 VisualDisplay Unit (single-colour, butstill
unsurpassed forspeed ofalphanumericdisplay −
but not information transfer− to the user); in IBM
UK it used to be traditional to have a mixture of
these with English andAmerican keyboards,usually
connected to the wrongdisplay control units. But
today 3277s are truly oldiron. See alsoiron.

one-line fix n. A change to aprogram that is so
small it requires nodocumentationbefore it crashes
the system. Usually “cured” by anotherOne-Line
Fix. See alsoI didn’t change anything.

| online adj. Of some peripheral device (printer, tape
| drive, etc.): connected to, attached to, orcontrolled
| by a computer (usually a mainframe). See also
| offline, vary.

Opel letter n. A Speak Up! sent to the highestlevels
of the Corporation. Sometimes seen asopal letter .
As in: “If he tries to pull that on me, I swearI’ll
write an Opel letter about it”. [The term does
convey a vague luminescence, no?] Thisterm may
or may not be replaced by thephrase “Akers
letter”.

| open door v. To skip one or morelevels of manage-
| ment, usually to force the resolution ofsome griev-
| ance. From the “Open Door” programme that
| allows any employee to escalate a grievance, even
| up to the Chief ExecutiveOfficer if necessary.
| Usage: “I’ll open door him if he blocks my move
| again”. Seealso Speak Up!.

to go open ki mono 1. v. To reveal everything to
someone. Once you have goneopen kimono, you
have nothing more to hide. (This is the more
common sense.)2. v. To give someone atantalising
glimpse of a project (i.e., enough to get himinter-
ested but notenough to give any secrets away).
[This is an interestingexample of the same jargon
having two rather different meanings. This may,
and does, cause amusing misunderstandings at
times.]

open sw itch n. An unresolved issue. Usage:
“Whether we do that or not isstill an openswitch”.

opportunity 1. n. A menial task that yourmanager
wants you to do, or adifficult or undesirableassign-
ment. As in: “I have an opportunity for you”.
Often used in thephrase opportunity to excel .
2. n. Problem. “This companydoesn’t have Prob-
lems, it hasOpportunities.” An opportunity can be
a little more positive or optimistic than a simple
problem, or if especially large and intractable may
be described as aninsurmountable opportunity See
also challenge.

. orange box v. An IBM telephone switching system,

. developed by theROLM Division of the corpo-

. ration (sold to Siemens in 1989).From theROLM

. CBX II, 8000 or 9000. The switching system in

. production before theOctober 1987 announcement

. of the IBM 9750 (which iscream white). See also

. ROLMan.
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Orchard n. The Armonk location. Corporate Head-
quarters wasbuilt on the site of an apple orchard
(hence the address: OldOrchard Road,Armonk,
NY 10504). Some fruit trees still remain, but it is
understood thatthey have beenchemically treated
to produceflowers but no fruit. This condition is
perhaps known asappellation controlee.

organic debugging n. A euphemism for some
fashionable techniques for“improving” the Quality
of software. Reportedly, the output from a compila-
tion or assembly of the suspectprogram is placed
on the floor, with a large flat dish on top of it, and
an indoor plant in a pot isplaced in the centre of
the dish. The dish isthen filled with water. The
principle is that any bugs in the program will be
attracted towards the house plant and drown asthey
try to cross the intervening water.From statistical
evidence this seemsabout aseffective atechnique as
many others currently inuse. It is hypothesisedthat
the technique would beeven more effective if the
house plant were first marinated in Kirsch
(branntwein), but of course it has beenimpossible to
test this on IBMDomestic (USA)premises.

OS (oh-ess, oss) n. Any of the operatingsystems
MVS/XA, MVS, SVS, MFT, MVT, or VS1. These
operatingsystems all grewfrom “OS/360”, thefirst
widespread 360 OperatingSystem. Theterm OS
excludes suchoperatingsystems asCP/67, VM/370,
VM/SP, VM/XA, TSS, RASP, and ACP. See also
Big OS.

out-plan adj. Of a task: desirable butplannednot to
be done. Ingeneral: Whatever it is that you want to
be in-plan.

| outredalle (ootreuh-dahl) n. For EMEA HQ
| people, the IBM France headquarters; for IBM
| France HQpeople, theEMEA headquarters. The
| wide plaza at thecentre of the Defense district in
| Paris is known as “ladalle” (a dalle is a flat stone
| used in floors, or, inmodern architecture, any flat
| and horizontalpiece ofconcrete ofsufficient dimen-
| sions). The EMEA HQ in Tour Pascal and the
| IBM France HQ in Tour Descartes arelocated on
| oppositesides of theplaza, and thereforeanybody
| going from one tower to the othergoes across
| (outre-) the“dalle”.

outside awareness n. A window. Some IBM offices
and (especially)laboratories aretotally lacking in
windows, but at last someone hasnoticed that
people work better if they can see the rest of the
world, so newoffices are nowsometimesspecified
to have outside awareness. This radical concept
(that programmersrequire atleast 3hours ofdirect
sunlight every day ortheir hexadecimals cease to
function) is not universal. InPoughkeepsie and
Yorktown, engineers are not allowed to see the
light. As a reflection of this, a number of signs
(with a variety of creative artwork) haveappeared
on the walls. They usually statesome variation on
the theme: “I must be a mushroom,becausethey
keep me in thedark, and feed melots of horse
manure”. [Of all theworld, only IBM employees
know less about IBM than journalists.] See
Moletown.

overflow n. A connection that could not bemade
automatically. A printed-circuit card has a limited
capacity for connection, determined by thenumber
of channels forwires between connection points and
by the number ofvias available. For a complex
card, it is not possible to embed all thedesired
connections. Those connections that could not be

included in the printedwiring are called overflows,
and are connected manuallyusing yellow wires.

. Overhead Row n. The most plushoffice corridor in

. a location. This houses thehead person (and

. entourage), whose truepower (or ambition) may be

. gauged byassessing the quality of thewood furni-

. ture, the depth of the carpet, and the rarity of the

. potted plants.
Owego (oh-wee-go) Seebranch to Owego.

. own 1. v. To have responsibility for, and some

. degree of control over, aproduct, project, or data.

. See owner. 2. v. To have responsibility for, but

. almost no control over, the security of a data proc-

. essing entity, such as one’spersonaluserid.

. owner n. The person(usually a manager, and by

. extension his or herdepartment), who isresponsible

. for the development ormaintenance of a product.

. Formally, the owner isalways amanager; in prac-

. tice, ownership and someresponsibility are deleg-

. ated to whoever is actually doing thework.

. Documentation is unusual in that itoften has two

. owners, thebook owner and thetechnical owner

. (who owns theproductbeing documented).

. pack rat n. A person whokeeps immensenumbers

. of ancientprogramsaround [presumably on a disk,

. rather than in aden] just in case they may prove

. useful.
| padded cell n. A program that limits its user to a
| finite, and usually small, subset of the capabilities of
| the computer onwhich it runs. This is intended to
| save theuser frominjury (to person or topride), or
| to save thecomputer ordata from damage by the
| user. Alsopadded cell environment .

paged out adj. Not paying attention, distracted.
“What did you say? I’msorry − I was paged out.”
Refers to the state of a task in a multi-tasking
system whosestorage chunks(pages) have been
moved out of the computer onto some other kind of
storage, such as disks. Theprogram is just not all
there.

. page printer n. A printer thatprints a wholepage at

. a time, with the ability to represent printers’

. proportionally-spaced fonts and (usually) illus-

. trations. The IBM version of“APA (all-points-

. addressable) printer”. Note that printers that use

. datastreams notinvented by IBM are notPage

. Printers.

. Pagoda n. The IBM Centre in Sydney, Australia.

. Named after theshape of theawningsadorning the

. building.

. pain in the net n. A person whose primary activity

. seems to be botheringothers by sendingthem

. netrash, eitherdirectly or via aservice machine.

. Panda- n. A generic name for anobject, usually in

. the form of a prefix. Usage: “That could conflict

. with PandaCalc”. First used generically in the

. construction “Pandamuffins”. See alsoFinnoga-,

. Fred.
| panoota 1. v. To guess or estimate. From IBM
| Australia; the abbreviation of Pull ANumber Out
| Of The Air. As in: “Let me panoota afigure for
| you.” 2. adj. Estimated orguessed. “It’s apanoota
| number.”

paper chase n. An officially sanctionedversion of
the infamous chainletter. (Also paper game .) For
example, person Asends aletter to person B,copy-
ing persons C and D. Persons B, C aswell as D
may reply, copying each other andincidentally
persons E, F, G, H and I.Person A, inself-defence,
responds toall, this time via a distribution list
including persons B through I and anyone else he
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can think of whomight be remotely interested. The
next step is usually a meeting, to which thepersons
on the distribution list each invite one or more
members oftheir respectivedepartments.

The process usuallyruns down when the list of
players gets solarge that the secretary orprogram
attempting tobook the meetingsthat follow cannot
find a time-slotacceptable toall.

parallel adj. On a similarpath, drawnusing a jagged
edge, and onlyslightly divergent from some other
path. Usage: “The new documentation will be
consistent with andparallel to theexistingdocumen-
tation”. See alsotransparent.

paren 1. n. Short form of “parenthesis”. Many
people haveforgotten that “parenthesis” is the real
word. CMS users seldombother to balancethem;
and many user-written CMSprograms report the
presence of aclosing right parenthesis as anerror.
2. n. The character“(”; used in conversation to
pair with thesis . For example, the string“A(B)”
might be described as “Aparen Bthesis”. Especial-
ly favoured by LISP programmers, burdened by
many such. See alsobanana.

parity bit n. An extra bit kept in parallelwith each
byte of memory in the storage of most IBM
computers(even [nearlyall] PCs). This parity bit
states the parity of theremaining eight bits, and so
gives a high probability ofdetecting anerror in any
given storage location. Of course, it alsoadds
12.5% more memorythat mayfail, and somehow it
often does seemthat only parity bit memory chips
fail.

parm (parm) n. Misspelt abbreviation of the word
“Parameter”, a variable argument to a program.
This is used souniversally that “param” sounds
silly.

. partitioned adj. Separated, broken. As in:“When

. the transatlanticlinks are down, VNET becomes

. partitioned”. Here, the distinction between

. “broken” and “partitioned” variesdepending on the

. time of day andwhether you are east orwest of the

. partition. [Fog in Channel: Continent cutoff.]
part number 1. n. The IBM cataloguenumber of a

spare or replacement part.2. n. Where English is
not the native language, an item which has a part
number in an IBM catalogue. You can beasked
for or given a “numero de part number”(part-
number number). Thissense applies only tonon-
native Englishspeakers. Firstheard from one of
the Essonnes plant managers, butsince alsofrom
FEs and other people from variousEuropeancoun-
tries. See alsoproduct number, model number.

passthrough n. Any of a variety of methods by
which one computer which is receiving messages
from a terminal passes them on to a second
computer as though theterminal were directly
connected to it (andsimilarly relays messages
coming in the opposite direction). Alsospelt
passthru , from the name of one such program.
Passthroughrequires aprogram in thefirst comput-
er to pretend to be a terminal. Having towrite such
a program isvery helpful in making computerbuffs
experience something of theeffect of their work on
real people, butsadly the architects andplanners
who design thedata streams never have todirty
their hands andwrite one.

| By implication, passthrough is used fromsmall
| computers tolarger ones, or between peers.Hence
| reverse passthrough is used when a large
| mainframe computer is used toprovide access to a
| much smaller machine.

| patch 1. n. A fix applied to a program by adding
| new machine code in an otherwise emptyarea (often
| provided specifically for this purpose). Applying a
| patch wasoften much quicker than rebuilding the
| program from source. 2. v. To fix a program.
| Often implies a“quick and dirty” fix. See alsozap.

path 1. n. The sequence ofhops (q.v.) followed by a
file sent from one node to another. Thepath may
appear very strange, at times, since it is chosen
according to prevalentlink speeds andtraffic, rather
than on purely geographical constraints. For
instance, files have been seen transferred from
Kingston to Endicott (both in NewYork State) via
Santa Teresa (inCalifornia), and there is onereport
of files going from Hursley to Portsmouth(both in
Hampshire) via Poughkeepsie (New York).
2. n. The channel(s) used by amainframe toaccess
its peripherals.3. n. The order of search used by
an operatingsystem to locate aprogram orpiece of
data. See alsodual path.

| pay for the coffee v. To suffer mild pressure. Said
| to originatefrom an occasion when amanager, not
| known for his intra-personal skills or generosity,
| bought one of hisemployees acoffee. Theemploy-
| ee, surprised,politely thanked the man and headed
| back to hisdesk, only tofind he hadbeenfollowed
| and was now beingconfrontedwith a work-related
| problem. “Sure,” he quipped,“now you’re going to
| make mepay for this coffee...”. See alsotanstaafl.

PC (pee-cee) n. The IBM Personal Computer. In
order to discourage thepersistentinnovators who
suggested that IBM build yet another desktop
computer,they were told tobring it from conception
to production in less than a year. The result was
one of the mostvisible (but not themost profitable)
successes since System/360. The veryunfortunate
choice of processor hinders the competition just as
much as IBM, but even so the effect of
standardisation has been of considerablebenefit to
thoseusing themachine (or one of itsmany copies).

PDB n. PastelDenim Binder. One of the fewpieces
of truly IBM j argon associated with the IBM
Personal Computer.Refers to the boxes and bind-
ers in which the documentation for the PC is
shipped. May be almost any colour.

. peach letter Seeblue letter.
peer review n. An approval process whereby a

design orproduct isreviewed by the technicalpeers
of the designer or designgroup. When treated
responsibly this is a powerful andeffective tech-
nique, but all too often it becomes a political
skirmish. In this latter case it becomes agamewith
many players on oneside and usually few on the
other. The object is for theside with many players
to inundate the opposinggroup (the “peers”) with
so manyfacts and figuresabout thegoodness of the
design being reviewed,that the secondgroup must
just nod in agreement or run therisk of appearing
stupid. Whenplayed successfully, themembers of
the secondgroup dare not ask foradditional infor-
mation for fear of being told they hadalreadyseen
it in presentation form.

pel n. Picture Element. One addressable point on a
display screen orprinted sheet of paper. This is
used as a convenient abbreviation (farmore logical
and easier to saythan “pixel”), and also as ameas-
ure of screen or printer resolution, as in “16pels
per mm (16ppmm)”.
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penalty box placard a balais

| penalty box 1. n. A position of low esteem. This
| term probably derives from Ice Hockey, in which
| rule-breakers may be required to sit out of the game
| (in an areacalled the penaltybox) for somespeci-
| fied period of time. Thus, when anexecutive is

transferred from aposition of power to one ofless
power, perhapsafter havingbeen associatedwith a
failed project, this may bedescribed as “going to the
penalty box”. Favoured penalty boxes are
Research(seesandbox), Group Staff, Quality Coor-
dinator, or Branch Manager of a remote or
moribund location. Another technique is to keep
the offender at thesame location, but put him or
her in charge of alessexotic project (e.g., “Produc-
tivity” or “Standards”). Variation: “He got five
years for fighting”. See also walk in the woods.

| 2. n. The OS/2compatibility box (q.v.).
penguin n. An affectionateterm for a member of a

Field Support team, when used by Laboratory
personnel. FieldSupport people in someareas
wear white shirts,dark suits, and aformal attitude.
It’s also said thatthey oftenwalk with a side to side
gait (waddle)caused by carrying atool kit in one
hand and an oscilloscope in theother in their
CustomerEngineer days.

. peon n. A person with no special privileges on a

. computersystem. “I can’t force a newpassword for

. you, I’m only a peon onthis system.”
people n. Non-managers, as in: “Onlyfirst-line

managersdeal with people, in IBM”. Higher-level
managers, it follows, do not dealwith people. (Who
or what do they deal with?)

perfect programmer syndrome n. Arrogance.
“Since my program isright, there is no need totest
it”. Or: “Yes, I can see there may be aproblem
here, butI’ll never typeSHUTDOWN on theRSCS
console when there is a CP readup”. [This latter
action had the unfortunateside-effect of closing
down theentire system,instead of just thecommu-
nication subsystem (RSCS) if the CPprivilege class
assigned was toohigh.]

performance release n. A release of aproduct or
internal program put together (usually in ahurry)
when it becomesapparentthat the previous release
was too slow or used too muchresource. A
performancereleaseshould show improvements in
performancewithout loss of function.

permanent home n. Any IBM building or office in
which you will reside forlessthan oneyear.

permanent move n. temporary assignment (q.v.).
permanent recording n. The only data that remains

on a disk after ahead crash. Readableonly by one
or two gurus in San Jose.

personal computer 1. n. Before 12 August 1981: a
computer used by one person, who islocal to it and
does not time-share it. A catch-all forhome
computers, hobby computers, the5100 APL-based
machine, professional workstations,some 3031s,
and probably a fewCray-1s.2. n. After 12 August
1981: the IBM 5150, 5160, 6150,etc. This has had
the predictedmajor impact on theindustry, and an
even biggerimpact on IBM itself. 3. n. A way to
continue businesswork at home. 4. n. A way to
continue gameplaying when at work. SeePC.

personalize v. To program. As in:“Let’s personal-
ize the gatearrays tomorrow”. Seeburn sand.

person-month n. A fashionableterm for man-month.
perturbate v. To perturb. To cause an undesirable

change,usually in a budget or a schedule.Used
chiefly by Aerospace Engineertypes who have
joined IBM sometime into theircareers. “Joe, how

much is this going toperturbate your launchsched-
ule?” [This is the same strange modification to
usual English as in the constructions“orientate”,
“preventative”, and “indentate”. I suppose that
they do help sellstoragedevices.] See alsohit.

. PF4 v. To erase, or destroy. This is derivedfrom the

. usual effect of pressing thehardwired “Program

. Function key number 4”when runningPROFS (q.v.).

. As in: “Yeah, I got that request and IPF4’d it!”

. Note that PF4ing inPROFSonly erases thework-

. ing copy of a document; it doesnot erasebackup or

. other copies of thedocument.
Phase 0 adj. Preliminary. From “Phase 1review”,

which is the first official review of a project. A
“Phase 0 review” is a preliminary review, often
conducted as atrial run for the real Phase 1.
Hence, “do a Phase 0 estimate” means “do a
preliminary estimate”.

| pick-and-pray n. A multi-choice question in an exer-
| cise or test.

PID (pid) adj. The version of aprogram asshipped
to customers. From ProgramInformation Depart-
ment. This department is no more,having been
replaced by ISD(IBM Software Distribution) and
then SMD (Software Manufacturing andDelivery)
but the term PID isstill very widely used. “These
days, we have to run the PID version”. Seevanilla.

. PID buffer n. A period of approximately threeweeks

. during which a software releasematureswhile at PID

. (q.v.). This provides a convenient breathing space

. during which the developers can discoverproblems

. before the software is shipped.
pig iron n. Any very large, very fast,mainframe

computer(equivalent in cost to a 5MIPS mainframe
in 1982). Used as: “Sure thatsoftware isslow, but
it will sell a lot of pig iron that way.” See alsorusty
iron, micro iron, push iron.

. pistol n. A program whose protection features (if it

. has any)make it very easy for you toshootyourself

. in the foot. Usage:“The DOS COPY command is

. such a nice pistol!”
pitch 1. n. A presentation. “Are yougoing to the

Akers pitch in theauditorium?”2. v. To present, or
attempt to persuade. “Are yougoing to pitch that
to staff someday?”

. pitcher n. A program that executes at acentral site

. and distributes[sends]programs anddata toremote

. locations. Theterm comes from aNorth American

. gamecalled “baseball”. Seecatcher.
PITS (pitz) v. To register aproblem on the Problem

Information TrackingSystem. PITS is an ad hoc
databasesystem,developed at the Glendale Labora-
tory at Endicott, that is used for tracking problems
during software development.“That looks like a
real bug; you had betterPITS it.”

. PizzBoo n. The Publishing Systems BusinessUnit,

. one of the first toBiCapitalize mainframe products.

. From the usual pronunciation of its abbreviation,

. PSBU.
placard a balais n. Broom cupboard. Theempty

space in mainframes,often used by CEs to store all
kinds of tools andspare parts. It is reported that in
civilised countriesthis space can advantageously be
used for the storage of beverages. Sugary drinks,
beer,Champagne, andwhite wine gonear thechan-
nel cable input totake advantage of thecold air
intake by the cable hole in thefloor. Red wines can
be warmed to an appropriate temperature in the
power supply area.

. A Domestic readerrecalls thecontrol unit for the

. 2305 drum, whose early models had abuilt-in
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planar Poughkeepsie Confidential

. compressor tocool them because theforced room-

. temperature air was notsufficient. This had a space

. next to the coolingcoils that was just big enough to

. hold a six-pack [a retail unit of six cans ofbeer]. At

. some military installations, where the rules onbeer

. were less strict than at civilian installations, the

. operationsstaff were wont toshare an IBM-cooled

. can or two with visitors.
planar n. A large printed circuit card onto or into

which other cards areplugged. Known as a
“Motherboard” byusers ofcruder imagery.

| planification n. Planning[one must suppose]. As in:
| “This software qualification tool allows the
| conception, maintenance, planification and
| execution of sequence tests.”
| planned personal illness n. A minor illness, serious
| enough to require absence from work,which the
| victim seems to know about several days in
| advance. Mostlytaken bypeople who are rarely ill
| and who feelthat they are “entitled” to their fair
| share oftime off.

planner n. One whose job is to thinkabout doing
real work.

planners’ droop n. A chronic symptom demon-
strated by mostforecast graphs. It describes the
tendency of revenue projectiongraphs for agiven
product to show a steeprise for the next 3 years
followed by a steep decline. Sincefalling graphs are
anathema to anyself-respectingplanner, thesitu-
ation is usually remedied by postulating agap prod-
uct which will appear in 3 years and keep the
revenuegraph going upwards. This has theadded
advantage that the productmanager has asuperb
excuse to explain hisneed for a furthercast of thou-
sands todevelopthis (hypothetical)product.

plan of record n. Plan. A plan of record has by
implication extra solidity − though in fact it is the
least reliableplan of all, sinceproduct plansalways

. change. Caution dictatesthat anyfigures or targets

. in a plan of record, once committed topaper, will

. not be sufficiently “aggressive”. Each level of

. managementtherefore inflates such figuresbefore

. passing theplan up thechain, until it reaches the

. final authority − who sets thenumbers or target

. according to some preconceived notion. See also
action plan, whim of record.

. plant life n. One who works in a manufacturing

. plant (ratherthan in asales ordevelopment area).
| platform n. A collection of machines,often of the
| same hardwarearchitecture, or a family of operating
| systems or software interfaces.Usage:“We’ll build
| the new cellarmanagementapplication on a PS/2
| platform”, or “The communicationshelp facility will
| be based on an AIX platform”.

play v. To spendone’s own time on aproject. As in:
“I’m staying this evening toplay with the newFred
program”. It seemsthat most really usable soft-
ware, a surprisingamount of revenue, and even
more profit, derivesfrom such “play”.

play pen n. A room whereprogrammerswork.
plist (pee-list) n. Parameterlist. A programming

mechanism for passing arguments (parameters)
from one environment orprogram toanother.

point n. A measurement of the IBMlist price of a
product, originally equivalent to amonthly rental of
one U.S. dollar. See alsofunny money.

. pointing device n. A mouse orlight pen.
Pokieland n. The Poughkeepsiearea. The term is

mainly used by people outsidePokieland. [There is
also a cave, in northwestMassachusetts,named
“Pokie Hole” in honour ofPoughkeepsie.]

polysyllabic n. Any word of two or moresyllables,
although in IBM a minimum offour is preferred.
“IBM conventional methodology involves the
utilisation of polysyllabicutterances to themaximal
degree”, especially in documents for announce-
ments.

Polysyllabics are also popular in product
proposals becausethey make life harder for the
reviewers: thedocuments takelonger to read, the
authors’ meaning isless clear and thereforeharder
to refute, and theydiscourage any comments from
foreign IBM laboratories. In skilled hands, the
technique can even be usedsuccessfully between
British andAmericanEnglish speakers.

Example: “CICS/VSoffers a functionally superior
alternative toCICS-Standard” islonger,more dazzl-
ing, and lessclear than “CICS/VS works better than
CICS-Standard”. After all, it might not actually
work at all.

pony n. Somethinggood that may(hopefully) come
out of a bad situation. Thisrefers to anapocryphal
story about a hopelessly optimistic boy who was
given a barn full of horsemanure by hisfather on
his birthday. He immediatelygrabbed ashovel and
started to dig, while chanting “There must be a
pony in heresomewhere!” Anything is possible if
you have Faith.

. POO (pooh, as in Winnie-the-) n. Principles Of

. Operations. SeePOP. This acronym was used

. extensively in FSD(FederalSystems Division) and

. elsewhere in the late 1960s and early 1970s but is

. less often heard since then − probably because so

. few now write programs inassembler. Also mini-

. poo for the green card.
POP, POOP, POPs, p.ops (pops) n. The manualthat

defines the principles ofoperation of theSystem/360
(and, later, the System/370). Probably the best
(most rigorous)data processing architecturedocu-
ment ever written, and thesource of the Ultimate
Truth for many. See alsobible, POO, Princ Ops.

POR (pore) n. Power-On Reset. See alsoplan of
record. The general reset of apiece or system of
hardware that takesplace when the equipment is
first switched (powered) on. Since all hardware
requiresthis, a power-off followed bypower-on can
often be used to reset amachine to a knownstate.
SeeBig Red Switch, key on/key off, Poughkeepsie reset.

port 1. v. To move aprogramfrom one computer to
another− and get it to work in the newenviron-
ment. If it is said that aprogram is “portable”, it is
intended to convey thefanciful notion that the
program caneasily be made to run on aforeign
hardware orsoftware architecture.Ease ofporting
a program is highlydependent on the porter’s point
of view, increasing inproportion to one’s distance
from actually working on the problem. 2. n. A
hardware interface between acomputer (usually a
small one) andsome peripheralhardware such as a
network or keyboard. “The mouse is attached to
port 7.” [Poormouse.]

position 1. v. To explain or provide context to. As
in: “Let me position you onthat subject”. 2. v. To
describe by providing context. As in:“Would you
first position XXX for us?”

. Poughkeepsie Confidential adj. Of a document:

. unavailable. Thisclassification,thoughunofficial, is

. nevertheless the most secure in IBM. A

. Poughkeepsie Confidentialdocument cannot be

. distributed, even by itsauthor, without management

. approval (even if the manager who approves the
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Poughkeepsie reset product tester

. distribution is junior to both the sender and the

. receiver). See alsoIBM Confidential.
Poughkeepsie reset n. An unpublished feature on

all IBM data processing equipment,this feature is
actually a switch connected directly to the main
power source. A flip ofthis switch (usuallynamed
the “ON/OFF switch”)will reset 99% of allannoy-
ing device problems. However, thetrade-off for
such a life-savingcapability is theprobable loss of
some existing data or state information. See also
POR.

pound sign 1. n. A name for thesymbol “#” (two
horizontal lines crossed by twovertical lines). This
nomenclature is used in some (but not all)areas of
the USA; elsewhere thesymbol is known as “the
number sign”, “the octothorpe”, or simply as
“hash” or occasionally “hatch”). The musically
inclined call it a “sharp”, but a convenient way of
describing it is “the tic-tac-toe board”, or “the
noughts andcrossesboard” (depending onone’s
heritage).2. n. The namemost often used for the
British (Sterling) currency symbol. This is an
antique capital L(standing for libra, the Latin for
“pound”), a cursive “L” crossed horizontally by one
or two small dashes. Unfortunately itcannot be
illustrated here because of the unpredictability of
printing devices. Seecurrency symbols.

. power cycle v. To reset, by removing and then

. restoring thepower to a machine. SeePoughkeepsie

. reset.
power eraser dispenser n. The ultimate unneces-

sary feature. Seebells and whistles.
power suit n. The wardrobe worn by themovers and

shakers (q.v.) within an organisation. This (for a
man − women dress more subtly) consists of a
dark blue three-piece pin-stripedsuit, a long-sleeved
white shirt, the latest in tie design (in1985 that was
a striped tie with the stripes pointing to theleft
shoulder), a black belt with an inconspicuous
buckle, thigh-high sockswith colour matchingbelt
and shoes, andblack wing-tip shoes. In Texas
genuine lizard [or other unconservationalleather]
cowboy boots may besubstituted for thewing-tip
shoes. In 1983 blow-dried hairstyles and
moustacheswere also necessary.

power up v. To switch on. Usually applied when the
switch-on process iscomplex or involves a number
of machines. “Could you power up thesystem if
you’re thefirst in on Sunday?” See alsoup.

prayer meeting n. A meeting, usually of atask force
that is hoping for a miracle to solve some
intractable problem. As in:“The Performance
prayermeeting starts atTwo”.

preannounce v. To announce something (usually a
product) before it hasbeen formally approved for
announcement.

precurse 1. v. To precede in themanner of a
precursor; to act as a forerunner or harbinger of an
advancingtechnical evolution. As in: “It is for us to
precurse thattechnology for the rest of thecorpo-
ration”. See alsoleading edge. 2. v. To offer a brief
incantation prior todivulging an innovative solution
to a problem. e.g., “May the fleas of athousand
diseased camels inhabityour armpits”. SeeNIH.

price/performance n. An undefined measure of
value-for-money. As in:“The XYZ offer improved
price/performance”.

Princ Ops (prince-ops) n. A verbal abbreviation for
the System/360 (and later extensions) Principles of

OperationsManual. Used by theSystem Architec-
ture group inPoughkeepsie, and others. See also
POO, POP.

priority list n. A dynamic list of things to do,some-
times in a Virtual state, to which isattached a prior-
ity pertaining to each item, ranging from “right
away” to “probablynever”. Usage:“I’ll put that on
my priority list”.

It is recommended that if you are on thereceiving
end of thisstatement, you shouldobtain at least an
approximate date ofcompletion. This date, of
course, you will remember as adefinite commit-
ment. See alsotime-frame, virtual, wishlist.

. proactive adj. Active, not reactive. Used of people

. or policies that take theinitiative rather thanresult

. in interrupt mode activity. It is also sometimes

. applied with the sense of“teaching” or “reaching

. out”.
Problem Determination Guide n. A small booklet

allowing one to determine that anon-functioning
(read: broken) 3278 or 3279 terminal is indeed
non-functioning. Unfortunately, it does notgive the
slightest hint about how to make itwork again.
(There is aProblemReportingForm, however.)

problem state n. Doing something for someoneelse.
The System/360 (and 370)architecture recognises
two basic “states”. One is “Supervisor State”, in
which the machine isdoing work for the supervisor
− usually an operating system; and theother is
“Problem State”, in which themachine isconceptu-
ally solving problems for theuser. [This is a rather
narrow view of the System/370 world, however, as
(for example) theVM/SP product makes bothstates
accessible to theuser by a little “sleight of virtual
machine”.]

| production program 1. n. An application program.
| This term dates from the days when computersrare-
| ly had operatingsystems, andinstead ran just one
| program at atime, loaded by theboot program. If
| the program did (or appeared to do) something of
| value, it was called a production program.
| 2. n. Any program no longer undergoingtesting
| and thought to besafelyoperational.

production system 1. n. floor system (q.v.).
2. n. The version of the operating systemthat you
get when youdon’t do anythingspecial (don’ttake
any risks). This is usually thesystem being used by
the people who aresitting around atterminals and
actually being productive.

| productize v. To give anunfinished piece of software
| or hardware the appearance andform of a finished
| product. As in: “Productization istaking place on
| all levels” [sigh].

product number n. The four digit number that iden-
tifies every major IBM hardware product. The
numbersrarely have any relationship toeach other
but sometimes some sort of sequence may be
followed (e.g., 3350, 3370, 3380 are all disk storage
devices). See alsomodel, part number.

product tester n. Someone who tests products.
Those who have been to the mountain; keepers of
the word; interpreters of theSpecifications. Some-
times disliked by developers, these were thepeople
that really did assure that productswere high quali-
ty before their mission was changed andthey
became paper-pushers[through no fault of their
own]. Research hasshown that mostwere given
chemistrysets orelectronic kits at animpressionable
age by wellmeaning parents.
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professional quad

professional n. An employee who is not amanager.
“Our professionals are the best in the business.”
Often used as aneuphemism for “technician”.

| professors n. The staff of the IBM Israel Scientific
| Centre, at Haifa. Amildly derogatory term used by
| marketing people in Israelthat alsoimplies a grudg-
| ing respect; aremarkably high proportion of that
| staff areindeed professors.

PROFS (profs) 1. n. ProfessionalOffice System. A
menu-basedsystemthat provides support for office
personnel[such asWhite House staff], using IBM
mainframes. Acclaimed for its diary mechanisms,
and accepted as one way to introduce computers to
those who don’tknow any better. Not acclaimed
for its flexibility.

. PROFS featured in the international news in

. 1987, and revealed a subtleclass distinction within

. the ranks of the RepublicanAdministration in the

. USA. It seemsthat Hall, thesecretaryinterviewed

. at length during the Iran-Contra hearings, called

. certain shredded documents“PROFS notes” [as do

. IBMers who use thesystem]. However, North,

. MacFarlane, andother professionalstaff used the

. term “PROF notes”. 2. v. To send a piece ofelec-
tronic mail, using PROFS. “PROFS me aone-liner
on that.” [A PROFSone-liner has up to oneline of
content, and fromseven to seventeenlines of boiler
plate.] See alsoVNET.

. program manager n. A person who is amanager of

. a project or product but who (bydesign) has no

. employees reporting to him orher. See alsocard-

. carrying manager.
programmer n. A machine forconverting ideas into

practice.
programming n. The art of debugging ablank sheet

of paper.
progress v. To make progresswith arranging. As

in: “We are progressingyour promotion”. (Use:
Rare.)

proof v. To run a spellingcheckerprogramagainst a
document. From the VM programcalled PROOF.
Mainly used, in the UK, to checkdocumentsbefore
sendingthem to readers in the USA who aresensi-
tive to British spelling.

protocol n. A sequence ofevents or exchanges of
information defined to enable two machines or
programs to communicatewith each other. This
bears slight relationship to the usualsenses of this
word, but does correctly convey the flavours of
solemnity and complexitythat are associatedwith
such communication.

prototype 1. n. The first implementation of some
idea in the formoriginally envisioned for it by the
original innovator. Generally unrelated in form,
function, and cost to thefinal production version.
2. v. a) To implement a workingsystem fast,i.e.,
by “unconventional” methods.b) To implement a
“model” systemthat has to be replaced by a“prop-
er” system later [lest anyone realise how simple
programmingis].

PSE (pee-ess-eee) n. Preliminary Sales Estimate. A
qualified guess at howmany units of a product will
be sold. Nobody except a forecaster can explain
why this is differentfrom a forecast.

PTF n. Program TemporaryFix. This is an official
IBM temporary fix. The abbreviation is used so
often that most people don’t know what it stands
for. PTFs arepermanentfixes in some systems,
which has led to thefalse definition of permanent
temporary fix .

PTM n. ProgramTrouble Memorandum. Thesame
as anAPAR (q.v.), but generatedinternally, before a
program isshipped. Alsoknown asPTR (Program
Trouble Report);both aresometimes used as verbs.

| pubs 1. n. The Publications (now “Information
| Development”) department of a Development
| Laboratory. 2. n. The publications (manuals,
| books, and brochures)associatedwith a hardware
| or software product. Seefix it in pubs. 3. n. The
| name of a programthat provides a userinterface to
| the ProcessMaster product. “I’m afull-time PUBS
| user now!”

pulse n. A temporary change in thelevel of a logic
. signal. It is difficult, nowadays, toobserve thevery
. short pulses in fastcomputerswith ordinary elec-
. tronic equipment such asoscilloscopes − the
. capacitance of theleads connecting the oscilloscope
. to the computerwill degrade andsometimes destroy
. the information in the signal being inspected. A
. story from the not-so-recent days of 3033 develop-
. ment is related by an engineer wholooked over the
. shoulder of hiscolleague andcommented “That’s a
. mighty noisy line, Joe”. Joe looked up andreplied
. “Them’s good bits, Ken”. The bits were seven
. nano-secondswide.

A pulse that is in the wrongplace (and, usually, is
shorter than anintentional one) isknown as aglitch
(q.v.).

punch v. To transmit data electronically from one
disk pack to another.Often these diskpacks can be
around theworld from oneanother but just asoften
can be the exactsame one. A VM/370term, from
the use of a virtual cardpunch to send datafrom
one virtual machine to [thevirtual reader of] anoth-
er. Usage:“Punch methat jargonfile”.

purple wire n. The wire shipped with a feature
change to the IBM1130 and 1800Systems. Also
referred to aspersonality wire . Used and required
to tell the softwareabout the hardwareinstalled on
a system, and itsaddress. A change here isMost
Frightening to the “Sensorbased” CustomerEngi-
neer. See alsoyellow wire, blue wire.

push iron v. To make a living by selling hardware.
Formerly referred to those salespersons who sold
only large mainframe computers. Also pump iron .
See alsopig iron.

put a stake in the ground v. To stabilize a fluid or
confused situation. For example, to provide afocus
or leader for agroup effort. Also put a stake in
the grid .

put in place v. To complete. As in: “Do youhave
the plan of record put inplaceyet?”

puzzle palace n. A building in which the computer
room hasexpanded beyond itsoriginal boundaries.
Buildings 701, 920, and 921 inPoughkeepsie are
prime examples:some aisles dead-end at a printer
box-room, and then resume on the otherside of the
room. This may beadaptedfrom a favourednick-
name for the NSA(National Security Agency) in the
USA.

. qfoic (queue-foe-ic) v. To display or update the

. microcode configuration on a43xx computer. This

. namecomes from the “fast-path”incantation used to

. access themenu for changing UCWs(Unit Control

. Words).
quad n. The character formed of asimple rectangle

of lines, used in the APLlanguage for various
mysterious purposes. Conjures up memories of
glorious Universityafternoons to many.
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qualified read

qualified adj. Of a part (piece ofhardware): tested
six ways fromMonday (sic) and approved for use in
IBM products. Generally awell known product
(such as a TTL“7400” quadrupleNAND) whose
identity is subsequently disguisedbehind a twelve-
digit IBM part number. Since the original part
number is no longer available, the onlyspecifica-
tions available are thoseproduced by theFishkill
testing lab− which tend togive no hint of what the
part really is.

Quality n. A once-popular hot button characterised
by the slogan: “do it right the first time” (q.v.). A
laudable aim, pouncedupon with glee by product
managers whoclaim that they do their design right,
first time, andthat thereforetesting withreal users is
obviously a waste of time. In anextraordinary use
of English, anofficial definition of “quality” defines
it as Conformance to Requirements. [Not in this
Dictionary!]

. A 1987 Quality poster put itthis way: “Quality: A

. place for everything, and everything init’s (sic)

. place”.
Quality Circle n. A group of people gatheredtogeth-

er to celebrate the cause ofQuality, and sometimes
to bring forth good ideas for increasing the sum of
product quality. Said to be themost perfectly
formed closed loop of ideasaround which a group
can travel continually only to to getnowhere that
they haven’tbeenbefore.

. quarter 1. n. A three-month portion of ayear. The

. unit of time usedwhen a “month” is too precise, as

. in: “We will announce in 2Q88”[secondquarter,

. 1988]. half is sometimes used, in a similarmanner,

. when plans areeven less definite.2. n. A quarter of
a byte (half a nybble). Also two bits − a reference
to the old coins whichbroke apart to makechange,
the pirate’s Pieces of Eight. [This isn’t in very
common usage, but the incestuouspuns may
please.]

quick and dirty adj. Of software or hardware:
produced in a hurry tomeet an urgent request or to
fix a problem, usually someoneelse’s. One’s own
solution is usually aprototype (q.v.). Also used to
imply inferiority, or to defer a simplerequest from
an end user, as in: “I can give you aquick anddirty
solution in four weeks [which will do exactly what
you want] but areal solution[which will do exactly
what I want] will take eight months”.

| quiesce v. To halt after finishing the current task.
| This term is often used to describe the process of
| stopping theflow of data across a networklink, or
| to some device such as aprinter, so that mainte-
| nance of some kind can be done. As in:“We’re
| quiescing the link now; you canhave the machine
| as soon as thatlast file is through.”

R&I n. A Read and Initialmemorandum. Aform of
memo circulatedwith the intention of its being read
by an entiredepartment in a timely fashion. The
progress of circulation is indicated by theinitials of
the readers (andsometimes thedate when it is
read). Generally completes thecycle 2 to 4months
later, if at all, and is therefore an extremelyuseful
way of delaying a decision on adocument more or
less indefinitely.

racheck (rack-check) n. The RACF security
system’sprimary macro call to check authorisation
of an action; often used as a verb. In technical
usage this term is neither good nor bad, and just
indicates a place whereRACF will check for
authority. In common usage, itmeansaccessthat

(apparently capriciously) is denied; as in: “Icould
have finished that project last night but I got
rachecked somany times Igaveup”.

raft 1. n. A collection of programmingideas,loosely
bound together and floated as a suggestion for a
new software release. As in: “We areproposing a
15K raft of improvements”. In a streamlineddevel-
opment process there can be aclose resemblance
between the raft and theFirst CustomerShip (FCS).
[Though it may surprise youthat anyone could
confuse a raft and aship.] 2. v. To put forward as
a suggestion. “Let’sraft that at themeetingtomor-
row.” 3. n. Somethingflat, untidy and of practical
use only to its designer.

| rainbow book n. Nickname for GH09-0242The
| Nature of Office Systems, a document,distributed to
| thousands of customers in1984-6, that chronicled
| IBM Canada’s experiences in installing Office
| Systems. So calledbecause of thephotograph of a
| rainbow over theRocky Mountains on theother-
| wise black cover.
. raindance n. A complicated sequence ofsteps
. (including some physical activity), required to
. achievesomegoal. It may include a fewincantations
. as well asmore tangible actions (such as mounting
. tapes, flicking switches,etc.).
. raised floor n. An area where a largecomputer
. installation can be found. Named because the
. computers stand on afalse floor which is elevated
. somedistanceabove the “real”floor of the building,
. in order to leave space for theboas (q.v.) to prowl.
. Usage: “We can putthat in the raisedfloor”, or
. “Site XXXX will be down Memorial Dayweekend.
. This will include systemYYYY also since it is on
. the raised floorthat will be down.”

ramp v. To increase. From the A/FE Corporate
News Letter, 31 May1985: Q. “What’s the latest
update onPC/AT delivery shipments? Are youstill
encountering supply shortages?”− A. “Demand for
the AT has exceeded our expectations,although we
are ramping up production of enhanced AT’swith
additional fixed drive sources”. The reader is
referred to the ConciseOxford Dictionary for some
alternativedefinitions of “ramp” that may be appro-
priate in some circumstances.

rat belt n. A cable tie. Small cableties aremouse
belts .

rattle some cages v. To do things, (writingmemos,
making phonecalls, sendingVNET messages,etc.)
that will make someone unhappy.Generally done
becausethey have made youunhappy. “I’m going
to rattle some cages and see if I can get this spec
changed.”

RDR (reader) n. An abbreviation for reader (q.v.).
From the VM standard name for thevirtual card
reader.

reach-around n. Communicationwhich does not just
go up the management chain or down it, but rather
goes up thechain and then returnsdirectly to the
original level as aresponse. Use: extremelyrare.

read v. To move data from one real orvirtual disk
pack on your system toanother. A VM/370term,
derived from the READCARD commandthat was
used to movevirtual cards from thevirtual card
reader to avirtual disk. Usually thesource disk
pack (the virtual reader) is owned by thespool
system and thedestination diskpack isdedicated to
a user. Usage:“Please read that newfile onto your
disk”. See alsoreceive.
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reader regular employee

reader n. A temporaryplace on a diskpack toplace
data until a user decides exactlywhat to do with it,
or it is destroyed by acold start. From “virtual card
reader”. Also used as a place on a diskpack where
one user putsdata sothat anotheruser has a good
chance offinding it, and as asystem-ownedarea of
space to storedata if your private space allocation is
not largeenough. See alsoread.

. reader eater n. A computer programthat automat-

. ically processes thefiles in a reader. Typically used

. to discard unwantedmessages and tomaintain

. private copies offorums. It may be coincidencethat

. “reader” and “eater”rhyme in thespeech ofmany

. North Americans.
real estate n. A resource of some kind that isboth

physical and two-dimensional. Examples: a) A
small area of land purchased tobuild facilities for
creatingthings; b) A large area ofland purchased to
build bigger facilities for administering thefacilities
for creating things; c) That area offloor space in a
machine room that is just too small for the new
machine that youneed; d) That area of adesktop
that is too full of otherthings to permit thesiting of
a terminal in a convenient position(see also
footprint); e) That area of asilicon chip which is too
small to permit the incorporation of the function
required tomake thechip useful.

. real IBM n. That portion of IBM which is not part of

. the ResearchDivision. Used in the ResearchDivi-

. sion. See alsoreal life.
reality check n. A comparisonbetween anidealistic

point of view and a pragmatic point of view.
Employed whendesigngroups come up forfresh air
(or peer review) when deliberating alternatives for
new features. See alsosanity check.

| real life n. The field (q.v.). Used bypeople consigned
| or resigned to working inHeadquarterslocations, as
| in “He’s probably right, he just came from real
| life”. See alsoreal IBM.

real money n. Seeblue money.
real storage 1. n. The main storage in a computer.

This term widely replaced “core” when the latter
term became out-dated. For example, “This
machine has 8 MB real storage”, meaning 8 Mega-
bytes of (physical) main storage. 2. n. Hardware
(physical) storage in contrast tovirtual (imaginary)
storage. Thisterm wasprecise in thedays of early
System/370computers,which could only have one
processing unit.3. n. An imaginary representation
of the physicalstorage of a computer.This sense of
the term was necessary for the multiprocessing
System/370, such as the158MP and 168MP
models. Here there could bemore physical storage
than (in theory) the processors could address.
Increased performance waspossible by providing
each processorwith its own bank of real storage
(here called absolute storage to minimise or
maximise confusion).

rearrange deck chairs on the Titanic v. To perform
pointless actions; a description for frantic,useless
endeavours in the face of an impendingdisaster.
This derives from IBM Canada, where it was
applied to measuresdesigned tohead off aslipped
ship date.

receive v. To initiate the movement of afile from the
spool systemonto a private disk. As in:“When you
get the file in your reader, please receive it”.
Derived from the name of the program used to
move thefile. Seeread.

| recognition event n. A gathering to which employees
| may be invited as areward for their achievements.
| Awards may bepresented, or some of theactivities
| may be simply entertaining or not directlyproduc-
| tive. Usage: “We proposedholding the Technical
| Forum at a non-IBM site near the ocean, but
| rescheduled toDallas so it wouldn’t be construed as
| a recognition event.”

recurse v. To recur. Not to be confusedwith the
repeated invocation of aspell or oath. Almost
certainly derivedfrom the adjectiverecursive.

recursive adj. Referring toitself. Seerecursive.
recycle v. To bring a systemdown and then restart

it. Used especially forwhole systems (“recycle the
3081”), but also to a sub-system(“JES2 wasacting
flaky, so I hadthem recycleit”).

. redeploy n. A person from an IBM plant,laborato-

. ry, or HQ location who has accepted a position in a

. marketing organisation. As in: “Debbie’s arede-

. ploy from Poughkeepsie”.
| red layer n. Applications software. Seelayer.

red line card n. A logic card not made to normal
production standards, so deemed notsuitable for
use in production machines.Marked with a red
line which acts as a warning. See alsogold card.

reference 1. n. A document that is the ultimate
source of informationabout a piece of software or
hardware. Towrite a good reference is one of the
most difficult technical writing tasks. Note that
almost bydefinition a reference is onlyuseful when
you already know something about the object in
question, and is oftenalmost useless to a newuser.
Usage:“This document is not atutorial, it is a refer-
ence”. 2. n. A cross-referencefrom one program
routine to another. Ingeneral, a cross-reference
from one storage location(address) to another.
3. v. To refer to. Theverb formed from “Refer-
ence (2)”. As in: “The allocate routinereferences
HIGHMEM to find out how much storage isavail-
able”. Also seen indocumentation:“You may also
want to reference the CMSCommand and Macro
Reference.”

. refresh n. A new copy of a (software) package.

. Getting a refreshimplies that you areinstalling the

. whole package again as a precautionagainst having

. missedsome partialupdate in thepast. A package

. for which refresheswill no longer be provided may

. be consideredfrozen.
Registered IBM Con fidential adj. The highest level

of confidential information. Printed copies are
numbered, and a record iskept of everyone who
sees thedocument. Thislevel of information may
not usually be held oncomputer systems, which
makes preparation of such documents alittle tricky.
It is said that RICdesignates information which is
a) technically useless, butwhose perceived value
increaseswith the level of managementobserving it;
or b) is useful, but which is now inaccessible
because everyone isafraid to have custody of the
documents. See alsocandy-striped.

regression bucket n. A set of test cases to run
against aproduct during development to check that
things that used to workstill do, or to allow the
measurement of any change in performance. See
also bucket, test bucket.

| regular employee n. A fully benefited IBM employ-
| ee. Onceupon a time almost allemployees enjoyed
| all privileges; nowadays a third of theworkforce in
| some countries arefreelance,employed for a year
| or two at most.
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reinvent the wheel Rexxpert

reinvent the wheel v. To do somethingthat has
already been done. A derogatory phrase,mainly
used to preventsomeone fromwriting a system
correctly now that he or she has becomefamiliar,
through experience, withwhat should have been
done in thepast.

release n. The software prepared for shipment to
customers. All the code that a developmentgroup
has produced by some arbitrarydate, sometimes
regardless of whether it works.

. release-to-print n. A declaration, by a document’s

. technical owner, that the material is correct and

. complete and may be sent to the printer.
release x n. (Where x is some number larger than

that of the current release.) Never-neverland.
“Well, that’s a nice function − we’ll put it in
Release 6.” Cynically implies that no Release 6will
take place.

remap n. A machine whose logic design hasbeen
entirely or largely taken from an earlier machine
and re-implemented in a newer(usually denser)
technology. The 370/148 was aremap of the
370/145, for example.

rep 1. n. Short for “Marketing Representative”.
The rep is IBM’s primary contactwith the custom-
er. IBM holds the rep responsible for theaccount,
hence the rep has nominalfinal say on everyone
else’s contact with the customer. An IBMer in a
laboratory, for example, shouldusually only call a
customer with the rep’s approval. Unlike an SE
(System Engineer), reps arepaid on commission
and are seldomvery technical.2. n. An incurable
(but rich) optimist. 3. n. For systems, thelead
account rep is the System Architect, designing and
assembling a system for thecustomer from thevari-
ous boxes andprogramsfound in theSalesManual.
If successful inbeating greatodds doing this, a rep
is rewarded handsomely by both cash and
company-sponsoredtrips. If unsuccessful, he (or
she) may justvanish like Carroll’s CheshireCat,
which “disappearedquite slowly, beginning with the
end of the tail, andending with the grin, which
remained sometime after the rest of it hadgone”.
4. v. To directly alter the compiled version of a
program. Derived from the “REP” (replace)
command used in object code card decks(such as
systemload, SuperZap, andSystem/360 objectcode
decks). See alsocode, zap.

| repository n. A cavernous storagearea where data
| may be found. Programmers in the1970s spent
| many adventurous hourssearching for the reposito-
| ry; programmers in the1980s spent evenmore
| hourscreating a new one.
| repurpose v. To save some equipment from the
| scrap-heap by, for example,reprogramming it to do
| something useful.

requirement 1. n. A feature that must beincluded in
a product asotherwise someone will non-concur.
Therefore, thebest way to get a new feature into a
product is to persuade athird party todescribe it as
a requirement. Conversely, it is veryhard to get
anything truly innovative into aproduct, as(since
no one else had thought of it) there can hardly be a
requirement for it.2. n. A function or quality that
must be included in a product, asotherwise itwill
be considered unsaleable to someselection of end
users.

resource 1. n. Any commodity (usually in a
computer system) that may be in shortsupply
(memory, CPU instruction cycles, etc.). A

singularisation used foreffect, as in: “If we try and
run the printer andmodem simultaneously,we’ll
just run out of resource”. Use ofthis word also
avoids committingoneself to astatement of which of
the (un)available resourceswill be the limiting
factor. Also used as aeuphemism forheadcount, or

| [insultingly] for an individual. 2. v. To allocate, or
| find, the resources needed for a project. Usage:
| “How are wegoing to resource thefollow-on?”

RETAIN n. A database and network that contains
references tomany of the problems found using
IBM equipment and software, togetherwith a
solution for theproblem (if known). This term is an
acronym for RemoteTechnical Assistance Informa-
tion Network, but is also used as averb. “Let’s
RETAIN that one.”

retread n. A Re-trainee− someone who has been
trained to do a new job,which is not necessarily his
or her vocation. Not anice term. For example, it
may refer to aplanner orengineer who hasbecome
a programmer after 90 days of programming
school.

retrofit 1. v. To add a needed feature to apiece of
software or hardware ratherlater than it should
have been added.Usually results in inelegantarchi-
tecture. 2. v. To merge. A standard procedure in
some divisions: laboratories A and B work on a
project independently for a time, then each
“retrofit” their updates to the other’s work
performed in the meantime. Asensitive political
situation ariseswhen onegroup’s updates must be
“retrofitted” because of unexpected changesmade
to lower-level updates by another group.3. v. To
adapt existing local modifications of a program
(usually anoperatingsystem) to fit a new release of
the program.

retro-upgrade 1. v. To apply appropriate
correctional andpreventive maintenance to asoft-
ware product(such as a SystemControl Program)
that is significantly out-of-date and generally not of
the same level for which the maintenance was
designed. Thistakes place when aproduct that has
been functionally stabilized is suddenly seen tohave
new market potential. 2. v. To change the base
source for a newrelease of a softwareproduct
(again, usually aSystem Control Program) from
that newrelease to anolder release (forpurposes of
upwardcompatibility).

. reverse emulate v. To make an IBM computer or

. terminal behave as though itwere theequipment of

. a competitor. This is considered to be retrograde,

. akin to emulating a Volkswagenwith a Porsche,

. hence the “reverse” modifier.

. reversion (ree-version) v. To change theversion

. number. Usually a step following a significant

. change or enhancement to a product. “Can we

. reprice without reversioning?”

. revisit (ree-visit) v. Of a problem orissue: todiscuss

. again. As in: “Well, we aren’t going tosolve that

. today; we’ll have torevisit it in the next meeting”.
revival hour n. A weekly meeting with thepurpose

of getting Engineering andProgrammingfunctions
talking to each other. The term is areference to the
essentially “religious” (i.e., superstitious)nature of
the discussions that take place during these
meetings.

Rexxpert n. An expert in theREXX language. A
Rexxpert of long standing isknown as aRexpert ,
for historical reasons.
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RFA sandbox

| RFA n. Request For Announcement. The primary,
| formal, document that is the core of theannounce
| process andproduct release. RFAs for major
| announcements maycirculate (in variousversions)
| for months before announce, with hundreds of
| reviewers on thedistribution list. At any one time
| there are thousands ofRFAs in circulation.
| RISC n. Raleigh InternationalSystemsCenter. (Now
| the International TechnicalSupport Center −
| Raleigh.) See alsoRISC technology.

RISC technology (risk technology) n. Reduced
Instruction SetComputer Technology (as used in

| the IBM RT PC and the RISCSystem/6000series).
In IBM parlance, this means the 32-bit 801 Mini-
computer Architecture devised at theYorktown
Heights location (the T. J. Watson Research
Center), building 801. Theprototype for this
machine used24-bit wire-wrapped Emitter Coupled
Logic, and was therefore a surprisingtriumph over
electrical noise; theintegratedcircuit version of this
architecture is rather more compact, and rather
more reliable.

RIT date (writ-date) n. The moment ofcommitment
to the design of anintegrated circuit chip. RIT
stands for Release InterfaceTape. This “tape” is
the collection of information necessary to process
and test achip. It is no longermoved fromplace to
place on a magnetic tape, but issent electronically.

road n. Used in NAD to signify anywhere that
“action” takes place. “Where the rubbermeets the
road”. See alsosky.

rococo adj. Of a program or machine:having many
fancy frills and curlicues that add nofunction. A
reference to the highly ornamentalstyle of artpreva-
lent in Europecirca 1730-1780. Theword can also
imply antiquity, in the sense of“out-of-date”. Simi-
lar to bells and whistles.

ROJ (rodge) adj. Retired On theJob. A common
designation for pettybureaucrats andothers simply
marking time. Some of these can actuallytell an
enquirer thenumber ofdays they have before their
official retirements. See alsoIPR, gold-coaster.

| roll out v. To deliver orannounce a product orseries
| of products. As in: “Here’s howwe’ll roll out the
| mid-range boxes”. Also rollout n. A delivery
| schedule orplan. “Can I see the rollout for the P
| and N series?”
. roll your own 1. adj. Non-IBM, ad hoc. This term
. is often usedwhen referring to a customer’s software
. which was“home grown” but for which there seems
. to be an equivalent IBM product. e.g., “This
. customer runs a RYO teleprocessing system”.
| 2. adj. Of IBM software: self-tailored. Typically
| used to describe a systemassembled and configured
| by the customer from aselection of software
| componentsoffered by IBM.

ROLMan (rolm-an) n. An employee of theROLM
| company, after it became adivision of IBM and
| before it was sold to Siemens in 1989. An alterna-

tive term isROLMulan .
| round and brown n. Magnetic storage,especially
| large and fastdisks. From the ironoxide colour,
| and shape, of most magneticdisks [modern high-
| density disks are no longer brown]. As in:“storing
| data on the round andbrown”. Also known as
| rusty memory .

RPQ n. Request for Price Quotation (for aninfre-
quently requested feature, such asupper/lowercase,
or compatibility with earlier products). The RPQ
“route” is taken to get an importantmodification or
enhancement to a product in a shortertime than

can be achievedthrough the formalrequirement and
releasecycle.

RTFM v. Read The oFficialManual. Used, with
variations on the third word, to suggest tosomeone
that instead ofwasting another’s timewith questions
the manual should be consulted. [It hasbeen
pointed out thatRTFM is not themost expressive
term. The alternate formRTFB (where B is for
Book) is preferred bynative speakers ofEnglish,
since“Manual” is from the French but “Book” is a
suitable andshort four-letter English word, which
betterfits the slogan.]

| rubber n. Seeroad, sky.
| rubber bands on wrists n. A sign of an old-timer.
| Decks of cards were often held togetherwith a
| rubber band; soessential was thistool for program-
| mers thatmany kept a fewconveniently sizedbands
| constantly available tohand [as itwere].
. rupt n. An interrupt (q.v.).

Rusty Bucket n. A group headquarters inBethesda,
Maryland; often shortened to simply Bucket . The
outer skin of the building is analloy designed to
react with water and standard metropolitan
pollutants to“rust pretty” on thesurface. Lacking
the requisite pollutants, the building justplain
rusted.

Its distinctive qualitiesmake it one of theplaces in
the Washington (DC),area for which [it’s said] no
address is required. You cantell a cabdriver that
you want to go to the Rusty Bucket andyou’ll get
there. You can mail aletter to theRusty Bucket,
Bethesda, M D andit’ll get there.

rusty iron n. Out-of-date, hard-to-repair equipment
that, when it works, does the job better andcheaper
than anything to be found in the currentsales
manual. (Especially true of non-IBM electrical or
mechanicaltools.) Seealso pig iron, tired iron.

| SAA (ess-ay-ay) n. Systems Application Architec-
| ture. A collection of interfaces (to users, for
| programmers, and for communicatingwith other
| computers) that most ofIBM’s major product lines
| are committed to support. To be SAA is to bestra-
| tegic (q.v.). “Is it SAA?”
. safe n. Any filing cabinet that has a combination
. lock (instead of a key lock). Alsoknown as an
. “approved container”, such a cabinet may be used
. for the legalstorage of USAGovernmentclassified
. documents.

salary plan n. A documentrumoured toexplain why
managers get paid more thantechnical personnel,
and why employees indifferent countries getpaid
different amounts for earning the sameamount of
revenue for thecompany.

Salt Mine n. Hutchinson, Kansas,where many vital
records are sent. There arestories of huge under-
ground caverns, whence wasmined rock-salt, filled
with salty tapes and documents. See alsoIron Moun-
tain, Wansdyke.

Sammy Cobol n. SeeSusie Cobol.
sandbender n. A person directly involved with

silicon lithography and the physicaldesign ofchips.
Not to be confusedwith logic designers,most of
whom (it is said) would not recognise atransistor if
they stepped on itwith bare feet. [Possiblybecause
it is more painful to step on a 14-pinDual-In-Line
package than on atransistor?]

sandbox 1. n. A location or departmentwhere the
immediate goal is not aproduct or product support
(or where the goal should be aproduct, but isn’t).
The Sandbox Division is the Research Division.
Almost always used in aderogatorysense. See also
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sandwich file send to the w orld

| adtech, fun & games, trivial. 2. n. The Washington
| Systems Center experimental laboratory. So
| described in authoritative presentations, and
| reflected in thenode name WSCSNDBX (officially
| “WSC Systems Networking Development BoX”).
| 3. v. To prototype something, to experiment. As
| in: “I can’t tell you if that will work, now; we’ll have
| to sandboxit”. 4. v. To spendtime on aproject or
| subject which is ofparticular interest but is outside
| your area ofresponsibility, especiallywhen you had
| no intention of doing so. As in: “We went in to get
| approval to repaint thecafeteria, but ended up
| sandboxing themerits of intelligent workstations for
| two hours.” See alsohobby.
| sandwich file n. A spool file that containsmore than
| one operatingsystem (logical) file. Such a file
| provides one method of introducing unwanted or
| undercoverfiles into a system.
. sanity check n. A second, pragmatic, opinion oresti-
. mate. “Let’s recalculate that as a sanity check.”
. Also used in the sense ofinformal verification, “Are
. you still there? Does this addressstill work?” See
. also reality check.
| sardine can n. The small square metallic package
| used for many IBMchips over the years. Vendor
| chips usuallycome in plastic or ceramic packages.
| Also Burlington sardine can .

scaffold v. To provide temporary layers of software
either at a higher or at a lowerlevel than a routine
to be tested, inorder to simulate thenormal condi-
tions of use. “You’ll have to scaffold that code if
you expect us totest it in August.”

. scalarize v. To turn good APL into bad APL (by

. removing all vector and matrix operations) for the

. purpose of translating it to badFORTRAN [or

. ADA]. The bad FORTRAN is then manually

. translatedinto (hopefully) good FORTRAN. It is

. often faster to prototype a function in APL,

. scalarize it, and then translate it toFORTRAN

. than it would be to work in FORTRAN to begin

. with. With the advent of vector processorsthis

. practice isslowly becoming obsolete.

. scenario level n. A service [I think]. As in: “This

. decision would, in general, alsoprovide your

. customerswith a better scenariolevel”. (Circulated

. to approximately100,000 people by an IBM Direc-

. tor.)

. scenario walkthrough n. A meeting in which the

. designers of aproduct outline the expected use of a

. product, in the form of variousscenarios, and then

. describe how theproduct will behave in eachcase.

. See alsoinspection.
scenic route n. A slow path through anElectronic

Network. “Hey, my file hasn’t got to VM yet” ...
“Which node did you send it through?” ...“K31” ...
“Ah! That’s the RSCSSNAscenicroute”.

SCIDS (skids) n. A 6-hour social occasion, held
every night of SHARE and GUIDE meetings,
during which customers (sometimessuccessfully) ply
IBMers with alcoholic beverages in plasticcups to
try to find out what’s coming next. Originally
informally known as “Share Committee for
Inebriates,Drunkards, and Sots”, but nowofficially
stands for “SocialContact and InformalDiscussion
Sessions” or “SHARE Committee for Informal
Discussion Sessions”. Morefamiliarly known as
the “Society for Cultivation of Indiscretions via
Drinking Sessions.”

Scientific Centre n. A research (not Research) labo-
ratory dedicated toperforming computing research
of interest to people outside IBM. Projects are
justified on their relevance to thenon-IBM wider
technicalcommunity.

scope v. To delveinto or investigate. “We’ll have to
scope it before we cancome up with a firm
answer.” This termderives from the abbreviation
for Oscilloscope, which used to be the tool of the
first line of investigation for any tricky electronic
problem.

scratch v. To erase ordelete. “Please scratch the
tape”. Scratching is always a deliberate action,rath-
er than an accident. Also used as an adjective
“This is a ScratchTape”, which implies that the
tape is being used for temporary data and may
therefore be scratched afteruse.

The term Scratch isinvolved in one of thefinest
known examples oferror messages.There is autili-
ty used for mounting tapes,called MOUNT. If this
command is invoked with the parameters
“MOUNT SCRATCH 181 RING” (a request to
mount a scratchtape,with a ring to indicate that it
may be over-written), the utility will in due course
respond with the error message: V L I B 0 9 0 1 0 S
' S C R A T C H ' M U S T B E S P E L L E D W / O T H E
' A ' .

script v. To format a document for printing.
SCRIPT is the name of the command used to
invoke the most widely used IBM formatter, the
DocumentCompositionFacility. “If you script this
dictionary onto a page printeryou’ll save a lot of
paper.”

. seamless adj. Of two or more programs: melded in

. such a way that theresulting package appears to

. have beendesigned as anentity. Seealso transpar-

. ent.
secretary of task forces n. A person within a labo-

ratory, site, division, or other operatingunit who
takes on the tasks of keeping interim andfinal
reports for all task forces in his or her domain. A
second function isadvising leaders (Task Force
chairpersons) and providing minutesabout previous
Task Forces onsimilar subjects. If the information
thus collected were used byhigher management, the
Secretary would savemany person hours.

security n. Any aspect ofcompany operations that
protectsassets, people, orface. One ofIBM’s most
enduring interests. Fuelled by court-cases and
viruses, securitybecame thehot button of the 1980s.
Nearly all the useful and workable security prec-
autions havelong sincebeen inplace, so nowthat it
has become a hot button security departments have
had to bring in a whole newrange of security meas-
ures to show thatthey aredoing something. Where
physical security is involved, they usually do agood
job [though a new concept,that if an IBMer wears
two badges hewill be twice as secure, is somewhat
suspect]. By contrast, the requirements fordata
processing securityseemhastily thrown together and
have undeniablyaffected the ability ofIBMers to do
their work. The net result, of course, has been
dissatisfaction− which used to beunheard of in
IBM, and is in fact the onlyreal securityexposure.

send to the world v. To distribute a piece ofsoft-
ware electronically, as in: “That’s good enough;
OK, send it to the world”. Thisreally does mean
“to the world” − software sent overVNET can
reach fifty countries in amatter of hours oreven
minutes[especially atChristmas-time].
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senior bit sit

senior bit n. The mostsignificant bit in abyte.
separate v. To let go, persuade toleave, or fire.

Usage: “I think it’s time he wasseparated from the
business”.

| sequoia n. The unit of measure of a productspecifi-
| cation document, that is, thenumber of excep-
| tionally large treesrequired to produce thequantity
| of papernecessary to print thedocument. In some
| circles, the size of such adocument isheld to corre-
| late directly [or inversely] with the quality of the
| project described therein. See alsothree-tree report.

service 1. v. To handle [aninterrupt]. It should be
noted that interrupt handlers seldomappear in AI
programs. 2. v. To fix bugs in a machine or
program. Seecritical service.

service machine n. A userid running under VM
(q.v.) that instead of being the“desk” of a human
user, is instead just a virtualmachine that runs a
program with little or no human supervision. The
program maycarry out simple (though non-trivial)
services such assendingdiary reminders tousers, or
it may carry out farmore complex tasks such as
managing thesecurity, data, or backups for an
installation. Theservicemachine is such apowerful
concept thatmany locations run dozens of them,
and for much of the time the service machines
outnumber thereal peopleusing thecomputer (and
sometimes usemore resources, too). See alsodiscon-
nected.

. settle down v. Of a new version of aprogram: to

. have the most obvious problemsfixed. Often,

. installing a newrelease of system softwareuncovers

. all kinds of problems, and one mustwait until the

. stirred-up system has settleddown before installing

. new applications.
Seven Dwarves n. A term describing themost signif-

icant companies indata processing in the USA in
the 1960s − other than IBM. Originally the
expression “IBM and the Seven Dwarves”
described the entirecomputer industry. The
Dwarves were Burroughs, Honeywell, NCR,
Univac, RCA, General Electric, and the new
upstart, CDC. Since then RCA and GE have

. droppedout, while Burroughs and(Sperry)-Univac

. have merged to formUnisys, so nowthere are four.

. Some consider DEC to havebecome sufficiently

. respectable to constitute afifth, and Microsoft’s

. chairman hassufficient renown for his company to

. be considered asixth, but no present-day seventh
comes to mind. Dwarves are atleast in principle
exempt from the definitions of minicomputer and
vector processor since they aredeemed to produce
“ordinary” computers like IBM. Of course, the
term shouldreally be “Seven Dwarflings”? See also
Bunch.

shadow n. A copy of a conferencing facility (q.v.) disk
which is maintained as up-to-date aspossible by
manual or automatic methods. Thedistortion
betweenfiles of the mastersystem andthose of the
shadow is a counter-example toEinstein’s postulate
about the constancy of the speed oflight on
computernetworks. See alsocatcher, master, pitcher.

shadow-sitter n. The individual who maintains a
shadow (usually on a part-time basis). Shadow-
sitters are anexpanding breedwithin IBM and have
a folklore all of their own, such astales of thegreat
IBMPC crash of June ’84.

. sheep dip session n. A salesseminar,usually on a

. vague topic such asComputerIntegratedManufac-

. turing, which is intended for a largeaudience of

. generally poor prospects. Oftenplanned by staff

. managers to improve Year-to-datebuns on seats

. performance.
ship 1. v. To move a product from apoint A to a

point B (even if the vehicle ormode of transport
would inevitably sink if placed on the surface of an
ocean). It ispossible to ship items byroad, rail,

| aeroplane oreven by electronicnetworks. 2. v. To
| becomeavailable. As in:“This version may never
| ship externally”, or“When does AS/400 ship?” See

customer ship, FCS.
shop n. The DataProcessing section of an Informa-

tion Service (IS). Also commonly used tomean
“department”, as in ISshop, DP shop,etc.

. short adj. Of a DASD string: having fewer DASD

. units than the head ofstring unit cansupport. This

. will usually improve performance, but takesmore

. floor space and dollars(the controller:DASD ratio

. is higherthan it could be). See alsoA-Box, Model A.

. short card n. A PC expansion card oradapterthat

. will fit in one of the two “short” spaces located

. behind thediskette drives onsome PCs. See also

. tall card.
showstopper 1. n. An unfixed bug of such a serious

nature that it islikely to cause acrash. 2. n. An
unsurmountable problem that maykill (halt) a
project. 3. n. An event that became anunforgetta-
ble lowlight of someone’slife.[In common usagethis
word means almostprecisely the opposite of the
above; asection of aperformance that is so good
that applause interrupts theshow.]

shriek n. An exclamation mark(point). This usage
is especiallypopular among APLusers. Also some-
times called abang . See alsosplat.

sidecar n. An expansion box for thelate PCjr. So
named because itcame as aunit that attached to
the side of the processorbox. [The “jr” in PCjr
apparently was intended tosuggest the title
“Junior”, and haslittle to do with television soap
operas set inTexas; even so, the cry of“who shot
JR?” canoften beheardabroad.]

| side sucker n. A program that uses an intemperate
| amount ofsystemresource. From themetaphorical:
| “That application really sucks in the sides of a
| 4381”.

silent majority n. end users with an IQ of less than
110. Also calleddiscretionary users .

. silver bullet 1. n. A memo or phone call from

. someonewith sufficient power to stop asection of

. the corporation fromproceedingdown a wasteful or
| foolish path. 2. n. A part of a product plan (or
| something wishfully thought to be part of aproduct
| plan) that will cure all a customer’sills. An easy,
| painless, magical, andcostless solution to an
| intractable opportunity (q.v.). [Mythical] 3. n. The
. metallic toggle switch in thecentre bay of anorange
. box. Like a BRS (q.v.), it restarts thesystem.

silver fox n. A member of the IBM QuarterCentury
Club (someone who has beenwith IBM for 25 years
or more), or(lessoften) any old-timer IBM employ-
ee.

sit 1. v. To perform one’s contractualobligations, to
work. As in: “Where do yousit?” Primarily used
at manufacturing plants and laboratories to ask a
personwhere his or heroffice is located. Not used
so often in thefield since “sit” and “work” are less
likely to be synonymous.2. v. (Of a program) To
be placed, be found. “ThisXedit macro sits on the
Tools disk.”
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six sigma solution

| six sigma adj. High quality. From statisticaltheory;
| 99.9999998 percent of thearea under a normal
| curve iswithin plus or minus sixstandarddeviations
| (usually designated by thegreek character sigma)
| from the mean. Allowing areduction of 1.5 sigma
| for anticipated variation in themean over time, one
| ends up with a 99.99966 percent coverage−
| approximately 3.4defects per millionparts; or 3.4
| failures or errors permillion opportunities. Usage:
| “We’re aiming for a six sigmaproduct”.

skip to channel one v. To go to the top of a new
page. This is an instruction, to acomputer-
controlled printer, that had itsorigins in the days
when printers (such as themodel 1403) had their
vertical movement stops (tabs)encoded on awide
loop of tough paper called a carriage control tape.
The carriage control tape had anumber of “chan-
nels” that could beselected to allow a variety of
forward vertical movements. Channel one was
normally reserved for “Top OfForm”. Thus, “Skip
To ChannelOne” meant“skip the rest of thispage
and go on to the nextone”. [Occasional excitement
was had when a carriage control tape,over-
tensioned, split lengthwise along the drive holes.
This meant that the tapewould no longerrotate and
the selectedstop would never be found. The printer
would thendutifully spew out therest of the box of
paper at maximumspeed.] See alsocarriage control
character.

| skunk works n. A hobby (q.v.).
sky n. A place where something issupposed to

happen, butnever quite seems to. As in:“Where
the rubber meets the sky”. Used by business
personnel torefer to Headquarterslocations, and by
engineers andprogrammers torefer to theResearch
Division. Usage: “Well, nowthat we havedevel-
oped theaction strategy, let’s take it to where the
rubber meets the sky and see ifthey’ll approveit.”
See alsoroad.

slash n. The solidus, theoblique character“/”. Also
slashslash − the JCL identifier, as in: “Slashslash
deedee splat” (/ / D D * ).

| slide to the right n. An unplanned(though probably
| anticipated)slip. Derives from the usual represen-
| tation of a schedule,which starts on theleft side of
| a chart andends on theright (typically with FCS).
| Also used as a verb: “IfFred doesn’t get hiscode
| running this week, we’re going to have to slide to
| the right by two weeks!”

slip n. An extension to a schedule deadline. Aslip
implies that the developer intends to complete the
project, but was tooaggressive in his schedule. As a
rule of thumb, if a scheduleslip of one month is
announced, theproject is likely to be ready after
two extra months.

slope shoulders v. To refuse toacceptresponsibility
(for a problem). Problemswill usually visit a
number of people suffering from sloping shoulders
before eventuallyfinding someonewhose shoulders
are square enough (or who isnaive enough) to bear
the problem. Oddly, “Square Shoulders” is not a
verb in everydayuse.

slot n. A position (for a person orlogic card) to be
filled. “I have a slot for a Project Programmer.”
See alsoheadcount.

| slugnet n. VNET (q.v.) on a slow day. [Some say on
| a fastday, andespecially in 1988.] See alsonotwork,
| nyetwork.

. slush v. To prepare a product for an IBMSoftware

. Distribution tape, butwith the understanding that it

. is not the “final” final version. Slushed precedes

. frozen in those products that have had a rocky

. developmentcycle. Seealso cast in concrete, to-PID

. version.

. smoke test n. The first power up of a device.

. Originally a term for thevery first time that power is

. applied to new machine. It now applies to any

. power up of a deviceafter internalcomponents have

. been handled by the person who turns it on;e.g.,

. turning on a PC afteradding an option card,

. memory, co-processor,etc.
SMOP (smop) n. Something quite possible, but

requiring unavailable resources toachieve. “Why
isn’t that function available in theprogram?” −
“It’s just a Simple Matter Of Programming”. (The
implication beingthat, given a fewperson-centuries,
all things are possible.) Also SMOUP (smoop) , a
Simple Matter Of Micro-Programming (if hand-
written, using aGreek mu). See alsohow hard would
it be.

snail mail n. Archaic postalsystemsthat usepaper
as the medium formessage transmission,rather
than electronics or optics.

SneakerNet n. A high-bandwidthfile transfer proce-
dure between PCsthat are not connectedelectron-
ically. Usually implemented with a bunch of
floppies and agood pair of sneakers[soft shoes,
worn in theUSA]. Also calledCarpetNet . See also
TapeNet.

snow n. Random white dots appearing on the PC
colour display when a program doesbrute-force
writes in theadapter memory. Contrary to popular
belief, this feature was not provided tomake
compatibility with the327x green lighting (q.v.) possi-
ble whenwriting terminal emulators for the PC.

Snow White n. IBM. SeeSeven Dwarves.
soapbox n. The (virtual) thing youtake over when

appending to aforum (q.v.). According tocomputer
conferencing traditions, you aresupposed tomake
an allusion to it whena) your append (q.v.) is mostly
personalbeliefs with no hard facts, andb) runs to
more than 30lines. “Excuse me, while I hoist
myself uponto the soapbox.”

social science number n. A rough estimate orstatis-
tic based on an inadequate sample (or aguess), or a
number that is an average that does notnecessarily
predict thefigures that will be obtained inpractice.
A figure that is usually betterthan nothing, but not
necessarily so. Originally used by anInstructor of
the Endicott Inspection Process course.

softcopy adj. Held on a computerstoragedevice, not
printed onpaper.

software engineer 1. n. A personwhose goal it is to
constructlarge, complex programswithout actually
having to write any code.2. n. A person whoengi-
neers others intowriting code.

software rot n. Seebit decay.
softy n. An affectionate term used byengineers to

describe a software expert whoknows very little
about hardware.Software experts seem tohave no
affectionateterms forengineers.

solution v. To solve. (Probably originally from
South Road Labs, Poughkeepsie.) “We must

| solution this problem”. There may be asubtle
| distinction here: if a problem has beensolved it
| disappearscompletely. In contrast, one that has
| been solutioned maystill exist but will have disap-
| peared fromformal reports.
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Some Of Our Best People Are Working On It spool

. Some Of Our Best People Are Working On It state-

. ment. “This is a seriousproblem, which we didn’t

. anticipate.”
source n. The highest-level(primary source)version

of a piece ofcode. The versionthat the author or
owner will work with when changes or enhance-
ments aremade to the program. See alsoOCO.

. SP n. SystemProduct, as inVirtual Machine/System

. Product (VM/SP). Although there aremany differ-

. ent SystemProducts,only VM is known as “SP”.

. As in: “Are you running SP?”

. speak v. Of a computerlanguage orsoftware: to be

. proficient in. In many locations one can seesigns

. on office doors such as“APL spoken here” or, in

. the case of one CMSbigot at the original Westlake

. location, “No hablo MVS/TSO”.
speak to v. To talk about. “Will you speak tothese

foils, please?” See alsotalk to.
Speak Up! n. An exemplary personnelprogramme

which allows employees tomake agenuinelyanony-
mous complaint to anylevel of management about
any IBM-related subject. Replies toSpeak Up!s
range from a(quite common)positive acceptance of
the complaint and resultant change, to a (more
common) patronising brush-off which may aggra-
vate the original feeling of dissatisfaction. The
programme does, however, provide amechanism
whereby employees can get theautograph ofsenior
members of the Corporation onpersonal letters to

| them [except in IBM Israel, where the replies to
| SpeakUp!s are notsigned]. See alsoopen door.
| spearcatcher n. A person given the task of facing a
| hostile audience (of any kind) for thepurpose of
| giving calm, reasonable answers to angryquestions.

special assistant to adj. Idle. A manager for whom
no use can be found anylonger is made “Special
Assistant to” some higher echelon. Hisactivities
from then on arecompletely withoutconsequence.
See alsostaff, ROJ.

. special-case v. To allow for a specialcondition in a

. program. “We’ll have to special-case thezero

. return code.”Special-case can be seen as a subset of

. dual-path (q.v.) but the latterimplies that either path

. is equally probable, while a special-cased piece of

. codemight be executed only rarely. See alsofix.

. specify 1. n. An option from a set of options, one of

. which must be chosen. (Asopposed to one from a

. set of options, none of which need be chosen.)

. “The power supply for this model is a specify.”

. 2. n. A specification. “Could you look up thespec-

. ify for the Model 80 andtell me thefeaturenumber

. of the pointing device?”
| specs n. The documentdetailing the specifications
| for a product. Usage: “If the specs say itshould
| work that way...” See alsospecify.

speculate on v. To reveal secretsabout, to answer
honestly. “Q: Whydoes the IBM PCDocumenta-
tion refer to an assembler,when there is none
announced?”− “A: I’m sorry, but I cannotspecu-
late onthat in public”.

spec-writer n. The person whowrites the functional
specifications for aproduct. A product isusually
specified in detail before being developed. The
specs (Specifications) arethen formally reviewed in
a variety of ways before theproduct is produced.

| speed, flexibility, and accuracy n. An IBM market-
| ing slogan for its mid-20th-Century tabulating
| machines. Unfortunately it becameover-used, and
| in some places evolvedinto a double entendrewith
| a British slangphrase of the periodwith the same
| abbreviation. “What did you sell today?− Speed,

| Flexibility, Accuracy...” Once this happened, an
| unsuccessfulattempt wasmade to re-introduce the
| slogan as “Speed, Accuracy, andFlexibility”.

speeds and feeds n. A Marketing presentation that
is technically oriented, in contrast to thetypical
presentation. This isperhaps areference tofertiliser
descriptions; thepresentation isdesigned to speed
the growth of a market place by feeding it with
inspiring information. Its first usage in computing,
however, was a reference to apresentation thatwent
into details about the printing speeds andpaper
feedsavailablewith a newprinter.

A more plausible etymologysuggeststhat it comes
from analogy with common machining jargon.
“Speed” refers to therotational velocity of a drill or
mill bit, and “feed” to the linearvelocity with which
it moves into (or across) the workpiece.Thus to
machine apiece with theproper finish yet in mini-
mum time, onemust calculate theproper “speeds
and feeds”. By analogy one talkedabout thespeeds
of a processor family and the feeds (e.g. cards per
minute) of aseries ofinput devices.

spindle 1. n. Disk axis, and, by extension, disk unit
or disk pack. Systemspeople tend tospeak in term
of “spindles” since it used to be theunit of access by
the main computer. Using the term “disk drive”
can be misleading sincesome IBM diskdrives, like
shoes, were sold in pairs. Theissue is now further
confused,since on the3370 and 3380devices,there
are two actuators on eachspindle; hence two
addressesknown to thehost computer canrefer to a
single set of spinning magnetic disks(one spindle).

| 2. v. Of a card: to wrap around apin, bobbin, or
| finger. A violation of the First Commandment of
| card care and maintenance: “Do notfold, spindle,
| or mutilate”.

spinning chocolate n. Large, high-revenue, magnetic
disk storagedevices. Amarketing term, areference
to the brown colour of magnetic disks (which is due
to their being coated with a mixture of materials
including ferrous oxide− rust).

spin system 1. n. A version of a major control
program. The term “Spin” wasoriginally used by
OS developers(around1970) in theform “spin nn”
to identify a particular developmentlevel of a
release prior to its FCS. Thus “spin 11” might
become thePID release version of, say, MVT release
19. 2. n. The current(released) version of a system.
The systemthat FE are prepared to fixbugs on.
(Pre-FCS systems are not spin systems, for this
usage.) Thissenseprobably refers to the system
that is actually spinning on the active system disk
drive. Seefloor system.

splat n. An Asterisk. As in the JCL statement “//
D D *” (pronounced“slashslash deedee splat”). See
also Nathan Hale, shriek, slash, star, *.

in sponge mode adj. Intending to listen but not
contribute to adiscussion. As in:“I’m at this meet-
ing in spongemode”.

| spontaneously occurring software generated error
| n. A bug. From the excuse used by a software
| contractor toexplain the delay in thedelivery of a
| typesettingprogram.

spool 1. v. To move data from one disk pack to
another. From theterm Spool, meaning to putdata
in temporary storagewhile awaiting delivery to its
final destination. Usage:“Please spool that newfile
to me”. See alsopunch, net. “SPOOL” hasbecome
a common verb, butoriginally was itself an acro-
nym signifying Simultaneous Peripheral Operations
On Line. This acronym originated with the 7070
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Spring Plan super

computer,which had a system ofinterrupts that let
one program aperipheralactivity (e.g., card-to-tape,
tape-to-print, tape-to-card)while a main program
was running. But there was no monitor in the
system, so if (for example) you programmed an
application to print out a tapewhile your program
was running, and there wasmore printing to be
done when the job hadfinished, either you dedi-
cated the mainframe to theprint function or you
could lose the end of theprint-out. Spooling was
therefore somewhatineffective until the advent of
the System/360 with theINTRA and INTER job
monitors. [Before spooling was “perfected”, the
usual procedure was todirect all print output to a
tape (tapespool?) and then subsequently print it
from the tapeusing a specialtape-to-print peripher-
al.] 2. n. The space occupied by suchbuffereddata.
“Did the systemcrash becausespool filled?”

Spring Plan n. A plan, adopted in thespring of each
year, that describes the long-termactivities andbusi-
ness of alocation or division. [Now known as the
Strategic Plan.] SeeFall Plan.

squatterize v. To borrow or make use of anitem,
without removing it from its original location. As
in: “If the terminal is not yet set up Iwill go to John
and Sophie inPascal tosquatterize a screen”.

stack n. Alternative [usually incorrect]name for a
queue. This usage probably originated in
Cambridge (MA), at theScientific Center there.

staff person n. A personwith little responsibility but
with an amount of power directly correlated to
personal charisma. It isusually veryhard to deter-
mine how seriously oneshould deal with a staff
person. A staff person isusually supposed to be
helping theworkers accomplishtheir jobs butmore
often is askingabout something or asking for some-
thing. Staff persons can usually be ignored
completely. However,occasionallysomeonewith a
great deal of charisma lands in astaff job and
carries great weightwith higher management(usual-
ly yours). This particular breed of“staff” can be
difficult to detect, andmust be treatedwith respect.

standard IBM keyboard n. A mythical computer
input device. TheCorporate implementation of the
Loch Ness monster. Everybody hasheard about it,
lots of people talkabout it, very few claim to have
seen it, andnone would want to meet it. Astep in
its evolution isknown as theconverged keyboard .

| star n. An asterisk. See*.
. star out v. To comment out lines in files in which
. comments areindicated by a leading asterisk (star).

statement of direction 1. n. A statementdescribing
a commitment to a comprehensive (e.g., text proc-
essing) strategy incorporating all current products.
2. n. A phrase used tocover up the absence of any
strategy, or toadmit a lack of foresight andplan-
ning.

steel storage substructure n. A rack. As in the
3480 product presentation (ZV11-6107, Page 9):
“The cartridges are held in aremovable 20-pack
made ofpolystyrenethat fits into a 74-inch high by
20-inch widesteelstorage substructure (rack)”.

straight-wire v. To make a change or connection
that is transparent to a user or system. Derived
from the electrical engineeringterm used when a
complicated piece of circuitry is replaced by a
simple wire.

strategic adj. Used todesignate amajor IBM prod-
uct, to which IBM is prepared tocommit significant
resources. A projectmanagerwill do anything to
get his or her productclassified“strategic”.

strategic horizon n. The total periodaheadthat is
being considered for planning purposes. Nominally
two years, it istypically two months andbecomes
two weeks at bad times such as just before the
Spring Plan (q.v.).

strategic plan n. SeeSpring Plan.
| strawman n. A plan or proposal that isunfinished or
| not fully thought through; one that isbeing set up as
| a target for others to throw spears at orknock
| down.

stress v. To test a piece ofhardware orsoftware by
increasing the (electronic)load on it beyond that
expected innormal use. “Stress testing” is used to
test software with thephilosophy that a heavy load
is more likely to show problems(especiallywindows)
than alight load. See alsoexercise, exerciser.

| stretch v. To work overtime. As in:“We’ll have to
| stretch tomake that deadline”.

stretch target n. A goal that probably isimpossible.
As in: “We’re settingstretch targets nextyear”.

. string n. A set of peripheraldevices,each connected

. to the next in line, supported by asingle control

. unit. This appliesalmost exclusively toDASD and

. tapedevices. Seealso Model A.
sub-system n. Any product which hasalready been

grouped(physically or onpaper) with another as a
system. Also applied to any IBMproduct to imply
it ought to work in conjunctionwith some other
product; for example,CICS might be described as a
“sub-system” in “aVTAM environment”.

sugar cube 1. n. A small synthetic foam sponge
parallelepipedthat is used toprevent the movement
of the end of a magnetic tape, bybeing wedged
between thesides of thetape reel. Usually black,
but brown or white in France. See alsogrommet.

| 2. n. In continentalEurope(where sugar cubes are
| often not cubes): the electronicmodules used on
| circuit cards which have awhitish look due to their
| metal cases. See alsosardine can.
. sugg (sug) n. A suggestion. Aformal response to
. an APAR that implies that the theAPAR is accepted
. as a suggestion andcould be implemented one day;
. it does not describe apermanentrestriction. Intro-
. duced in thelate 1970s.

suggestions programme n. A formal mechanism for
submitting suggestions for savingmoney. Known as
a lottery whereby an employee can (by wasting IBM
time filling in a form) get cash for ideas which
someone elsewill have to implement. Indeed,
sometimes a wholetask force can be set up to
consider thesuggestion.

suitably progra mmed host computer n. A host
computer thatmight be used tosupport a “box”
that provides localcomputing power. Thisphrase
implies that a) No IBM-provided software will do
the job, andb) the developmentgroup making the
“box” doesn’t know how to write the host support,
but someone should be able towork it out.

Sunny and Warm Division n. The South-West
Marketing Division. (Alternative expansion of the
abbreviation − a geographical truism.) See also
Nasty and Cold Division.

. sunset v. To withdraw support for a product or a

. range of products.Usage:“We’ll sunsetthat range

. in late ’89”. Seealso functionally stabilized.
super adj. Used in the MarketingDivisions (and

possibly elsewhere in thecompany) as a euphemism
for “Bull” and its derivatives. “Super” is an excel-
lent example of dialectal and idiolectalvariation
within IBM. Its meanings vary from“Wonderful”
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supervisor state TAT

to “Rubbish” via incredible (normal or alternative
meaning (q.v.)) depending on cultural sub-group.
Alternative termswith probably the samemeanings
include“Fantastic”,“Horse Apples”, etc.

supervisor state n. Seeproblem state.
supplication language n. Seecommand language.
surface v. To raise, or bring to someone’s attention.

“We should surfacethat issue at thenext staff meet-
ing.”

Susie Cobol n. A programmerstraight out of train-
ing school who knowseverything − except the
benefits of comments in (plain) English. Also
(fashionableamong personkindthesedays to avoid
accusations ofbeingsexist)Sammy Cobol.

. SVC13 v. To create adump; to createwaste. From

. the identifier of anOS supervisorcall (SVC) instruc-

. tion. SVCs are used tocommunicatebetween user

. addressspaces and thesystem supervisor, including

. hardware facilities. Each SVC function (load,

. attach task,etc.) has a specific identifier, 13being

. used to terminate afailing address spacewith a

. dump. See alsobrain dump.

. symbol n. A sequence ofcharacters that forms a

. symbolic code for some othersequence. Originally

. provided in text formatters so that common phrases

. or uncommoncharacters could be represented by a

. more convenient sequence, symbols are now used in

. more generalcommunication. By convention (from

. various macro processors and languages) symbols

. start with the & character (q.v.) − hence one might

. see “&deity” appear in adiscussion, with the impli-

. cation that one shouldinsert the deity of one’s

. choice at thispoint.
SYNTAX ERROR 1. n. An unidentified error. A

general message put out by compilers and interpret-
ers whena) the error wasnever expected to occur;
or b) the programmer gottired of dreaming up new
error messages fortrivial cases; orc) the compiler
failed, but it was easy toblame the error on the
user. 2. n. An expletive used tocover a speaker’s
embarrassmentafter making a gaffe. “Oops!
Syntax error!”

sysprog n. Systems Programmer. Anaffectionate
term for the systemsprogrammerresponsible for a
department or small location. This person is
expected to be ahardware andsoftware expert, to
have infinite patience whendealing with ordering
procedures, security requirements, and users, and of
course to controlenormous computing resources.
Usage: “My sysprog always grumbles if I ask for
more than 100Meg of disk storage at a time”.

system n. A word appended to thedescription of
any group of two or moremodules or products
which are announced ordeveloped together. The
intention is to give an impressionthat the products
result from a careful and unified designprocess.
For example, “3270Information Display System”
may givesome people afeeling of assurance that the
3278 keyboardreally was carefully designed for use
under the VMoperatingsystem. See alsosub-system.

tablature n. The tables in adocument. Usually has
nothing to dowith the true meanings of the word,
which include “stone tablet”, “musical notation”,
and “work of art”.

tailgate v. To go through abadge-controlled access
door without using your own badge. This isdone
either because youwere able to catch the door
before it closed, orbecause the person infront of
you was niceenough to hold thedoor open foryou.
Even if there is nophysical door, as in a main
lobby, to pass thebadge readerwithout inserting

your badge is consideredtailgating. A heinous
action.

take n. A position in a discussion orargument. As
in: “My take on this is that it’s unimportant”.

talk to 1. v. To discuss. “I will talk to that detail
later”. Usually means that the speaker hopes his
audiencewill drop the subject. See alsospeak to.
2. v. To communicate with another (usually of
machines). For example,“These machines talk to
each other, but dothey understand? Is onetalking
French and theother listening in German? (While
an English-speakingsecurity person eavesdrops?)”
See alsospeak to.

. tall card n. A PC expansion card oradapterthat will

. only fit in the PC/AT. ThePC/AT box, being high-

. er than earlier varieties,accepts “taller” cards. See

. also short card.
Tandem Memos n. Something constructive buthard

to control; a fresh ofbreath air (sic). “That’s anoth-
er Tandem Memos.” Aphrase toworry middle
management. It refers to the computer-based
conference (widely distributed in 1981) in which
many technical personnel expresseddissatisfaction
with the tools available to them at thattime, and
also constructively criticised the wayproductswere
[are] developed. Thememos are requiredreading
for anyone with a serious interest in quality
products.

tanstaafl (tan-stah-fil) n. There Ain’t No Such
Thing As A Free Lunch. From Robert Heinlein’s
The Moon is a HarshMistress. Used to explain
pricing policies to acustomer− a fashionable way
to say “You pays your money andmakes your
choice”. It may also remind the customerthat he,
in the end, pays for the extended lunchesthat
marketing representatives (from anycompany)
“treat” him to. See alsopay for the coffee.

. TapeNet n. A very high-bandwidth file transfer

. procedure between mainframes that are not

. connectedelectronically (e.g., because of a network

. failure). Files are written totape, taken by courier

. to the destinationsystem,then re-loaded there. See

. also SneakerNet.
target 1. n. A goal (usually adate)toward which the

members of a project work. 2. v. To aim to
complete by. “Let’s targetthis decision forNovem-
ber” 3. n. A termination flag (again,usually adate)
arbitrarily affixed to the end of aproject. Seeslip.

target date n. A date by which a given event must
occur. “Let’s set a targetdate” actually means “Let
us agree on adate atwhich, if the event has not yet
occurred,we’ll start looking for someone orsome-
thing to blame”.

task force 1. n. A high-powered group of experts
appointed tosolve some problem ofpressing urgen-
cy. [Official Definition.] 2. n. A useful place for
management tohide people who have nothing better
to do thannatter onabout things. [Note: It is said
that taskforces have occasionallyproduced(useful)
results. There exists little evidence tosupport this
hypothesis.]3. n. A group of friends and one or
two experts gathered toagain affirm thepredefined
conclusions of the leader. The gathering can be
convivial fun or a crashing bore. Theactivity may
benefit the leader’sCYA position. See alsosecretary
of task forces.

. TAT (tat) v. To test the Turn-Around Time of a

. conferencing facility. This is done by sending an

. append to a testforum (usually calledTESTER) on

. the master and seeingwhen it is echoedback to the

. local shadow. This can help one determine whether
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tattooed time delay

. shadowinactivity is due to an idlemaster or to a

. broken network link.

. tattooed adj. Of an IBMer: die-hard. According to

. folklore, long-term IBMers have their IBM badge

. tattooed ontheir chests.
technical vitality n. Visible use of leading-edge

(advanced)technology. This is interpreted insome
development labs as “using recentvendor technolo-
gy”. This phrase is also used at alower level as an
excuse to hire new personnel or order new
machines. “Manager of TechnicalVitality” can be
a penalty box assignment.

technology n. Some particular flavour of silicon
manufacturingprocess. “We can’t put the whole
channel on one chipuntil we go to thenext technol-
ogy.”

TechRef n. The IBM PC Technical Reference
Manual (TRM). The TechRef is the only PC
documentation thatwill be read by self-proclaimed
“real” PC programmers.

temporary assignment n. permanent move. (q.v.)
temporary building n. A prefabricated building

intended as temporary office space. Temporary
buildings usuallyhave a life span that far exceeds
that of more permanentstructures. This is aninter-
national constant in IBM − some of Hursley’s
5-year temporarybuildings arestill standing after 18
years. Seetemporary assignment, module.

tenant n. A person that works at alocation, but not
for the divisionthat runs thelocation. Oftentreated
as a “second-class”citizen in any consideration of
space,services, orresource.

. tent card n. A rectangular card,folded down the

. middle lengthwise, onwhich a name is written to

. identify a participant in ameeting.

. terminal n. A device (usually consisting of a display

. screen,keyboard, and other hardware) that is at the

. end of the chain of hardware,systems, and inter-

. facesbetween aprogram and itsuser. Theterm is

. generic;many terminals nowadays are simplyPC’s

. running terminal emulation software (which may be

. all that they run). The term isbest avoided by

. salespeople working in the medical sector.
terminate v. To releasesomeone from IBMemploy-

ment. This deadly verb is used to describe the
action of losing anemployee. “He[his employment]
will be terminated.” Rumour has it that (ex-)
employees dosurvive this process, if notfrom the
point of view of IBM. Interestingly, even loyal
employees areterminated shouldthey happen to
transfer between IBMcompanies.

test 1. v. In a good development laboratory, to
allow real users to use aproduct for a significant
amount of time before announcement.2. v. In a
bad development laboratory, to get a fewbored or
unmotivated people to try one or two of thethings
mentioned in the productspecification. That is, to
try the things the developers hadalready considered.

test bucket n. A set of test cases to run against a
product during development to check that it
performs basic functions correctly.“You must run
the testbucket against all code changes.” Thisterm
implies (always incorrectly)that the set oftest cases
is complete and provides a full functionalverifica-
tion of the product, encompassing allpossible
combinations of input, output, timings, and error
conditions. See alsobucket, regression bucket.

text 1. n. Executable code,usually with addresses
unresolved (known sometimes asobject code ).
“The compiler produces onetext deck for each

source file”. 2. n. Textual (documental) material.
Data which are inordinary ASCII or EBCDIC repre-
sentation. “Those are text files, you can review
them using theeditor”.

. thank you n. “End of message.”Used by many

. computer centres as a secular alternative toAmen:

. “All systems will be going down in one minute.

. Thank you.”
thesis n. Seeparen.
THINK (ponder) 1. v. Think. Perhaps themost

famous IBM slogan. This wasoriginally used by
the first Mr. Watson, around 1900, to convey the
idea of completestaff work. That is, given a prob-
lem or a challenge, timeshould be taken to reason
the problem through andcover all involved aspects
carefully, and toconsider all repercussions and (of
course) all financial considerations. This is not
unlike the more recent “Make Sure” anddo it right
the first time (q.v.) slogans now used within theQuali-
ty Program.

“Think” is also thename of thein-housemaga-
zine distributed to all IBM employees in the USA
(but considered too syrupy for themore cosmopol-
itan tastes in theother half of IBM). 2. n. (Mean-
ing unknown.) A well-established IBM acronym
which is so well-establishedthat no one can remem-
ber what it originally meant. Said to exemplify an
ideal that cannot be achieved.

think small v. To reduce problems to aseries of
smaller problems. Ahardware or software test
strategy; thetechnique being toexercise themost
primitive functions first to prove to yourself that
they work, before trying the more complex (and
presumablyfailing) tasks. When people forget this
basic strategy, they aregently reminded to “think
small”.

thin-slicing baloney n. Hair splitting, but starting
from an indefensible andabsurdposition.

. thought v. The slogan of the IBM retirees club in

. Auckland, New Zealand. SeeTHINK.
thrash v. To think very hard but not accomplish

much. “John needs some help onthis problem −
he’s thrashing.” Refers to thecomputer malaise in
which the system usesmore time organising the
resources availablethan it gives to theusers.

three-handed keyboard n. A 3278 or 3279keyboard
with the APL feature.

three-tree report n. A very large, fat,report printed
on a 3800 orother fast computerprinter. Variants
include Five-Tree and Seven-TreeReports. See also
kill a tree, sequoia.

through v. To pass on to, orwork through. As in:
“I do not wish to throughactivities toanother group
which may create userdissatisfaction by decreasing
supportlevel”.

throughput n. Any measure of theprocessingpower
of a computer, in terms of thenumber ofpieces of
work in some unit of time. “The new model has
twice thethroughput of the old.” See alsoMIPS.

TIE system n. Technical Information Exchange
system. A computerisedBulletin Board system, as
might be operated by a PCClub. Since the essence
of such a system is the publicexchange of informa-
tion by the subscribers, andsince postinginforma-
tion on (or to) anything called a “bulletinboard” is
a managementprerogative, adifferent name had to
be found.

| time delay n. Delay. [What other kind ofdelay is
| there?]
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time-frame, timeframe tourist information

time-frame, timeframe n. A range of dates during
which an eventwill occur. When used in aques-
tion, its intent is toelicit a target date (q.v.) without
seeming to be too aggressive, as in:“What sort of
time-frame are we talking about?” Can also be used
in a response: “We’re looking at a July time-frame
for completion”. An important usage note: thedate
when used in a responsealways means theearliest
possibledate to thequestioner (1 July, in theexam-
ple above) and thelatest date to the responder (31
July).

TIME/LIFE n. The legendary (defunctsince 1975)
New York Programming Center, formerly in the
TIME & LIFE Building on 6th Avenue, near the
Rockefeller Center, in NewYork City. For many
years it was the home of System/360 and
System/370 Languages, Sorts and Utilities. Its
programmers are nowprimarily in Kingston, Palo
Alto, and Santa Teresa (orretired).

. time-stamp, timestamp 1. n. An annotation to

. either paperdocuments orelectronicdata that indi-

. cates the timeand/or date of some(often undefined)

. happening. The accuracy of a time-stampseems to

. be directlyproportional to the obscurity of the units

. in which it is expressed. For example, thedate on a

. buck slip is oftenunrelated to the document towhich

. it is attached,even though it is almostalways writ-

. ten in an easilyunderstoodform. On the other

. hand,MVS allows one todetermine atime of day as

. a count of 26.04166 microsecond timerunits since

. midnight, and provides thedifferencebetween local

. time and Greenwich Mean Time in units of

. 1.048576 seconds.2. v. To mark with a time-

. stamp.
tip of the ice cube n. The visible part of something

very small andinsignificant. “That taskforce report
is just the tip of the ice cube”.

tired iron n. Data processing equipment that is
perfectly functional (becausemost of thebugs have
been fixed) but hasbeen superseded by a newline
of devices.

| TLA n. Three Letter Abbreviation. A four-letter
| abbreviation is, of course, anXTLA (eXtended
| ThreeLetter Abbreviation). See alsoacronym.

TNL 1. n. TechnicalNewsletter. Replacementpages
containing miscellaneous technical changes to an
existing IBM manual, often published between
editions or releases.Considered to be synonymous
with the phrase, “Weforgot to tell you about this,”
or “This is how it really works”. TheTNL’s bind-
ing, size, andthree-ring binder holes must be just
slightly different from those of the basemanual.
2. v. To publish or issue atechnical newsletter. As
in: “We can always TNL itlater”. See alsofix it in
pubs.

-to suffix. Used to make anungrammaticalsentence
slightly more or less grammatical, according to the
whim of the user. This can be usedwith almost any
verb, as in: “We can’t exit Phase 0 without an
agreed-toIBP”.

toeprint n. A footprint (q.v.) of especiallysmall size.
token n. An 8-character alphanumericoperand.

This size was chosen because it justhappened to fit
the size of one of the System/360atomic units of
storage(the doubleword). Some operatingsystems
and programs used to (andoften still do) insist on
parsing all input and truncating any wordslonger
than 8 characters. [Especially annoying to those
with 9-letter surnames.] See alsohow hard would it
be.

token ring n. A local area network architecture in
which computers are connected to aring of wires or
fibres around which messages(authorised by a
token − rather like a relay baton) are passed; a
possible physical layer for SNA orOSI. Not to be
confused with the Tolkien Ring, although the
purposes aresimilar: “One ring to rule them all,
One ring to find them, Onering to bring them all
and in the darkness bind them, In a LANwith
more nodes where thestationslie.”

. tolerant adj. Of a program:able to tolerate a certain

. system environment without crashing. By impli-

. cation the program will run, but may have limita-

. tions or may not beable to takefull advantage of

. the environment. “Yes,it’ll run under XA, in toler-

. ation mode.”
| TOOLS disk n. A disk of shareddata (especially of
| programs or computerconferences)that is main-
| tained automatically by the TOOLS and
| TOOLSRUN programs. TOOLS was created in
| 1981, and nowmaintainstens of thousands ofdisks
| of data in IBM, mostly shared andcopied across
| VNET (q.v.).
. toolsmith n. One whosedelight is the creation of
. tools. “Tool” here refers to anyprogram(software)
. that helps people− preferablymany people − do
. what they want to do aseasily and aspleasantly as
. possible.

to-PID version (phonetic beheading ofstupid)
1. n. A version of a softwareproduct made avail-
able to internal users by the developmentgroup,
which is supposedly a copy of the distributiontape
prepared andshipped toPID (q.v.). This is rarely
the same as the tapesent to customers,since devel-
opers often sendmore than one tape to PID at
different times. See alsogolden diskette. 2. n. An
unreadabletape. This usagerefers to thepractice
(pioneered, it is said, by CPD Raleigh) of sending
an unreadable tape to PIDwhen thesoftware isn’t
ready yet. By the time PID discovers the
“mistake”, the realversion will be ready (or so it is
hoped).

topside n. The higher managementechelons of a
project or group. “To go in topside with a
problem” means to attack the problem from top
management downwards.

. tortoise-and-hare problem n. The problem that

. ariseswhen a recentversion of afile (or an update)

. sent over the network overtakes an olderversion of

. the samefile, due to difference in size or network

. routing. This, unlessprecautions are taken,usually

. results in a back-level version for the recipient (often

. a service machine or conferencing facility). The same

. problem can affect users directly when pieces of

. electronic mail arrive in the wrongorder − some-

. times leading tocostly errors.
touch base with v. To talk about something to

someone who wouldexpect to be informed. Usage:
“I shall go touch basewith management aboutthat
problem”. This term is understood to be a loan
word from thelanguage associatedwith a tribal ritu-
al called“baseball”.

tourist information n. Additional interesting but irrel-
evant information given in a presentation. For
example: “Status:Customer runningwith no prob-
lems. TSOresponsetime 11 minutes. Transaction
rate 11.1397 persecond”. The second and third
sentences are tourist information if thesubject of the
presentation issystem availability. This is probably
derived from tourist guidebooks or maps that not
only provide informationabout getting from place
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tower Tuesday

to place, but alsogive a collection of other informa-
tion abouteachplace.

. tower n. An extension to a library, orsuite, of

. programs that isbuilt upon a previously available

. lower level “base” or “platform” of programs.This

. type of extension is incontrast toextensionsmade

. by modifying the base, andoften leads to struc-

. turally soundsystems− provided the base is stable

. enough. The term is used mostoften by those for

. whom it is a novel idea. See alsoapplication tower.
| Tower C, Tour C n. The cafe/bar opposite the
| entrances of Towers A and B of theEuropean
| Headquarters in Paris. Usage: “Confidential
| matters will not be discussed atTower C”. It is
| reported that, when itfirst opened, Tower C did
| very poor business in the early evening untilcurtains
| were installed sothat homeward-boundexecutives
| couldn’t see who was inside.

toy 1. n. A program that can bereadily understood.
2. n. A project in which thewriting of the code is a
significant part of the effort. In a“real” project,
coding is anegligibleportion of thecosts.3. adj. Of
a tool: great for teaching but lacking the basicfacili-
ties needed for doing real work. Theclassicexam-
ple in computer languages is Pascal. See alsoMickey
Mouse.

. tradeoff document n. A paper describing thepros,

. cons, and assumptionsthat were used in arriving at

. a decision. Usually written after thefact, andthere-

. fore “a list of reasons why we did what we did and

. why we didn’t dowhat wedidn’t do”.
trailing-edge adj. Slow to change (cf. leading-edge).

Used in marketing to denote an account who are
not interested inSNA, MVS, PROFS,etc. Usage:
“XYZ are a real trailing edgeaccount”. (Note that
“account” describes people inthis usage, hence the
plural is correct.)

translucent 1. adj. Of a change: claimed toaffect a
user or systemvery slightly. Usedwhen a claim of
transparency (q.v.) is obviouslyuntenable.2. adj. Of
a change: requiring a hugeeffort to accommodate.

transparent 1. adj. Of a change: claimed to have no
adverseeffects on a user or system. Used when
talking to change control to clinch an argument.
“But it’s transparent!” Sadly, transparencyseems a
relative thing [relatively rare] − after all, if truly
transparent, why make the change? See also
seamless. 2. v. to go transparent. To avoid
responsibility for something by providing nosolid
place on whichblame can berested. As in:“When
they found out that a GPD person caused the prob-
lem, they wenttransparent onit”.

| trap D v. Of a program running under the OS/2
| operatingsystem: tocrash. From theidentifier, the
| number 13 inhexadecimal, of the interrupt (and its
| handler, or trap) raised when aprogram tries to
| access aresource, such as storage, which it does not
| own. Usage:“Whenever I run yourprogramfrom
| diskette it trapDs”.
. trawl v. To find out, by sending out largenumbers of
. automatic requests,what information is available
. from newly set-upservice machines; to look for new
. servicemachines.

trick 1. n. A piece of code, or a programmingalgo-
rithm, thatcannot be understood by anewly trained
programmer. The term is usedduring program-
ming phasereviews: “The use of thetranslatefunc-
tion to reverse the string is aneattrick, but it can be
made clearer andmore understandable by the use
of a DO loop”. 2. n. On an engineeringmodel, a

quick designchangemade toflatten a bug. If good,
it will eventually go into theofficial design. If bad
(the bug isstill there, or another bug appears)then
anothertrick will be tried.

trickological adj. Written more to glorify the tricks
than to get thefunction performed. A trickological
program of thehighestorder can be comprehended
only by its author. It is especially easy(indeed,
almost trivial) to write one of these in APL.
Perhaps a pun on“trichological” [referring to the
study of hair orhairiness]?

tri-lead n. A wire that consists of a central conductor
with an earth (ground) wire each side. Effective as
a signal carrier, but the contacts have beenknown
to be lessthan ideal − so it is just as wellthat the
number of wires in central processors is actually
going down with complexity, rather thanincreasing.
If the bad connectionhappened to be the ground
wire (which was onlyconnected toground at one
end) then theresulting floatingconductor acted as a
marvellousantenna; thenoise it picked up wasthen
efficiently coupled to thesignal wires.

tri-lead trichinosis n. A condition in which thesilver
signal (centre) conductor of a Tri-lead causes a
short-circuit betweenthat conductor and one or
both of the adjacent ground conductors due to
chemical migration. Nothing to do with the worm
infestation resultingfrom the eating of infected and
insufficiently cooked pork, and in no way areligious
statement.

trivial 1. adj. Possible. Used to convey the
impressionthat the speaker is an expert in a subject
and that the method ofsolution should be imme-
diately obvious to everyone else in theroom.
Normally used when no one in theroom (including

. the speaker) can think of asolution. 2. adj. Of

. passwords: predictable. As in:“Your husband’s

. name is a trivial password”. 3. adj. Easy. This
usageimplies that if the speaker had theresponsibil-
ity of carrying out the task, it would bedone in a
matter of minutes. But, alas, it issomeoneelse’s
job. 4. adj. non-trivial . Too long, or simplyunin-
teresting, sothat the speaker does notreally want to
do it. “That’s a non-trivial change”.

Trouble Came Back, TCB n. A problem that has
failed to succumb to itssolution. This colloquialism
is used by maintenancepeople to describe an inter-
mittent or difficult-to-reproduceproblem which has
failed to respond toneglect. Seeno problem found, go
away.

true blue adj. Of a customer account:using only
IBM equipment. See alsoall-blue.

. tube 1. n. A display screen. 2. v. To send for

. display. “Can youtube me thatADMGDF file?”
tube-jockey n. A person who spends all of his or her

working time (that is, time not spent at acoffee
machine) pushing buttons on akeyboard without
any noticeable results.This is the modern version
of “a paper-pusher”. The mostvisible kind spend
all day appending tonon-technicalforums, and can
be recognised by their compulsion tosign every
appendwith self-bestowedtitles showing howclever
they are.

Tuesday n. The Day of the Announcement. For
various reasons, most (if not all) IBMDomestic
products areannounced on aTuesday. [It is said
that this originally came to pass because
T. J. Watsonwent sailing at weekends, and could
not be sure of returning on aMonday if winds
should fail him.] The major exception to this rule
occurs when April Fool’s Day is aTuesday (as in
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turbo user orientation

1986), in which case announcements aredelayed
until the Wednesday− 2nd April.

turbo adj. Of a revisedprogram: better, faster, and
bigger. This term is aspin-off from the automobile
industry, though of coursebefore it can be used in a
computing environment it has to be acronymised.
The most interesting acronym so far is TURBO:
The Ultimate Really BetterOverall. This was used
to describe anon-strategic project at Yorktown that
aimed todevelop animprovedCMS.

tweak v. To change in asmall way, to tune. May be
applied to software or tohardware. Seealso one-
line fix.

twenty-pounder n. A particularly brassy form of
wing-tipped shoe. As in: “There hewas, all dressed
out in his powersuit andtwenty-pounders”.

twin-tail n. A method for connecting an IBM
communications controller to twodifferent comput-
ers so thatthey shareaccess to a commoncommu-
nications network, or to connect two BSClines to
work like a single full-duplex line. Carries all the
usual humanproblems and implications of trying to
serve twomasters. (From theelectronicsterm for a
balanced two-transistor− often FET − amplifier,
“twin-tailed pair”.)

type one adj. Of software: fully supported, as for
SystemProducts. This term refers to one of the old
IBM software service agreementlevels of support.
The term has come tomean “high quality” soft-
ware, though(sincemuch of it is very old) it is not
necessarily up to today’sstandards. [This author
has campaigned for sometime for “Type Zero”
code− softwarethat is guaranteed correct andreli-
able.] See alsohome-grown.

Tyranosaure n. REXX, when used inFrance.
T3 n. Teach The Teacherstime. The beginning of

the spreading of the marketing information for a
product which typically occursabout aweek before
a product’sannouncement.

. UKUS (yuke-us, you-kay-you-ess) adj. Of syntax,

. pronunciation, punctuation, orspelling: differing

. between UK and US (British and American)

. English. Usage:“That flavour of ‘flavor’ is ukus.”
umbrella PTF n. A PTF (q.v.) that containsfixes to

several (related and inter-dependent)products.
Almost always a nightmare for users, because the
complexity of thechangemeans thathuman error
will prevail, somethingwill get overlooked, and
something will break after the PTF hasbeen
applied.

| uncork 1. v. To bring a problem topublic view. As
| in: “Who uncorked thatmess?”2. v. To lose one’s
| temper. As in: “Hereally uncorkedwhen he found
| out what it wasgoing to cost.” See alsocome out of
| the bottle.
. undercover micro n. A microprocessor whosepres-
. ence is neitherdocumented norobvious to the user
. of the hardware inwhich it is contained.

unit n. By U.S. law, somethingthat can be purchased
separately. Note that for this reason, IBM (and
other computer manufacturers) nolonger make
CPUs (Central ProcessingUnits), but CPs(Central
Processors).

up adj. Working normally. The opposite of down
(q.v.). “Is the system up yet?”

update n. A change to apiece of software orhard-
ware made in order toenhance itscapabilities or to
correct a problem. Often refers to aparticular
portion of software (thedelta) that can be merged
automaticallywith the source of a program (if you

have it) to form anew, updated,version. “Can you
send me the update thatlets it work with RSCS
Version 2?” See alsoOCO.

UP-genned (you-pee-genned) adj. Of a system:
generated to useonly one processor of a multi-
processor hardwarecomplex. Often a“trick” that
simplifies the work of the sysprog, who then hopes
that no onenoticesthat thesystem is notrunning as
fast as it might do. [Usuallyapplied to avoidsoft-
ware that simply does not work on
multi-processors.] Also used to describe aperson
who can onlydeal with a singleproblem at atime.

. uplevel v. To install a more recent version of a

. program (not necessarily the most up-to-date).

. “When are youplanning touplevel RSCS?”
uplift n. An increment. Commonly used inpricing

discussions. It hasnothing to dowith emotional or
moral effects. Usage: “If we vendorizethat unit,
what will be the uplift on the price tag?”

. user n. One who uses(rather than creates) aprod-

. uct.
user-cuddly adj. Of software or documentation:

especiallyuser-friendly. [This phrase wasfirst heard
from a customer at theSHARE conference in
March 1984, describing the VMREXX interpreter.]

user error 1. n. Documentation error. 2. n. Poor
| design. 3. n. (rare) A mistake made by auser.
| As used in the MVS/XA SystemProgramming
| Library: “Because user errorsoften produce unpre-
| dictable results, theuser should try to avoidthem.”

user exit n. A published external interface that
allows access to theinternals of apiece of software.

user-friendly 1. adj. Of a program:usable by some-
one who is not a computerexpert. A program that
was used by more thantwenty people (whose
comments were acted upon)before being distrib-
uted. 2. n. Of hardware or software: not easy to
use, but needing to be sold. See alsouser-cuddly,
user-hostile.

. user-hostile adj. Of a program: actively unpleasant

. to the user; notuser-friendly. Often due to the use of

. ill-chosen words for messages, aswhen the user

. mistypes a command, and the programresponds,

. brusquely, “I l l e g a l C o m m a n d ” [Go Directly

. To Jail].
userid (you-zer-eye-dee) 1. n. “ nom de terminal”.

2. n. A nickname thatidentifies aperson(user) to a
computer system or to other users. It is most
understandable ifselected by theuser (and inthis
case may even berelated to thename of theuser).
If selected by aprogram written by someonewith a
tiny mind, it is likely to be cryptic (KR39232E,
86612345). A strange rule was used in the La
Gaudelaboratoryuntil recently; onecould have any
userid one wanted solong as itbeganwith the letter

| “L”. Yorktown Research once had a more
| involved rule: youcould have any userid youliked,
| provided it was nomore thanseven letters, and did
| not begin with the letters“IBM” (or any other string
| that alreadyexisted as a userid). [History cancause
. strange anomalies: “IBMPC” was allowed,
. “IBMVM” was not.] See alsonodeid, vnetid.

user orientation n. A term for the kind of manual
now described asuser friendly. This was first used
in 1968 at a meeting ofhardware publications
managers, when it wasstatedthat the greatest need
was for publications developers tounderstand who
the readerswere and why they werereaders. It
took fifteen years forthis truth to bewidely appreci-
ated andapplied.
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utility visibility

. utility n. A program that provides a generalservice

. that may have avariety of uses. For example, sort-

. ing and printingprograms areoften calledutilities.

. The nameimplies a lack of novelty, and describes a

. “bread-and-butter” program. See alsofacility.
| value add n. An improvement infunction or perform-
| ance. “What’s the value add inrelease 3?” See
| added value.

vanilla adj. Of standard flavour, e.g., as shipped to
customers. As in:“You mean it’s possible to run
vanilla CP?” See alsochocolate, mocha, flavour,and
PID.

vaporware n. Hardware or software that is
announced[not by IBM!] for availability at a later
date, but never materializes. In the case of
PC-related products,this is often because the
announcing companyitself hasvaporized.

| vary v. To change adevice from online to offline, or
| vice versa, usuallywhile the computer it is attached
| to continues to operate. From the OS command
| VARY, still available onVM and MVS systems. As
| in: “We’ll vary that CPU on and see if we can come
| up MP”.
. Vector Feature, Vector Facility n. An optional vector
. processor that can be added to an IBM 3090
| mainframe. The Vector Feature,developed at the
| PoughkeepsieLaboratory, is remarkable forbeing a
| major hardwareproduct that wasdevelopedentirely
| “on the sly” − so much sothat it’s said that not
| even IBM’s competitors knewabout it. Seehobby.

vector processor n. Any machine with a non-370
compatible architecture thatruns at aspeed of over
3 MIPS. There is animplicit slight here that it is
not a real “commercial” machine,since vector
processorstypically are used for scientificapplica-
tions. Presumably (so it isthought) when a “vector
processor” isgiven a commercial job stream, itwill
not run any fasterthan thefastest 370. [Attitudes to
vector processorshave changed dramaticallysince
the announcement of the3090 Vector product in
1985.] Seeminicomputer.

vehicle n. An indirect means toachievesome result
(usually in themarketplace). “Wewill focus on the
F machines as the keyvehicle for the newuser
interface.”

vendor 1. n. A company thateither supplies aprod-
uct or service to IBM, or supplies something to
IBM customers. See alsoOEM. 2. v. To release
headcount (to comply with cuts or to supply a new
project) by employingcontract labour to carry out
maintenance and/or development on a project.
Despite the observation thateven more people
(including contractor personnel) are nowinvolved
with the project (since IBM must still perform plan-
ning and contract supervision) this isviewed as a
wise use ofresources.

vendorable adj. Allowed to be vended out. Usually
heard as “NotVendorable”.

vendorize v. To hire a sub-contractor (vendor) to do
something that was previously done in-house. A
vendorizedproduct is one that wasoriginally built
by IBM but is now largely assembled by a sub-
contractor.

vendor technology n. Semiconductor technology
producedoutside IBM. The implication isthat any
variety of technology can beproduced by IBM, but
“out there” they can raise only onetype. Vendor
Technology Logic (VTL) was synonymouswith TTL
(Transistor-TransistorLogic, nevermanufactured by
IBM) in the 1970s.

vend out v. To contract production of someitem to
an outside vendor. Afavourite way to avoidsecuri-
ty restrictions − quite recently the contract for
making thefoils for a presentation to theCorporate
Management Committee to summarise the IBM
corporatefive-yearplan wasvended out.

verb n. Any word (i.e., any noun may bemisused as
a verb). “There is no noun in theAmerican
language thatcannot beverbed”.

verbiage (ver-bij, ver-bedge) n. A term used torefer
to any kind of documentation. Thesimilarity of this
word to “garbage” does not seem accidental, and
the word isoften misspelt as“Verbage”. The use of
this term has theeffect of belittling the documenta-
tion, either because one wants to under-emphasise
its importance, as in “I have thedesign flowchart all
done. All I have to do is add theverbiage”, or
because the documentation iswordy, as in: “That
user’s manual sure has a lot of verbiage init”, or
because thereader is too “busy” to be bothered to
read it.

. vertical adj. Specialised(rather than broad-based, or

. horizontal). As in: “...some of themore specialised

. micro dealers arestarting to find themselves up a

. pretty tight vertical niche.”
via n. A pathway from oneface of a printed circuit

card (or layer in a chip) to the other. Originally
always described theplated-throughholes in IBM
multi-layer printed circuit cards (ascarceresource),
but now more loosely applied to hardware mech-
anisms for taking a short-cut from oneplace to
another, or to anyconstruction method that can
take advantage ofvias.

vibration tested adj. Having survived careless or
deliberate mechanicalabuse, such asbeing dropped
or kicked. [Such treatmentcures faults in equip-
ment almost asoften as it causesthem.]

virgin adj. Of a program: unmodified (e.g., as
receivedfrom PID). It is interesting tonote that the
first modification to such code isusually that which
is the most desired. Also used to describe asilicon
wafer before thefirst etching to place transistors or
other components on it; a tape orpaperbefore first
impression;etc. See alsovanilla.

virtual adj. A term used toindicate that things are
not what they seem to be. Generallymeans that
you can see it, but it is not reallythere. As invirtu-
al disk , virtual memory . (As opposed to something
that is transparent: “It’s really there, but you can’t
see it”.)

virtual Friday n. The Wednesday or Thursdaybefore
a long weekend in the USA for which theThursday
or Friday (respectively) is aholiday. Usage:“Don’t
hold that meeting tomorrow afternoon − it’s a
virtual Friday”.

| virtualize v. Under VM, to simulate a resource for a
| virtual machine. “VM/XA SP virtualizes central
| processors and central storage but notexpanded
| storage.” In other words,VM/XA SP can simulate
| processors and central storage for an operating
| system running under it, but cannot simulate
| expandedstorage.

virtual machine n. SeeVM.
visibility n. Kudos, importance. Aproject that has

“visibility” is much in the eye ofothers. Thismakes
it high (political) risk; theworkersinvolved may find
themselvesshoweredwith awards − or may find
themselves thescapegoats for others.
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visionary war room

visionary n. Someone who reads theoutside litera-
ture.

visual footprint n. The apparent size of apiece of
computer equipment− such as a terminal− as
perceived by a user. For example,many televisions
have acres of wasted spaceeach side of the screen;
others, with a smaller visual footprint, generally
look more elegant.

vital records n. Records which are supposed to
allow a project to restartwith minimal loss in the
event of disaster. As they are usuallythree to six
months out ofdate, andoften suffering from incon-
sistency, it is just aswell that they have neverreally
been needed.

VM n. Virtual Machine. Used universally within
IBM to refer to theVM/370 OperatingSystem, now
known as VM/SP (Virtual Machine System Prod-
uct). VM is the most general IBM operatingsystem
for the System/370, since italone allows all the
other operatingsystems to be rununder it (including
itself). It is the operating system of choice within
IBM for almost all development work,since its
single-userConversationalMonitor System(CMS) is
faster andmore adaptable than thealternatives. See
also SP.

VMITE (vee-might) n. VM Internal Technical
Exchange. A gathering ofmany of the IBM VM
System Programmers,held for ten years in or near

| San Jose. With thesteadily increasingnumber of
| VM systems, this meetingmaintained itsvitality in a
| way unusual for this kind of regular conference
| from its first meeting in 1978 until it wassuperseded
| by the CCITE (q.v.) in 1989. The meeting was
| originally organized and hosted by RayHolland,
| then of theGeneral ProductsDivision VM System
| Support group at the Santa TeresaLab. It wasfirst
| held at the San JoseResearch Laboratory,then
| later at the San Jose Convention Center, andfinally
| at the Almaden ResearchCenter.

VMNews (vee-em-news) v. To submit anitem to the
VM Newsletter. The VM Newsletter, edited byPeter
Capek, ran for 50editions in the late 1970s and
early 1980s and was certainly themost useful
communicationnewsletter within IBM, its usefulness
only later beingeclipsed by thegrowth of conferenc-
ing systems.Therefore to VMNews apiece of infor-
mation is to ensure itswide distribution. A different
meaning sometimes occurs to theselect group of
enthusiasts who submitteditems to the 51st edition.

VMR v. To reject. From Very Much Regret, the
wording used in thestandardrejection letter for PC
Software Submissions “I think weshould VMR this
one”.

. VMSHARE n. A conferencing system used by the VM

. project of theSHARE organisation (auser’sgroup

. of IBM customers). A copy of the conference is

. provided by SHARE for IBM use; there is also a

. later PCSHAREconference.
VNET (vee-net) v. To send by computer network (as

opposed to tape ormail). “I’ll VNET you the files
tomorrow”. Theverb derivesfrom the name of the
original IBM communication network set upwithin
IBM during the 1970s, and now linkingover 2600
computers. The V,incidentally, meansnothing −
the name waschosen to resemble theother familiar
acronyms of thetime (VSAM, VTAM, and so on).
VNET is sometimes described as “acommunication
network for Service Machines, which humans are
sometimes able to use”. See alsonet.

vnetid (vee-net-eye-dee) n. The network address of a
computeruser or service machine. It is usually the
combination of an untypeablenodeid (q.v.) with a
cryptic userid (q.v.). This oftenmakes theidentity of
the originator of a messagevery difficult to deter-
mine if no real name is included in the message.
How is one to guess that XES7208C at
GYSVMHD1 is good ol’ Kurt in Heidelberg?
Sometimes the only way toanswer is tobegin with
“Dear XES7208C atGYSVMHD1..”.

| wait state n. A period during which a processor is
| idle, for example, waiting for input, output, or
| memory activity to complete. Rare in modern
| multitasking systems, but common on workstations
| and personal computerseven today. System/360s
| had a wait light which indicatedthat the processor
| was in wait state; it’s said that some engineers
| replacedthis with a burnt-out bulb to avoid drawing
| attention tothis implied inefficiency.

walk ar ound the block v. To convince someone to
do something byrepeated requests and explana-
tions, sometimes by higher and higherlevels of
management. “He didn’t want to take theassign-
ment, but we walkedaround theblock a few times
and he saw the light”.

walk in the woods n. A time spent out of general
circulation or out of power. As in:“The product
was a disaster, so they sent him for awalk in the
woods”. [Hoping, perhaps, that thelions would get
him?] Seepenalty box, lion food.

| walk up and use adj. Of a software application, or a
| combination ofhardware andsoftware:ready to use
| immediately. “You plug the display,keyboard, and
| printer into thesystem unit and youhave a walk up
| and use desktoppublishing system.”

wall follower n. A simpleton, or one who goes by the
book. “Joe is a real wall-follower.” An early
robot-building contest whichinvolved running a
maze was won by a mechanismwhich only sensed
and followed the right-hand wall. It was called
Harvey Wallbanger. Robots that tried to learn as
they traversed themaze did not do aswell.

Wansdyke n. Mysterious caverns in England, “some-
where” near the ancientSaxon earthwork known as
Wansdyke, where vital records are stored. UK
equivalent ofIron Mountain, Salt Mine.

. warm body n. A real person(usually a programmer

. or engineer). Amanager’s empire ismeasured by

. the headcount allocated to him or her, but thehead-

. count is notnecessarilyfilled. Usage:“How many

. warm bodieswill you have byApril?”
warm f uzzies 1. n. The kind of feeling it is alleged

that you get when you think you are proceeding in
the right direction, orwhen you arebeing treated
well by your manager. This state ofmind is usually
of short duration, and issucceeded bycold pricklies

| (q.v.). 2. n. Messagesproduced by a program to
| indicate that it is alive andwell but is likely to take
| sometime to finish its processing.

war room 1. n. The nerve centre of theoperation to
control the development ormaintenance of certain
products. A room in or near to a development
project, filled with displays, telephones,specifica-
tions, wiring diagrams, microcodelistings, and the
like. The purpose is toemploy the cream of the
crop of engineers associatedwith a project to“make
war” on failing machines. Almost any solution can
be used, but the best ones can betranslated imme-
diately into ECs (Engineering Changes). The
modern term for such aplace, “Support Center”,
somehow does not have thesameaura (orsuccess).
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water winged comments

When Big OS was first released (circa 1965) a
room wasdedicated in building705, Poughkeepsie,
to provide immediate assistance tousers. This
room was designated the “World-wideAPAR
ResponseRoom” − a nameinevitably shortened to
“war room”. It was probably thefirst so named.
2. n. A room set aside in a marketing (sales)
location for intensive planning, predicting, andpoint
tallying at crucial times in theyear. The room
looks like a battlefield, since the walls,tables, and
floor are generallycoveredwith flipchart paper full
of numbers andwords, presenting the expected
customer installs and theresulting points (until the
end of the war).

water n. Orders for equipmentwhich the customer
does not intend to accept.“The first-day orders set
a new record, butthey must be at least a third
water”. Major causesinclude: place-holdingorders
while the customertries to figure outwhat has been
announced; dropout due tomulti-year delivery
schedules; andChristmas presents to deserving
salesmen.

| watercool v. Usually of a computer: tocool, using
| chilled water.

water-cooled engineer n. A service engineer who
refuses to work on machinery that is notwater-

| cooled. “If it isn’t water-cooled,it’s a terminal!”
(Only largeprocessors are water-cooled.)

. water MIPS n. Processingpower that is provided by

. large water-cooledcomputers such as3090s. As in:

. “Longer term, we see all computing powerbeing

. delivered bywater MIPS or deskMIPS”. See also

. desk MIPS, MIPS.
Watson Freeway n. The sections ofInterstates 684

and 287 whichconnect Corporate HQ (Armonk)
with NCD HQ (1133, see below) viaHarrison.

Watson’s Law n. The reliability of machinery is
inversely proportional to the number and signif-
icance of any personswatching it. (This well-known
rule applies toall demonstrations of new equipment,
software,etc.)

wave a dead chicken v. To offer a forlorn hope; a
burnt offering or witchcraft. As in:“I’ll just wave a
dead chicken over thedump”, which means “I’ll
give it a go, butdon’t expect toomuch”.

| we agree response.“No, we haven’t done thatyet,
| and we wish we’d thought of it ourselves.”
| (Response to questions of the form: “Shouldn’t you
| return themisdirected mail to the sender, instead of
| just throwing it away?”)

weenie n. The “;” (semi-colon) character on a
keyboard. “To getback to thefirst screen, type in a
2 comma 7weenie and hitENTER”.

wet adj. Of a mainframe: cooled by chilled water.
This describes water-cooledcomputers such as the
308x and 309x ranges.Mainly used in the locution
“wet box”.

. whim of record n. A plan of record (q.v.) that changes

. weekly (or more frequently).
white socks type n. Anyone in CSD orFED, divi-

sions nowamalgamated to form the NSD(National
ServiceDivision [A nameunlikely to catch on in the
UK, where National Service used to be theeuphe-
mism for military conscription]). IBM engineers
traditionally worewhite socksunder dark suits, and
it is said that somestill do. “Anyone for tennis?”

WIBNI (wib-knee) n. Acronym for “Wouldn’t It Be
Nice If”, usually used to refer touseful butdifficult-
to-implement additions to softwaresystems. “Ihave
a WIBNI for the zorch function.”

wild duck n. A creative technicalperson who does
unconventionalthings, or at least does things in an
unconventional way. Implies respect, and an
acknowledgement thatmany of that person’s ideas
turn out to bevaluable. It is saidthat IBM does
not mind having a few wild ducks around − so
long as they fly information.

This term was created by T. J.Watson Jr., who
told a story (by the philosopherKirkegaard) about
a flock of wild ducks that landednear a farm.
Some got fed by the farmer andstayed, and either
died of obesity or goteaten. Thetruly wild ones
flew away − and survived.

Winchester disk n. A hard (rather than floppy) disk
whoseheadrestsupon thesurface of the disk when
stationary. Thename “Winchester” wasfirst used
as the code name for a disk storage devicebeing
developed at the IBM San Joseengineeringlabora-
tories around1973, and has sincebecome theindus-
try generic term for that disk technology. The
rationale for thename was theoriginal size of the
twin storage modules, which were 30Megabytes
each, matching by analogy(30+30) the cartridge

| used in a Winchester30-30 rifle. (In this case the
| first 30 refers to the calibre of therifle, and the
| second to the grains[weight] of powder used in the
| cartridge.) The Winchester was thefirst device

whose read/writehead could actuallyrest upon the
surface of the disk without disastrous consequences.
The head assembly mass was reduced from 300
grams for the3330 disk to a feathery 18grams, thus
successfullyfulfilling the original aim of eliminating
the costly head-unloading mechanism. Thedirect
cost of thehead dropped by afactor of four as a
consequence ofthis. The capacity of the diskthat
was actually released as the 3340 latergrew to 35

. and 70M, but the namestuck. Thename became

. public during a courtcasethat debated an attempt

. to misappropriate the technology. The term

. “Winchester” was aconvenienthandle for describ-

. ing the intellectualproperty, andcame upregularly

. in the court and in the reports ofjournalists cover-

. ing the trial.
window 1. n. A timing problem due to alogical

error. An unlikely set of circumstances which were
not allowed for, although probably understood.
Usually the amount of code required to“close the
window” is inversely proportional to the size of the
window opening. Murphy’s Law normally prevails,
so the problem caused by thewindow will not
appearuntil after FCS − by which time theperson
who left the window open is nowhere insight.
2. n. A portion of a display screen. It can also be
used as a verb tomean theprocess ofdefining the
windows on a screen.“Who did the windowing on
this panel?”3. n. An Early Retirement opportunity.
An occasional chance toretire early onfavourable
terms. There was one suchwindow at the Owego
location a few years ago, andmany people took
advantage of it. Everyone there[’tis said] who is
even close to retirement kept wondering (aloud)
when the next window would be. Their prayers
were answered in1986.

| window-dressing 1. n. Something put in abusiness
| case (q.v.) to make it look better or even good.
| 2. n. A “graphical” or “window” interfaceadded to
| an otherwisedeficient program to make it appear
| more attractive.
. winged comments n. Comments set on the sameline
. as a programstatement and which (in theideal
. case) only refer tothat one statement. Ifstatements
. are kept short and thewinged comments are
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wing it yellow wire

. descriptivethen suchcommentary canconsiderably

. enhance thequality of the code.
wing it v. Just go and do it any old way[does not

imply any skill in improvisation]. “In this location,
we design thehardware, software, andmicrocode
for a project. When no one canfigure out why it
doesn’t function, wethen spend a fewmonthswrit-
ing specifications ofwhat was thought to bedevel-
oped.” When thefinal result is apparent, it is
always discoveredthat theresult of winging-it is not
what wasintended.

wing-tipped warrior n. An experienced andprofi-
cient IBM Marketing Representative. A Wing-Tip
is a style of dress shoethat has a “wing like”
pattern of dots punched in theleather on thetoes.
See alsorep, power suit.

wingtips n. Official IBMdom. As in: “Yes, Mr.
Customer, ifthis systemfails, we’ll Darken The Sky
With Wingtips”. See alsohelp.

winnie n. A small format (usually 5.25 inch)hard
disk. This is a diminutive forWinchester (q.v.) and [I
think] has noconnectionwith the noise oftenmade
by the disk.

. wishlet n. A small wish, more practicalthan aWIBNI.
wishlist n. A list of WIBNIs and Nice To Haves for a

program or other tool. When “prioritized”, this
may become apriority list (q.v.); but in general the
future of the items on thelist is very variable, and
dependslargely on howmuch sparetime theauthor
gets from IBM, family, etc. in order to implement
items on the Wishlist.

. woodshed n. A figurative [virtual?] place where a

. person is taken for admonition. Aplace of tempo-

. rary residence, unlike apenalty box. As in: “John

. Akers took his managers to the woodshedafter

. seeing the Fortune magazine article on Most

. Admired Corporations”. In North America in

. olden days, the woodshed was farenough from the

. house thatchildren could bedisciplined there with-

. out unduly disturbing therest of the family.
woof and whinny n. A high level andperhaps rather

theatrical “show and tell” with a lot of yelling and
screaming. Seedog and pony show.

. wordsmith v. To create oredit a memo, letter, or

. other documentwith a word processor orediting

. program, usually with a view to improving it or

. making it more acceptable to others; tofiddle with

. the words in a document. As in: “I have to

. wordsmith thatmemobefore I send it toanyone”.
work-around 1. n. A techniquesuggested by an engi-

neering or programming department forgetting
around a majorblunder until a more permanent
repair can be made. “We are aware that thereal-
time clock will give ambiguous date/timereadings at
midnight. If you MUST run your on-line applica-
tions 24 hours a day, you should instruct your
machine operators to put the machine inSTOP for
the minute or so aroundmidnight. This work-
around will have to be employeduntil 1992, when
we plan to release a new featurethat corrects this
minor imperfection”. 2. n. A design change
installed in amachine undertest. Thework-around
is usually to allowcontinuedtesting by thebypass-
ing of a failing function. The bypassedfunctions
must be fixed (all work-arounds removed) before
the machinedesign can beaccepted. [This tech-
nique can also be appliedwhile debugging
programs.]

working as designed adj. Of a program orpiece of
hardware: not working as auser wants, butnever-
thelessworking as specified. Used as a reason for
not accepting acriticism or suggestion.

. write-only adj. Of program code: unreadable,

. unfathomable. Used in a derogatory way torefer to

. others’ coding practices,especially when used to

. refer to APL: “Since his APL code is write-only

. we’ll have to find some other way to communicate

. with the software folk.” Theterm is also usedaffec-

. tionately betweenAPLers: “I understand your

. routine perfectly. This proves once againthat APL

. is not write-only...”

. wrt preposition. With Respect To. Also used(with

. confusion) as anabbreviation for “write” . See also

. btw.
WYSIWYG (wizzy-wig) 1. adj. What You See Is

What You Get. Applied to a text, graphics, or
image editorthat tries to show on the screenexactly
what will appear on theprinted page. WYSIWYG
technology israther crude atpresent,prompting the
comment “What You See IsAll You Get”, but it
seems that this kind of display is appropriate for

. certain applications. [This term was first used in

. IBM by the 5520 and textarchitecturedesigners, in

. 1977-78.]Also WYSLN (wizz-lin) − What You See
Looks Natural. 2. adj. Of a display panel: having
no help. “All of our interactive functionshave been
rewritten usingWYSIWYG panels.” See alsouser-
friendly.

| XA n. ExtendedArchitecture. The extension of the
| System/370 architecturefrom 24-bit addressing
| (allowing access to 16Megabytes of storage) to
| 31-bit addressing(allowing access to 128 times as
| much).
. yabafu n. An append that is empty or containsonly
. boiler plate text. Originally (1986) meant “Yet
. Another BlankAppendFrom Uithone”, referring to
. numerous empty appends from thatnodeid which
. plagued conferences and which werecaused by user
. interface problems in someUithone-specific exec.
. Can also describe anymajor publication blunder
. (such as theXT/286 advertisement in the Daily
. Telegraph of 29December1986 which featured a
. [then absurd] 20 Meg slimline diskette).
| yearend n. A time, strictly speaking inDecember, of
| intense workload (and paranoia) insales and
| marketing areas.This is the period whensalespeo-
| ple strive to meet their targets and everyone else
| tries to keep out oftheir way. The exact“date” of
| yearend isaround January7th, depending onflexi-
| bility of local systems and thedeadlines set byhead-
| quarterslocations.

yellow brick road n. Route 9, Poughkeepsie. The
road on which you travel to see the Wizard of OZ.
SeeOS.

| yellow layer n. Communicationssoftware. Seelayer.
yellow wire 1. n. A hardware fix. Productswhose

connections were mainly printed-circuits hadfixes
and overflows manually connectedusing yellow
wires. The reliability of a product is inversely
proportional to the number of yellow wires.
2. v. To wire-wrap. “Of coursethey had trouble
building the 801 prototypeusing ECL − it was
yellow-wired!” A piece of hardware that is built
entirely manually may be connected bywires coated
in a yellow plastic, connectingcomponents by wrap-
ping the copper wire around their projectingparts.
This technique for prototyping was superseded by
meltable-insulation wiring, around 1977. See also
blue wire, purple wire.
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Yorkthorne 9-edge

. Yorkthorne n. The Hawthorne extension of the

. T. J. Watson Research Laboratory at Yorktown

. Heights, NY.
Yorktownism n. An incantation (q.v.) that worksonly

on the Yorktown version of a standardoperating
system. Yorktown is infamous for running the most
adulterated VMsystems in thecompany− as many
toolsmiths therehave discovered whenthey tried to
let others use theirwork.

| yo-yo v. To repeatedlycrash and be restarted; to go
| up and down many times. As in:“TOROLAB6 has
| beenyo-yoing all daytoday”.

zap 1. v. To alter themachine code of aprogram by
storing directly into main storage, or by running a
program (known as SuperZap) to have asimilar
effect on thedisk-resident copy of aprogram. This
practice started in the days when aproperchange to
program source followed by reassembly was a task
measured in hours. Now a term forshoddy, incom-
plete work which is likely to cause trouble in future
because the runningversion of aprogram nolonger
agreeswith its source − a situationthat inevitably
leads to problems. “We’ll just zap it for now and
hope tomorrownever comes”. Nowadays zapping
is a dying art, and canitself take hours, but it may
well see arenaissance asOCO becomes wide-spread.
See also patch. 2. v. To use a “Zapper” to
discharge static electricity near various sensitive
parts of a computer. This test determines whether
the machinewill survive a visit in the dry winter-
time by an activeyoung woman wearing a silk
blouse,silk slip, andwool skirt.

Z-Block (zed-block) n. The first temporary building
in Hursley, there before IBMmoved in, which was
used by Supermarine forSpitfire (a World War II
fighter aircraft) design. Thelegendary birthplace of
the Hursley ProgrammingCentre. Now describes
the 2nd floor West Wing ofD-Block, home of the
new CICS design technology (which uses
Z-notation ).

. zero-content adj. Of a document or presentation:

. containing nouseful information. (Thoughproba-

. bly very wordy and beautifully illustrated.) See

. content.
zipperhead 1. n. One who has a closedmind. Said

to be mostfrequently used inDevelopment Labora-
tories, especiallythose with a high average age of
employee.2. n. beamer (q.v.).

. zoo n. The VM SystemsProgramming department

. (circa 1978) in Toronto, Canada (nowcalled VM

. Software Services). Thenickname arose because

. many people in the department collected stuffed

. animals; in time it became pervasive − software

. tools designed and written by the Zoo were distrib-

. uted widely, and there are few VMsystems in IBM

. without at least onemodule thatincludes the epithet

. “ Property of the Zoo”. These modules have the

. prefix EMS (DMS, which belonged toCMS, with

. the D changed to E for “Extension”).

. Students ofBritish broadcastingwill recognise the

. relevance of theMonty Python sketch that ends

. “and now it’s time for the penguin on top ofyour

. television set toexplode”.
& (ampersand) 1. n. A character used in many IBM

macro and command languages inorder to distin-
guish data from keywords. This helps tomake
them hard to read and totype, and soadds to the
mystique surrounding programmers that use such
languages. Sometimes used doubled, fordouble

. confusion. Seecommand language. 2. adj. Fluid in

. name. When the name of aproject or futureprod-

. uct is (or is likely to be)changedmany times, the

. authors of its documentationwill often use a vari-

. able symbol to represent thenamethat is likely to be

. changed. In thestandard IBM documentation

. language,SCRIPT, suchsymbols areidentified by a

. leadingampersand.This usage carries forwardinto

. speech, where onespeaks of the“ampersandxyz”

. project, where “xyz” is thecurrent name. See also

. symbol.

. * (asterisk) n. A character used (among other

. things) to denote emphasis. Most softcopy text

. (such as electronicmail and forums) is in a single

. font; to indicate emphasis without the blatancy of

. Great Runes (q.v.), text can be enclosed in asterisks.

. Usage: “Do you*really* want the PURGE RDR

. default to beSYSTEM ALL?” Since emphasised

. words are often set in italics, the asterisk is also

. used to mark itemsnormally presented initalics,

. such as booktitles. See alsosplat, star out.
1133 1. n. The multiplexor enclosure for the 1130

Minicomputer. 2. n. A division headquarters
building in Westchester Avenue, White Plains, NY.
IBM buildings in the USAeach have anidentifying
number, andthis number isoften used in references.
For example, the 801 minicomputer(whose archi-
tecture is used in the IBM RT PCproduct) is
named after Building 801, the T. J.Watson
Research Laboratory near YorktownHeights.

80-column mind n. A narrow or blinkered mind.
Usually applied to people who, conceptually atleast,
would prefer to be able to lay theirhands directly
on their data, and to whom thetransition from
cards to tape was a traumaticexperience. Nobody
has daredtell them about [magnetic]disks yet. (It is
said that these peoplewill be buried “face down,
9-edgeforward”, “face up, 12-edge first”, or “face
down, nine to the throat” (q.v.).)

. 80x24 artist n. Person who can donice drawings on

. a non-graphicscreen which has 24 or 25 rows of 80

. characters.
| 80-80 listing n. A program that could read adeck of
| cards and print each 80-character cardimage as a
| new line on aprinter. It’s said that it waspossible
| to write an 80-80 listing program on the initial
| program card for the IBM1401. Seeboot.
. 9-edge n. The bottom edge of astandardHollerith
. computer card. So named because a card had
. twelve rows; two at the top (variouslynamed) and
. ten below(named0 through9). The lowest of these
. was row 9; hence the nearestedge was 9-Edge.
. (The otheredge was oftenknown as the12-edge .)
. See alsoface down, nine to the throat.
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